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Abstract

The million dollar question, whether investors should invest their capital in ac-

tively managed or passively managed funds, have been debated for many years.

The interest among investors for passively managed funds, namely index funds and

ETF:s, has over the last years seen a steady increase. This has resulted in sub-

stantial net capital inflows to such funds while the opposite has been observed for

actively managed funds. This study investigates if the level of active management

is a determinant of abnormal returns for actively managed domestic US mutual

equity funds and how this has changed over time as the US equity fund market

has become more and more passively invested. This study performs time-series

regressions on portfolios of US mutual equity funds with an investment focus in the

US covering the period 1998 to 2017. The portfolios are sorted according to both

tracking error, measured as the standard deviation of the difference between the

return achieved by a fund and the return of its benchmark index, and size, which

is measured as total net assets. This segmentation aims to determine whether

more active funds are rewarded for their activity or penalized by market efficiency

as well as whether the size of a fund is a relevant determinant of abnormal re-

turn. Both the full 20-year sample period and non-overlapping 5-year subperiods

are examined. The results show no evidence that the level of active management

act as a determinant of abnormal returns and active management display little or

no ability to generate abnormal returns. This further implies that the market is

efficient and that investors’ flight to passive investment alternatives is warranted.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

The research about mutual fund performance and active versus passive investing

dates back to the work of Treynor (1965), Sharpe (1966) and Jensen (1968) who

all developed their own methods for evaluation of risk-adjusted fund performance.

The conclusion of their work revolved around the inability of actively managed

funds to consistently outperform their respective benchmark. The field of active

management has since then been subject to extensive debate and research with the

majority of the findings confirming the results presented by Treynor, Sharpe and

Jensen. However, there have been some studies that have found evidence suggest-

ing that active management can in fact consistently outperform its benchmark,

but that it is only a small number of managers who succeed and that on average

active fund management seem to underperform in the long run.

In 1973 Burton G. Malkiel published the first version of his book, A Random Walk

Down Wall Street, where he stated that “a blindfolded monkey throwing darts at

the stock listings could select a portfolio that would do just as well as one selected

by the experts”. Based on this statement there is hardly any meaning in paying
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high management fees to fund managers claiming to be able to outperform the

market due to their extensive knowledge if success is based on random selection.

Such active management, where managers are paid to make case-by-case decisions

based on fundamental analysis, has frequently been up for debate in the financial

press in the last decade because of their poor performance accompanied by high

management fees. Since only about everyone in ten actively managed mutual funds

are able to outperform its benchmark or index net of fees, seen over longer time

periods, it has left investors unsatisfied and questioning the managers’ skill (S&P

Dow Jones Indices, 2017).

Just a couple of years after Malkiel’s publication in the 1970s, the first index track-

ing fund was set up in the US market as a reaction to this poor performance (In-

vestment Company Institute [ICI], 2018). This provided investors with a broader

exposure and diversification to various markets and segments at low cost. Later in

the 1990s the concept of passive investment developed further as Exchange Traded

Funds (ETFs) were introduced, allowing investors to trade index tracking funds

on an intra-day basis similar to the way stocks are traded (ICI, 2018). Since then,

investors have shown an increasing interest for passive investment, mainly through

index funds and ETFs, which instead of trying to beat a benchmark or an index

seek to replicate it (ICI, 2018). Contrary to choosing assets based on fundamental

analysis or a specific investment strategy, index funds buy the same share of each

stock as it has in the target index. This replication procedure is both less costly

and time-consuming, which results in lower management fees.

Since it was introduced, the interest for passive investment has grown gradually

and in 2017 ETFs and index funds together accounted for more than 6 trillion

dollars in global assets (Moody’s, 2017). The expansion of passive investment has

been most evident in the US market and especially in the equities market, which
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has resulted in large capital flows into domestic US index equity funds and ETFs.

At the same time, the actively managed equivalent funds have shown the opposite

trend, with large net capital outflows (Investment Company Institute, 2017). The

recent surge in ETF ownership has not gone unnoticed by researchers. Several

studies on ETF-trading and its impact on the financial markets have concluded

that it has a significant effect on the price movements of stocks and raises the cost

of trading single stocks, effectively making the pricing of securities less efficient

(Israeli, Lee and Sridharan, 2016).

The movement towards more passive and less active investment has been supported

by the fact that global financial regulation have called for greater disclosure of

management fees and possible conflicts of interest from the fund distributors’ side.

Besides the poor historical performance of actively managed funds in relation to

their benchmarks, critics have pointed out how some funds pose to be actively

managed but in fact hold portfolios very similar to their benchmark and still charge

high fees. Such tracking, where the fund’s portfolio holdings and weights closely

resemble those of its benchmark, is known as closet-indexing. When investors in

the early 2000s started to hold managers more accountable for their performance

by requiring evaluation based on risk and return in comparison to a benchmark

further intensified closet-indexing as managers became increasingly benchmark-

conscious. Considering this change in how managers are evaluated, fewer managers

tend to take diverging positions relative to their benchmark. This leads to less

wiggle room for a manager to actually achieve abnormal returns as a significant

amount of their investment portfolio will be determined prior to the manager

making any active investment decision aimed at outperforming the benchmark

(Bird & Woolley, 2002). Even though this is partially a result of investors previous

requirements for higher accountability of managers’ performance, it has further

intensified the debate regarding mutual fund performance, active versus passive
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investment and management fees.

As mentioned above, actively managed funds have historically, on average, per-

formed worse than their respective benchmark, which is one of the factors that

have contributed to an increase in passive investment. However, in 2017 a ma-

jority of the actively managed US funds performed better than their respective

benchmark, ending a long period of underperformance (S&P Dow Jones Indices,

2017). Whether this is a sustainable trend or not is too early to tell, but what is

certain is that it hasn’t stopped the outflow of capital from active investment nor

the inflow of capital to passive investment yet. Is it the truly active funds that

have performed better or is it funds with holdings that don’t deviate much from

its benchmark that have? This along with whether the market is efficient or not

will be at the center of the problem discussion below.

1.2 Problem Discussion

The field of actively managed fund performance in the presence of passive alterna-

tives has been subject to extensive research over the years. In a study from 2002,

Ross concludes that the attempts to try and establish a pattern with some form

of predictability based on historical returns are all in vain. Kendall (1953), Fama

(1965) and now Ross (2002) have all arrived at the same conclusion, returns on

financial assets are (almost) serially uncorrelated which means they are following

a random walk. While the returns might not always be completely serially uncor-

related from a statistical point of view Fama argued, they are small enough as not

to render any increase of expected future return. This implies that stock prices

follow more or less a random walk, making active investment obsolete.

Malkiel (2003) arrives at the same conclusion as Kendall (1953), Fama (1965)

and Ross (2002), with passive investment as best practice. However, he takes
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it one step further and argues that regardless of whether the market is efficient

or not, passive investment is the best choice for an investor. He proclaims that

the ”valuation errors” that managers make are only errors ”Ex post” because

”Ex ante” there were no clear arbitrage opportunities to exploit. According to

Malkiel (2003) ”There appear to be no trading strategies based either on a variety

of valuation ratios or on the pattern of past returns that will enable investors

to beat a passive buy and hold strategy”. The results achieved by professional

investors historically is not flattering for active investors and it certainly doesn’t

support the claim made by some researchers that there is sufficient predictability

in the stock market for active investors to outperform passive on a risk-adjusted

basis. In response to these empirical studies, Cochrane (2001) writes that these

predictable patterns only ”amount to clever magnifying glasses, ways of making

small facts economically interesting”, but is in no way helping active investors

generate abnormal returns.

As is described above, the majority of the academic research within the field of

mutual fund performance, e.g. Kendall (1953), Fama (1965), Carhart (1997), Ross

(2002) and Malkiel (2003), point towards that fund managers are on average un-

able to outperform passive, index-tracking funds. Because of the poor historical

performance of actively managed mutual funds, there has been a consistent and

increasing net outflow of capital from active management and a steady and con-

sistent net inflow towards passive investment since the financial crisis 2007-2008

(Investment Company Institute, 2017). This has then resulted in an increased

share of the total US equity market invested in passive alternatives so that the

amount of capital managed by active investors relative to the amount of capital of

the total market has decreased. This is further illustrated graphically in appendix

D.
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But why is the increase of passive investment of interest for active managers?

Passive funds, as described above, invest by replicating a target benchmark index

without any real concern for interest rates or fundamentals of the companies, fac-

tors such as earnings prognosis, cash flow, the future of the industry, management

or other important factors determining the stock price. Instead, they choose stocks

based on a sector (Tech, Energy, Financial, etc.), a specific market value, country

or some other factor. This means that passive investment could potentially lead

to investing the same amount in Company A as in Company B despite the fact

that Company A is taking market shares from Company B, has better earnings

prognosis, better management, a better product and an overall brighter future.

By trading securities based only on their market value, sector or market and in-

dependent of fundamental factors could then according to Famas (1970) theory

about efficient markets cause pricing inefficiency that can be exploited by actively

managed funds. Wurgler (2010) argues that the surge of passive investment allows

stock prices to stray away from the firms’ fundamentals and thereby decrease mar-

ket efficiency. An active fund manager can then actively choose which companies

to include in his or her portfolio based on fundamental values, exploiting any price

inefficiency and thus achieve abnormal returns. With an increasing portion of the

market invested passively, such mispricings could then be expected to grow as more

and more investors switch from active to passive investment. If the proportion of

the market invested in passive alternatives becomes large enough, it could lead to

the proportion of active investors seeking arbitrage gains becoming too small to

move the price of assets in the market to fully reflect all available information and

thus give rise to further market inefficiency.

With the capital of arbitrageurs reduced in relation to total investment in the

equity market, the potential mispricings caused by the inefficiency brought by the

increase of passive investment could mean that the speed of adjustment to the
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equilibrium price is reduced. If passive investors are described as patient and inat-

tentive to valuations, arbitrageurs can easily be portrayed as the opposite as they

are very vary of prices and quite impatient. This means that until the investors’

preference for passive investment subsides, arbitrageurs will be swimming against

the tide of passive investment, drowning many informed traders. The effect of all

of this could be that forces trying to adjust mispricings and making the market

more efficient may in fact cause further inefficiency if there are not enough atten-

tive investors. This is because an arbitrage trade performed when the inefficiency,

i.e., the passive investment, is high, will not be beneficial to its investors quickly

because there are not enough informed active investors to move the price towards

its correct value in the short investment horizon of an arbitrageur. A lack of re-

turn from these funds could cause a further flight to passive investment (Bleiberg,

Priest and Pearl, 2017) or to quote John Maynard Keynes’ ”The market can re-

main irrational longer than you can remain solvent”. While the market is moving

rapidly in this direction through the outflow of capital from active to passive, it is

widely believed that this point has not been reached yet.

However, Cremers, Ferreira, Matos and Starks (2015) conduct a study on indexing

and active fund management in which they conclude that the average alpha gen-

erated by actively managed funds is higher in markets with more explicit indexing

and lower in markets where closet indexing is more extensive. They further present

how an increased market share held by explicit index funds enhances competition

between mutual funds, effectively forcing actively managed funds to become more

active and to lower their fees because of the competitive pressure they face from

low-cost passive alternatives. A market in which closet indexing is wide-spread

was found to serve as an indication of the reverse relationship.

Daniel, Grinblatt, Titman and Wermers (1997) found that managers could add
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value to portfolios through stock picking abilities but not through market timing,

but that these returns were absorbed by high management fees. These high fees are

according to Cremer et al. (2015) linked to the competition within the mutual fund

industry, a competition that is becoming more and more fierce with the increase

of explicit index funds and ETF’s and the demise of closet indexing. Because of

closet indexers, capital is moving from active to passive, reducing closet indexing

and increasing passive investment. In turn, this creates the optimal platform

for active funds to deliver abnormal returns according to Cremers et al. (2015).

Combining the results of these two studies, Daniel et al. (1997) and Cremers et

al. (2015) would mean that the increase of passive investment benefits the more

active funds with lower fees which would perform well above their benchmark.

This implies that over time active investors should be able to achieve abnormal

returns.

Some of the potentials of active investment outperforming its benchmark lies not

necessarily in outsmarting the market or even in having an informational advan-

tage, but in the opportunity of anticipating and thereby reacting and capitalizing

on both predictable and unpredictable events, a prerogative exclusive to truly

active investors. This advantage should make it possible for active investors to

outperform their respective benchmark. This doesn’t exclude the fact that in-

vestors should be able to outperform its benchmark if they possess information

which is not yet included in the stock price. Having an informational advantage

should make it possible to anticipate future stock movements and thus achieve

abnormal returns.

The results achieved by most previous research present a rather gloomy picture of

active investment, with the average active investor not being able to outperform

its benchmark. These studies can however have been influenced by the fact many
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funds claim to be active, and are therefore able to charge high fees, but have in

fact been passive index-tracking funds. This phenomenon, which was mentioned

in section 1.1 has been brought to light during the last decade and could be the

reason why previous studies might have overlooked this bias. It has worked as

an added incentive for investors to switch from active management and thereby

contributed to the increased net inflow to passive investment. Such closet indexing

makes it very difficult to beat the respective index, but it also provides the fund

manager with the security of never risking to significantly underperform his or her

benchmark index.

Some studies have taken closet indexing into consideration and tailored measure-

ments to determine how active the funds are to separate closet indexers, which

are polluting the investigations, from the truly active. Cremers & Petajisto (2013)

did this and found some interesting results. They discovered that funds with the

highest level of active management are the ones that achieve the highest abnormal

returns both before and after fees. These funds also displayed the highest perfor-

mance persistence over time. On the other side of the spectrum, the least active

funds performed the worst.

The problem with closet indexing, which has been increasing since 2007 according

to Petajisto (2013), is that it lures investors to have false hopes as they are almost

guaranteed to underperform their benchmark after subtracting fees. Unless these

funds take large bets that deviate from the positions held by the target index, the

little deviation they possess that could potentially cause the fund perform better

than its benchmark will never be passed on to the investors since they will be

devoured by the fees charged by the fund. However, the question remains if any

actively managed fund, closet-indexer or not, can achieve abnormal returns. If not,

investors should not waste time choosing active funds but rather invest passively.
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In his study, Petajisto uses two measurements to determine whether a fund is

active and then analyses the return it received. The first measurement looks at

the tracking error, which measures the deviation of the return from its benchmark

and the second, active share, the percentage of the fund’s holdings that is different

compared to the fund’s benchmark. The results are positive for the truly active

funds as his research concludes that they are able to outperform the benchmark

significantly on a yearly basis even after subtracting fees.

Despite the, on average, poor historical performance of actively managed mutual

funds, it is possible that some subgroup of funds consistently manages to outper-

form their benchmark. It would be logical to assume that for a fund to outperform

its benchmark, the manager would have to take positions that deviate from the

positions to those of its benchmark index, based on either better information or

pure guess. Managers with such superior information should have a greater track-

ing error than managers with less or inferior information since they have less need

to track the index due to their informational advantage. Following this logic, funds

that are more active in their investment, measured by higher tracking error, should

also display a higher overperformance compared to funds more closely mimicking

their benchmark index.

Active investment has historically performed better when the market is more

volatile while passive investment tends to perform better in bull markets (CNBC,

2017). Based on this, it would appear as if the advantage of making active invest-

ment choices are most beneficial in challenging markets. As discussed by Israeli,

Lee and Sridharan (2016) and many other prominent researchers, passive invest-

ment increases market volatility, correlation and inefficiency. Thus, it would seem

as if passive investment is contributing to the conditions in which active investors

tend to perform better. However, it is not yet identified how much of the to-
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tal market must be considered as passive investment before active investors can

take advantage of these conditions to achieve abnormal returns. The fact that a

majority of active funds outperformed its benchmark in 2017, as was mentioned

in section 1.1, can only serve as an indication of a potential comeback of active

investing.

While the primary objective is to investigate the US equity market as a whole, it

is also of interest to see if the size of a fund is a relevant factor when trying to

outperform a benchmark. Grinblatt & Titman (1989) investigated mutual fund

performance, and one of the aspects they looked into was whether fund size was a

determining factor in achieving abnormal returns. The reasoning is that smaller

funds can be more agile on the market and in many cases have fewer constraints,

broader mandates and a lesser regulatory burden which dictate how they can

invest. It is also possible that smaller funds have the advantage that they can easily

purchase and sell equities without altering the share prices. On the other hand,

larger funds have the operational advantage since they are to a greater extent able

to take advantage of potential economies of scale such as lower transaction costs

and more resources allocated to research and analysis. In their study Grinblatt and

Titman (1989) found that size and abnormal returns were inversely related with

the smallest funds able to achieve superior returns compared to their benchmark.

However, since the smallest funds also had the highest expenses, the returns net

of fees were not superior to their benchmark. This result is supported by Cremers

& Petajisto (2009) who found evidence that smaller funds are more active than

larger funds which are to greater extent closet indexers. Together with the findings

that higher levels of active management predict higher returns, this extends to the

implication that smaller funds should achieve better performance in relation to

larger funds.
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Furthermore, since smaller stocks are usually less covered by analysts and usually

less liquid compared to larger companies, it can be assumed that most of the price

discrepancies that occur in the market are for the stock of smaller companies.

Based on findings in the US market, Chen, Hong, Huang and Kubik (2004) go on

to describe how liquidity can explain the negative relationship between mutual fund

return and size. Chen et al. describe how in order to correct possible mispricings

in the market, smaller funds can take larger optimal positions in relation to their

capital than a larger fund. Larger funds can only invest a smaller fraction of their

capital to correct this price and move it back to its fundamental value while the

smaller fund can invest a much larger fraction of its capital. This implies, unless

the market is full of price discrepancies, that a large fund is not able to invest the

same portion of its capital as optimally as a small fund (per price discrepancy). In

extension, this lack of scalability leads to an inability of larger funds to match the

performance of smaller funds, as the dollar return in relation to the total capital

of larger funds will be lower than for a fund with lower total capital. Therefore

the initial sample in this study will be segmented according to size in addition to

tracking error in order to see if there are any anomalies specific to the size of the

fund.

1.3 Research Question

Is the level of active management, measured as tracking error against each funds’

specific benchmark, a determinant of positive abnormal returns for actively man-

aged domestic US mutual equity funds? How has this changed over time as the

market has become more and more passively invested and is this reallocation of

funds warranted?

What effect, if any, does size have on the performance of funds? Is there a difference
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in performance, measured as abnormal return, between larger and smaller actively

managed funds?

This will be tested through the following hypothesis:

1. Funds with higher tracking error are able to perform higher abnormal returns

relative to funds with lower tracking error.

2. Larger funds with higher tracking error are able to perform higher abnormal

returns relative to larger funds with smaller tracking error.

3. Smaller funds with higher tracking error are able to perform higher abnormal

returns relative to smaller funds with lower tracking error.

4. Smaller funds with higher tracking error are able to perform higher abnormal

returns relative to larger funds with higher tracking error.

The null hypothesis underlying these four hypotheses for each regression, as pre-

sented in section 4.4 will be that the intercept, i.e. alpha value, is equal to zero.

The primary time-period investigated in this study ranges from January 1st 1998

to December 31st 2017. This time period is chosen because it is during the past

twenty years that most of the increase in passive investment has occurred. Before

that, passive investment was rather stable which is why it is not of interest looking

further back in time. When performing regressions on the portfolios segmented by

size and then by tracking error, only 15 years of observations are available due to

insufficient data.

In order to capture possible cycles where active/passive funds perform better or

worse for different reasons as was argued in section 1.2, regressions will in addition

to the full time period also be performed on four 5-year intervals for the portfolios
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segmented solely on tracking error and three 5-year intervals for the sample seg-

mented by size and tracking error and not on a full 20-year period. Using these

intervals makes it possible to see how the potential alphas generated by the funds

have changed over time as the increase of passive investment has occurred.

1.4 Thesis Structure

The structure for the subsequent part of this study is as follows. Section 2, Re-

search Methodology, describes the scientific approach used in the data gathering

and analytical process. The following section, 3, presents the theoretical frame-

work used together with a review of relevant previous research within the field of

active and passive mutual fund performance. Section 4 continues to describe the

scientific approach and analytical framework together with a description of the

sample segmentation and statistical robustness checks. This is followed by section

5, which goes on to present in detail the collection, treatment and description of

the data used in this study, along with the selection criteria for the funds included

in the data sample. Section 6 presents the results and empirical findings retrieved

from the models applied and is followed by section 7 which provides a discussion

based on the empirical results and theoretical foundation. This leads up to section

8 that summarizes the hypotheses, findings and results from the previous sections

and presents the conclusion of this study.

1.5 Definitions

A key factor in this study is the determination of what constitutes passive and

active investments. This thesis uses the information provided by Bloomberg on

whether a fund is active or passive, which in turn is information provided by the
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individual funds. For some funds, Bloomberg does not report whether they are

defined as active or passive and therefore declare them as unknown. These funds

are removed from the sample in order not to jeopardize the purity by mixing fund-

types, an as pure sample as possible is desired. Throughout this study, the two

terms active investment and active management are used interchangeably.

Passive, as contrary to active, investment is then defined as funds with an in-

vestment strategy that tracks a target index or portfolio. This can be either

so-called explicit index funds that state such a passive investment strategy in their

prospectus or explicit index tracking exchange-traded funds, which follow the same

strategy but is traded on an exchange much like as stock. Similar to the defini-

tion of active investment, passive investment and passive management are used

interchangeably throughout this thesis.

Funds that pose to be actively managed but in fact follow a passive, index-tracking

strategy are defined as closet indexing funds. These funds hold a portfolio similar

to the one of their underlying benchmark while at the same time charge higher

fees for their so-called active investment.

The funds included in the sample for this study are actively managed US domestic

mutual equity funds and so, if not explicitly stated otherwise this is what the term

fund refers to throughout this thesis. This means that the funds included are

located in the United States and invest in US equities.

To determine the level of active management of mutual funds this thesis applies the

tracking error volatility measure, also referred to as tracking error. The measure

shows how much the return of a fund fluctuate in value in relation to the fund’s

benchmark index and is calculated as the standard deviation of the difference

between the return of the fund and the return of its benchmark index (Cremers &

Petajisto, 2009).
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For the calculations of fund returns the Net Asset Value (NAV) course is used.

According to the US Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), NAV is defined

as the total assets minus the total liabilities and net of fees and expenses for an

investment company (SEC, 2016). This value is then divided by the number of

fund shares outstanding so that a per share NAV is obtained (SEC, 2016). In order

to create a segmented sample based on both tracking error and size, the total net

assets for each fund is required. This is then defined as the total assets minus total

liabilities of a fund (Morningstar, 2018).

To answer the research question, four hypotheses are stated. The first one of

these, H1, refers to if tracking error is a determinant of abnormal returns for ac-

tively managed mutual equity funds. To answer this primary research question,

portfolios of funds are created based on the funds’ tracking error. This first seg-

mentation exclusively based on tracking error is then referred to as the full sample

throughout this study. To answer the other hypotheses stated in section 1.3, port-

folios are created based on both tracking error and total net assets. The portfolios

created based on this dual sorting criteria is referred to as the segmented sample

throughout this study. A more detailed description of the portfolio composition

and practical procedures is presented in section 4.2 and 4.5.

1.6 Limitations

There are some limitations to this paper in order to narrow the focus and deepen

the analysis. First of all, the focus of the study is on the US market and funds

that invest in domestic equities. It could be interesting to also look into funds that

have other investment philosophies than that of this study, it is possible that the

results will differ.

Only looking at equity indices and ETFs limits the sample size of the actively
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managed funds. Since investing in bonds versus investing in stocks are two different

skill sets it could be that there is a systematic difference between actively managed

funds which are able to outperform their index between only-equity funds and

mixed funds. This study assumes that the increase in passive investment only

affects the efficiency of the stock market and thus it wouldn’t be of interest to

include bonds in the evaluation.

There are many options available when deciding how to determine whether a fund’s

investment strategy is active or passive. Some of the options include looking at the

tracking error (how closely the fund’s returns follows its comparable index), the

number of trades performed, the positions of the portfolio, etc. Looking at these

factors would enable investors to determine which funds are truly active and which

ones are posing as active in order to charge fees but in fact are passive. However,

due to the large number of funds in the sample, it is believed to be beyond the

scope of this study to investigate all of the criteria described above for each fund

for the full sample period and therefore this study relies on the most common

measure, the tracking error.

Using the fund’s own description on whether it is active or passive, and not an

objective measurement, opens the door to closet-index-funds being included in

the sample, but as was mentioned above it is beyond the scope of this thesis to

do that. The portfolio-approach based on tracking error will help separate closet

indexers from truly active funds. Furthermore, it would have been preferable to

have one unifying definition of active/passive investment and not many individual

definitions provided separately by each fund.
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Research Methodology

In this section, the research methodology is presented to clarify the structure and

procedures of the research process underlying this study. According to the ‘Re-

search Onion-model’ by Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill (2015) the research process

can be described through six basic elements or ‘layers’, namely: research philos-

ophy, approach, strategy, choice of model, time horizon and techniques and pro-

cedures where each layer provides a more detailed picture of the research process.

It is based on these layers that the research design of this study is structured and

this chapter will thus begin with presenting the research philosophy and approach

adopted. Subsequently, the research design including strategy, choice of model and

time horizon is described.

According to Saunders et al. (2015), research philosophy describes a system of

assumptions and beliefs that form the framework for the development of knowl-

edge. The philosophy can then be seen as a lens of assumptions through which

the researcher views the world. These assumptions and beliefs can be described

through three different types, which influence how the research question of the

study is understood, what methods are used and how the results are interpreted

(Crotty, 1998). The three different types of assumptions that determine which
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research philosophy should be applied are called ontology, epistemology and axi-

ology. The first type describes assumptions about the nature of reality and how

the world and research objects are conceived, the second type relate to what can

be regarded as acceptable or legitimate knowledge and how it is communicated to

others, while the third describes the role of ethics and values within the research

process (Saunders et al., 2015). This study takes on a quantitative research design

in order to investigate the relationship between the level of active management

and performance in the US mutual fund market and how this has been affected by

investors’ transition from active to passive investment. Such quantitative research

design is often associated with a positivist research approach and so is the case

also for this study. This philosophy entails an objective stance to gathering data

in an observable reality in order to look for causal relationships and regularities,

from which law-like generalizations can be made (Saunders et al., 2015).

The next two layers in the Research onion-model is the research approach and

choice of strategy. To answer the research question stated in section 1.3 this

thesis takes a deductive approach which means that one, or several, hypothesis are

developed in order to test the relationship between two or more variables based

on existing theory. According to the deductive approach these hypotheses are

then tested through the application of one or several strategies on a set of data

and the results examined will either confirm the theory or indicate the need for

modification. If the latter is true, the theory is then modified in light of the findings

(Saunders et al., 2015). For this study, this translates to testing the performance of

actively managed mutual funds to see if they can achieve abnormal returns, which

would then indicate a market inefficiency. To test this, a research strategy based

on time series multiple regression analysis is applied. Thus, this study takes a

highly quantitative approach, which implies that the causal relationship between

various variables is measured numerically and analyzed using several statistical
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techniques (Saunders et al., 2015). This experiment strategy then tests the null

hypothesis underlying the four hypotheses presented in section 1.3 to investigate

the performance of actively managed mutual funds. The research strategy and

procedures are further elaborated on in section 4.

The fourth and fifth layers of the Research Onion-model refers to the use of one

or several research design methods and the time horizon of examination. Depend-

ing on the subject and research question of a project multiple strategies might be

required. This is however not the case for this study and so a mono-method is

applied. To perform the time series multiple regressions and to study the perfor-

mance of actively managed mutual funds over time, a longitudinal time horizon is

adopted in this study. The alternative would be to perform a cross-sectional study

but that would be more suitable when investigating, for example, an event at a

specific point in time. As argued for in section 1.3, this study examines the time

period 1st 1998 to December 31st 2017.

The sixth and last layer of the Research Onion-model refers to the techniques and

procedures used for data collection and data analysis. The data analyzed in this

study is exclusively secondary data retrieved both in raw and summarized form

from several sources. The procedure for data collection, treatment and analysis is

further described in sections 5 and 4.
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Theoretical Framework

The debate about whether the optimal investment choice for an investor is to place

his/her money in actively managed funds or passive alternatives such as index

funds and ETFs revolves around the short and long-term predictability of stock

prices. Predictability is in academia discussed in terms of market efficiency which

is why in the following sections relevant theories concerning market efficiency are

presented. These theories will serve as the foundation for the analysis.

3.1 Random Walk Hypothesis

The random walk hypothesis claims that the path of the future price level of a

security is as predictable as the path of accumulated random numbers, i.e. there

is no significant serial correlation at all. The foundation of the theory is that price

changes of securities are independent and identically distributed random variables,

simply put, the stock price and thus price changes have no memory, making it

impossible to predict future prices. Fama (1965) and Kendall (1953) found strong

empirical evidence in support of the random walk hypothesis and concluded that

there is no point for either fundamental nor technical analysis as long as the
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hypothesis holds, rendering active management futile. This is consistent with

what Fama (1970) later presented in his paper on the efficient market hypothesis

and most research has arrived at the same conclusion.

Lo and MacKinlay (1999) criticized this theory in their book ”A Non-Random

Walk Down Wall Street”. They claimed that price levels showed clear signs of

trends which would mean that investors would be able to use historical data to

predict future price movements. Fama too expressed that it is unlikely that the

random walk hypothesis would produce a perfect characterization of the price

movements in the stock market. However, he argued that while the movements

might not be strictly independent in a statistical sense, the correlation between

the price movements would be low enough as not to render any importance. Low

enough dependence for the model to still be valid, according to Fama, is depen-

dence for which past price changes can’t be used to increase expected gains. All

in all, there is overwhelming support in favour of the random walk hypothesis and

that there is no, or low enough, dependence rather than against it.

3.2 Efficient Market Hypothesis

In 1970 Eugene Fama developed the efficient market hypothesis (EMH). An effi-

cient market according to Fama is a market where investors can choose to invest

in an asset under the assumption that the price of the asset at any given time

in a liquid market ”fully reflected” all available information. The optimal market

is a market where prices of securities provide investors with valid signals for re-

source allocation. Since all information would already be incorporated in the price

of the security, there would be no way to systematically outperform the market

over time with a risk-adjusted portfolio, i.e. the market would be efficient. This

theory of market efficiency and on the predictability of securities price movements
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can be seen as an extension of Fama’s previous research on ”The Random Walk

Hypothesis”.

The EMH relies on a couple of more or less realistic assumptions. It assumes

that (1) the market has both many and rational investors, (2) that there are no

transaction costs and (3) that all information is available. It is important to

emphasize the notion that not all investors need to be rational for the pricing to

be correct and the market efficient, but the average reaction of the investors must

be rational. Taking the first two assumptions for granted, Fama breaks down the

third assumption to form three different degrees of market efficiency. The degree to

which the market is efficient will depend on the level of information incorporated

in the price of the securities. What constitutes these three forms of efficiency

presented by Fama (1970) are explained below:

Weak form efficiency - In this type of market, prices of securities will reflect

all historical information, but future prices of the assets will not be able to be

predicted from historical data. Since there is no serial correlation between the

past and future prices of the securities, finding a significant relationship will be

impossible. This implies that it is impossible for investors to achieve systematic

abnormal returns over time on a risk-adjusted basis by solely analyzing all histori-

cal information and or volume data, effectively rendering technical analysis useless

to predict future price movements. Even in a market which only experiences weak

form efficiency security prices are assumed to follow a random walk.

Semi-strong efficiency - For a market to experience semi-strong efficiency ac-

cording to Fama (1970) it must reflect not only all historical information but also

all publicly available information, for example information on stock-splits, earn-

ings announcements, etc. Furthermore, when new information is released to the

public it is assumed to be rapidly incorporated into the valuation of the security
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price. In this form of market efficiency, it is only possible for insiders to achieve

risk-adjusted long-term abnormal returns.

Strong form efficiency - With this form of efficiency, the prices of all securities

are assumed to incorporate all historical, public and insider information. This

would mean that no investor would have monopolistic access to information which

could be relevant for pricing securities, not even insiders. In this scenario, it is

impossible for any investor to consistently outperform the market over time on a

risk-adjusted basis.

3.3 Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM)

In 1952 Harry Markowitz introduced what is known as modern portfolio theory,

which describes how an investor can maximize expected return based on a given

level of market risk by the use of diversification. The theory is based on the as-

sumption that all investors are risk-averse and thus strive to minimize risk while

maintaining or maximizing expected return. By adding assets together into portfo-

lios, Markowitz argued that investors can capture the benefit of diversification and

achieve the same, or higher expected return while reducing the firm-specific (id-

iosyncratic) risk. He emphasized that higher expected returns are inherent with a

higher level of risk expressed as the variance of historical returns. Based on this, an

’efficient frontier’ of optimal portfolios can be created, maximizing expected return

for a given level of market risk where idiosyncratic risk is eliminated through di-

versification. Such mean-variance portfolios thus maximize expected return while

minimizing risk (Markowitz, 1952, 1959).

Building on Markowitz’s work on modern portfolio theory, Jack Treynor (1961),

William Sharpe (1964), John Lintner (1965) and Jan Mossin (1966) independently

developed the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM). The model is based on the
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assumptions that investors are rational, risk-averse, can borrow at a common risk-

free rate, have homogeneous expectations, returns are normally distributed and

that return variance is an adequate measure of risk (Sharpe, 1964). Even though

the model has received criticism and suffers from drawbacks, it is still widely used

because of its applicability, useful outcomes and simplicity.

The model predicts the expected return for a given asset based on the relationship

between the risk-free rate, the market factor and the asset’s beta-value, described

as the asset’s sensitivity to the market factor:

E[Ri] = Rf + βim(E[Rm]−Rf )

βim =
Cov(Ri, Rm)

V ar(Rm)

(3.1)

The Beta-value measures the systematic risk of the asset as a linear relationship

between the return of the asset Ri and the return of the market portfolio Rm. The

systematic risk reflects factors that investors can’t control and include for example

market cycles, interest rate policy, political events or prices on commodities or

capital. According to the model, investors are only compensated for systematic

risk as idiosyncratic risk is assumed to be eliminated through diversification and

so there are no expected abnormal returns.

3.4 Factor Models

In academia, one of the most widely used methods to measure mutual fund perfor-

mance and the relationship between risk and return is factor model analysis. The

assumption behind factor models is that the risk, or covariation in security returns

depend on the security’s sensitivity to one or several common factors. The mod-

els can be used to explain the risk-return relationship for either a single security

or a portfolio of securities and can be divided into three categories: macroeco-
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nomic, fundamental and statistical. Macroeconomic models compare time series

of security returns, or a portfolio of securities, to macro factors like inflation,

interest rates or percentage change in industrial production and assume a lin-

ear relationship between the security return and macroeconomic shock (Connor,

1995). Fundamental models focus on firm-specific factors and the security’s under-

lying financials, e.g., dividend yield or firm size (Conner, 1995). Statistical models

identify potential pervasive factors in security returns by the application of differ-

ent maximum-likelihood and principal-component-based factor analysis procedures

(Connor, 1995). Common for all factor model estimation is that they all rely on

time series or cross-sectional linear regression.

In a multi-factor model, the return for a risky security over a certain time-period

is determined by K common factors and a firm-specific component. The model is

described as follows:

Ri = E[Ri] + βi1(F1 − E[F1] + ...+ βiK(FK − E[FK ]) + εi i = 1, 2, ..., N (3.2)

where E[Ri] is the expected return of stock i, FK describes the value of the factor

K and the constant βiK describes the security’s factor sensitivity to the factor FK .

By construction, the idiosyncratic risk component of the returns across securities

is assumed to be uncorrelated among each other and with the factors K, so that

Cov[εi, εj] = 0 (for i 6= j) and Cov[FK , εi] = 0. In the model, the K factors capture

the syncratic risk that has an effect on all securities and the residual ei represents

the idiosyncratic risk component, specific to each firm (Bodie, Kane & Marcus,

2011).

In contrast to the mean-variance portfolio analysis, the factor model analysis im-

plies a significantly lower number of input variables and thus provide a more re-

liable estimation of those variables. Also, factor model analysis enables the sep-
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aration between systematic and idiosyncratic risk among securities. By adding

factors to the model, more of the security’s risk and return can be explained by

the coefficients in the multiple linear regression, measuring the security’s sensitiv-

ity to each factor (Bodie et al., 2011). The following subsections present a relevant

selection of factor models.

3.4.1 Single Index Model (SIM)

The single index model was developed by Sharpe (1963) and is the most common

one-factor model. The single factor in the model is set to be equal to the return of

a market portfolio. In the original model by Sharpe the whole market is included

in the market portfolio, but in the general model, this portfolio can be set to any

stock-market index (Bodie et al., 2011). The model can be expressed as:

Ri −Rf = αi + βi(Rm −Rf ) + εi (3.3)

where εi ∼ N(0, σ2), βi is the factor sensitivity to the market portfolio and αi is

the abnormal return for the security i.

3.4.2 Fama-French Three-Factor Model (FFM)

Eugene Fama and Kenneth French believed that the CAPM left some risk un-

explained and thereby was not a sufficient model in explaining the returns of a

well-diversified portfolio. Due to this shortfall, they extended the model in an

attempt to better explain the returns of a well-diversified portfolio that captures

all systematic risk.

The two factors which are supposed to capture the systematic risk that the CAPM

leaves unexplained and thus uncompensated for are based on research by Stattman

(1980) and Rosenberg, Ried and Lanstein (1985). In their study they found that
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the stock returns of US equities experience a positive correlation with a value

factor, high minus low (HML) as well as a size factor, small minus big (SMB).

The value-factor refers to the book-to-market value of equity while the size-factor

relates to the market capitalization of the companies (Fama & French, 1993) and

according to Ball (1978) works as a catch-all proxy for all unnamed factors. By

forming six value-weighted portfolios based on the intersection of two portfolios

constructed by size and three portfolios constructed by book-to-market equity

value the FFM intends to capture the unexplained risk described by Stattman,

Ball and Rosenberg et al (French, 2018a). In the model, this translates to going

long the companies that have a high book-to-market value of equity and a low

market capitalization and going short the companies with low a book-to-market

value of equity and high market capitalization. By subtracting the average return

of the three big portfolios from the average return of the three small portfolios,

the SMB factor is created:

SMB =
1

3
(SmallV alue+ SmallNeutral + SmallGrowth)−

1

3
(BigV alue+BigNeutral +BigGrowth)

(3.4)

The HML factor is created following the same logic by subtracting the average

return of the two growth portfolios from the average return of the two value port-

folios:

HML =
1

2
(SmallV alue+BigV alue)− 1

2
(SmallGrowth+BigGrowth) (3.5)

The market premium, which is the third factor in the model is consistent with the

original CAPM one-factor model described above. The market premium factor

is created by subtracting the risk-free rate from the return of a value-weighted

portfolio containing all stocks incorporated in the stock market (Fama & French,
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1993). With the addition of the two factors SMB and HML to the CAPM, the

FFM is described as:

Ri −Rf = αi + βi,m(Rm −Rf ) + βi,SMBSMB + βi,HMLHML+ εi (3.6)

In the model, the exposure to the market risk premium is captured by the βm as

described above, the βSMB captures the exposure to the size factor while the βHML

captures the exposure to the value risk factor. The residual ei is uncorrelated with

the Rm, SMB and HML. Also, the correlation between any two assets is assumed

to be zero.

With these factors, Fama and French sought to improve the CAPM by highlighting

previously unidentified undiversifiable risks (covariances) in the return that were

neither included in the market return nor in the market beta and thus not in the

CAPM (Fama and French, 2004).

3.4.3 Carhart Four-Factor Model

In an attempt to further improve the measurement of the risk-return relationship,

Carhart extended the FFM by adding a monthly momentum factor (MOM) as

a fourth variable, while the other factors were held the same. The model was

introduced by Mark Carhart in 1997 and draws on the findings of Jegadeesh and

Titman (1993) and their discovery of how stocks that had performed well in the

recent past tended to continue to perform well in the near future too. With the

addition of the momentum factor, Carhart aimed to better explain the positive

alphas observed with the FFM. In Carhart’s original model the MOM factor is

constructed by subtracting the average equal-weight return of a portfolio contain-

ing stocks with the 30% lowest eleven-month previous returns from the average

equal-weight return of a portfolio containing stocks with the 30% highest eleven
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month previous returns (Carhart,1997). The portfolios include all stocks in the

market and are rebalanced on a monthly basis (Carhart, 1997). French (2018)

applies a slightly different approach for the calculation of the MOM factor by fol-

lowing a logic similar to the one for the SMB and HML factors. Instead of two,

French (2018b) constructs six value-weighted portfolios based on both size (market

equity) and one year previous returns. The portfolios are formed on a monthly

basis and the momentum factor is calculated by subtracting the average returns

of the two portfolios containing stocks with the 30% lowest previous returns from

the average of the two portfolios containing stocks with the 30% highest previous

returns. In other words, the momentum factor is constructed by going long the

stocks that recently performed well i.e. those who have a positive momentum and

short those that recently performed poorly. The portfolio formation for the MOM

factor according to French (2018c) is described as:

MOM =
1

2
(SmallHigh+BigHigh)− 1

2
(SmallLow +BigLow) (3.7)

As the calculation of the different risk factors in the Carhart four-factor model

is beyond the scope of this study the latter approach described above is used

throughout this study due to data availability, which is also further elaborated on

in section 5.1.

The Four-Factor model is as mentioned above an extension of both the CAPM

and the FFM and is written as:

Ri−Rf = αi + βi,m(Rm−Rf ) + βi,SMBSMB + βi,HMLHML+ βi,MOMMOM + εi

(3.8)

The first three factors are the same as presented above in the FFM and the last

factor MOM represents the momentum factor and βMOM the security’s factor
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sensitivity to it. The assets exposure to the momentum risk premium is determined

by the βMOM .

3.5 Theoretical Framework Discussion

The efficient market hypothesis and the random walk hypothesis may be old the-

ories, but their relevance has only increased over time. Financial innovation and

greater transparency in the market have shed further light on these hypotheses

and the question of market efficiency. The dramatic increase of passive investment

during the last two decades has only acted as fuel in this heated discussion.

The purpose of this study is to investigate if the level of active management, mea-

sured as tracking error, is a determinant of positive abnormal returns for actively

managed mutual funds and if this has changed as a result of the recent transi-

tion from active to passive investment. In order to find empirical evidence of this

to support the hypothesis presented in section 1.3, the market cannot experience

strong form efficiency. However, there has been research able to present evidence

of strategies yielding abnormal returns which would indicate that the market is

not of strong form efficiency. This is also in line with Fama’s own research in which

he concludes that the strong form of market efficiency should mostly serve as a

benchmark for the market rather than a realistic possibility. This would imply

that the market is either weak or semi-strong form efficient, which in theory could

make actively managed funds an attractive investment.

If Lo and MacKinlay (1999) are correct in their research that it is possible to find

trends in price levels, it would imply that the market is only weak form efficient.

This means that actively managed funds would be able to outperform its respective

index, yielding abnormal returns to its investors, at least before fees and expenses.
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However, if the market can be described as weak form efficient and there are

clear trends of price levels readily available to be exploited by an active investor,

why have their track-record relative to their benchmark index historically been

so poor? Are the benefits devoured by transaction costs and management fees or

are managers simply not skilled enough to exploit these opportunities when they

occur?

Despite the fact that at least one of the assumptions (no transaction costs) of the

efficient market hypothesis is violated in the real world, it is still the most valid

and broadly accepted framework for how the markets operate today. It is therefore

of great interest to use this framework, along with the random walk framework, in

the discussion regarding performance of actively managed mutual funds together

with a potential change in market efficiency due to the impact from the increase

in passive investment.It is therefore of great interest to use this framework, along

with the random walk framework, in the discussion of a possible change of market

efficiency due to the impact from the increase in passive investment.

3.6 Literature Review

Treynor (1965), Sharpe (1966) and Jensen (1968) were the first to study the risk-

adjusted performance of mutual funds and the ability of fund managers to out-

perform the market index. By developing their own individual techniques for

risk-adjusted performance evaluation, their results showed that the average man-

ager was unable to consistently outperform the benchmark index. Jensen (1968)

further concluded that his results provided little evidence that individual managers

were able to significantly outperform the benchmark. This led many investors to

question actively managed professional investment and in extension, it led to the

introduction of index investing. The topic of professionally managed mutual fund
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performance and market efficiency have since then been subject to extensive re-

search, which to a large extent confirm the findings of Treynor, Sharpe and Jensen.

Many researchers have since then made a case for passive investment as the pre-

ferred alternative, but only when markets are efficient because then nobody can

beat the market in the long run. They argue that to invest in actively managed

funds, the market must be inefficient if they are to be able to consistently out-

perform their benchmark, however, not all agree with that conclusion. Malkiel

(2003) argues a case where passive investment is not only the optimal choice when

markets are efficient but also the best choice when markets are inefficient. He

presents evidence that supports passive investment in all markets regardless of

market efficiency and the market capitalization of the stocks in the index. ”Ex

post” managers can make valuation errors which make people believe that the

market is inefficient. Malkiel explains this phenomenon by arguing that these er-

rors only occur because ”ex-ante” there were no clear arbitrage opportunities for

investors to take advantage of. He supports this claim by referencing to a study by

Ross (2002) in which Ross concludes that while there have been many attempts to

establish some form of predictability from historical return data, the truth is that

returns on financial assets are extremely close to being serially uncorrelated.

While Malkiel (2003) is not alone in proposing passive investment over active in-

vestment when the markets are efficient, his proposal to invest passively even when

the market is inefficient does cause some controversy. He bases his arguments on

the fact that historically, very few funds have been able to outperform the market.

In his sample, during 1970-2001 only 5 out of 158 surviving funds managed to

achieve returns that were in excess of, or equal to, two percentage points above

index. Assuming it is impossible to pick the winner fund(s), passive investment
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would be the optimal choice. Malkiel compares the averages of returns between

the index and the funds and finds that when taking into account management fees,

brokerage costs (active funds tend to have higher turnover and thus higher broker-

age costs than passive management) and the spread between bid and ask prices,

active management is bound to underperform index. Whatever inefficiencies are

present in the market and whatever predictable patterns that research produces

have not given rise to any profitable trading strategies yet.

Even though the majority of research within the field of professionally managed

mutual fund performance find evidence supporting index investing as a superior

alternative to active investment, some studies present an opposing view. Among

these are Lo and MacKinlay (1999) who present evidence that the short-term

serial correlation of stocks are significantly different from zero, indicating that the

market isn’t efficient and that stock prices do not follow a random walk. These

results further imply that a momentum investment strategy could outperform a

benchmark. Grinblatt and Titman (1992), Goetzmann and Ibbotson (1994) and

Hendricks, Patel and Zeckhauser (1993) present evidence of persistence in mutual

fund outperformance and fund managers’ ability to achieve consistent abnormal

returns. However, these results have been criticized by Carhart (1997), Wermers

(1997) and Malkiel (1995) among others to stem from survivorship bias and or

benchmark errors.

In an extensive study by Daniel et al. (1997) fund managers’ stock picking and

market timing abilities were investigated, measuring portfolio performance against

benchmarks based on the same characteristics as the stocks included in the eval-

uated portfolios. The benchmark portfolios were constructed to include stocks

with matching characteristics regarding market capitalization, book-to-market and

prior-year returns as the stocks in the evaluated portfolios. The study is based
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on data covering the time period 1975-1994. The authors concluded that mu-

tual fund managers were to a small extent able to outperform their appropriate

benchmark regarding selectivity, especially for aggressive growth funds, but not

regarding market timing ability. However, the average management fee during

the period was approximately equal to the amount by which the average mutual

fund outperformed the benchmark, leaving the investor indifferent in the choice

between an active mutual fund and an index fund.

Wermers (2003) examined the performance of actively managed mutual funds in

the US market for the time period 1975-2000 by studying if funds with higher

total volatility or higher idiosyncratic volatility can outperform funds with less

tracking error or pure index funds. By measuring the relationship between risk and

return using several methods of cross-sectional analysis, index adjusted return and

volatility (S&P 500), the study found evidence that there is on average a positive

relationship between risk taken by the fund managers and return performance after

controlling for the factors market risk, size, market capitalization and momentum.

The results were robust for both the three-year non-overlapping subperiods and the

whole sample period. Wermers concluded that actively managed funds can create

value for their investors but that these funds were in the minority and only for

funds that displayed relatively high volatility. Furthermore, Wermers presented

evidence showing persistence in the generation of future positive alphas among

high volatility mutual funds, which indicate that investors should look towards

funds that take positions actively deviating from the S&P 500 index.

Most researchers have used the tracking error as a measurement to quantify the

degree of active management. However, Cremers and Petajisto (2009) present

a complementary way to investigate how active actively managed mutual funds

truly are in their paper How Active Is Your Fund Manager?. The measurement
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they present is called Active Share and compares the holdings of a fund with the

holdings of its benchmark. The reason behind including both these measurements

is that they capture two different dimensions of active management. These two

dimensions represent the two ways an active manager can outperform his or her

benchmark, either by timing the market or by selecting the top-performing stocks

to be included in the portfolio. The authors argue that the tracking error is a

sufficient proxy for the factor market timing, while the Active Share is a more

reasonable proxy for stock picking. Using both these two measurements combined

they concluded that smaller funds tend to be more active while larger funds were

to a greater extent closet indexing. The funds that had the highest active share

were also the funds which outperformed their benchmark the most both before

and after expenses while tracking error could not predict returns.

In a study from 2013, Petajisto investigated the performance of actively managed

mutual funds in the US equity market during 1980-2009. By applying the Active

Share method used by Cremers and Petajisto (2009) together with tracking error,

all-equity mutual funds were sorted according to their level of active management

and evaluated based on performance. The results from the study showed that

actively managed funds did on average underperform their benchmark index but

that there was a considerable difference between the funds returns when it came

to the type and degree of active management. The most actively managed fund

did consistently outperform their benchmark index after expenses and fees. Funds

which were closet indexers, on the other hand, displayed a performance very sim-

ilar to their benchmark and so consistently underperformed after expenses and

fees. Petajisto concluded that the economic implications of the results are to be

interpreted as that there is a market inefficiency, which can be exploited by ac-

tively managed funds. These results are also in line with the findings of Wermers

(2003), suggesting that investors should turn to more actively managed funds in
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search of better performance.

Cremers, Ferreira, Matos and Starks (2015) investigated how the increased pres-

ence of low-cost explicit index funds affects the quality of active fund management

and its performance by focusing on the level of active management. The study ex-

amined the performance of open-end mutual equity funds and ETFs in 32 national

markets for the time period 2002-2010 by following the methodology of Cremers

and Petajisto (2009) described above. The authors found that markets with a

higher level of competition from explicit index funds showed more active manage-

ment among actively managed funds with higher positive alphas through more

differentiated strategies and lower management fees. For countries with a lower

level of explicit index investment, a larger part of the actively managed funds were

closet indexers that underperformed and charged higher management fees. The

results from the study indicate that an increase in explicit index investment leads

to a more competitive mutual fund industry, which in turn leads to more efficient

pricing in the stock market.

Lorie and Hamilton (1973) were among the first to explore the correlation between

passive investment and market efficiency. They argued that the more money in

the market being accounted for as passive investment, the lower market efficiency.

Active investment is needed to make the market efficient, but as the amount of

actively managed funds increase the more difficult it will be to achieve above index

returns. Since active investment wouldn’t yield any abnormal returns because the

market would be efficient, investors would turn to passive investment instead,

paying a lower fee while achieving more or less the same result as the actively

managed funds. However, significant growth in the amount of passive investment

relative to active investment will reduce the competitiveness and thus the market

efficiency, making it possible for active investment to explore these mispricings
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and once again outperform index. This process would continue in eternity with

investors altering their choice between active and passive investment depending

on where in the cycle they are. However, Bird and Wolley (2002) criticize this

suggestion, claiming that investors won’t be able to find the equilibrium that Lorie

and Hamilton suggest. They are skeptical of the idea that investors will be able

to realize that the flow of funds being invested in an index has passed the point

where index investing is the optimal choice. Supporting their theory they claim

that the markets in both the US and the UK already are in a situation where the

market is inefficient. Despite this, they have not found any evidence of sustained

outperformance from active investment.

Bird and Wolley (2002) observed that index funds grew significantly during the late

1990’s and early 2000’s in developed markets because investors were disappointed

by the returns they received from their investment in active funds accompanied by

high fees. This flow of capital towards passive investment has been accompanied

by a strong level of closet indexing driven by fund managers’ belief that they have

to closely control the fund’s tracking error in relation to their target benchmark.

In 2002 the amount of passive investment on the UK stock exchange was around 20

% and on the US market around 30 %. Informed opinion estimated that an equal

amount of funds were invested in funds which were closet indexing, effectively

bringing the amount of passive investment on the UK market to 40 % and the

US market to 60 %. Furthermore, Bird and Wolley propose that the growth of

passive investment leads to a misallocation of resources stemming from the fact

that companies included in indices more easily get access to too much capital,

making them wasteful when investing. When the true active investment isn’t

sufficient any longer to take advantage of all the arbitrage opportunities of the

market, Bird and Wolley argue that this will result in lower economic growth and

returns along with increased volatility.
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Wurgler (2010) investigated what economic consequences the increase in index-

investing have had. He concluded that the effect of index-linked investment had

economic ripple effects that were cause for concern. First of all, the trillions

of dollars allocated in passive investment caused the relationship between stock

prices and firm fundamentals to weaken and distorted the risk-return trade-off.

This, in turn, had effects on fund manager performance assessments, financing

and corporate investment decisions, portfolio allocation decisions and many other

choices. Wurgler claimed that these effects would only be intensified as the increase

of passive investment grew in popularity.

The research by Israeli, Lee and Sridharan (2016) follows in the footstep of Wur-

gler’s conclusion of the effect of passive investment. They too uncovered evidence

of ETF-ownership (passive investment) increasing market inefficiency. In their

study, they claim that a one percent increase in ETF ownership of a stock results

in its correlation with both the broader market and its industry group increase

by nine percent while the relationship between its stock price and future earnings

decrease by 14 %. Furthermore, both the cost, reflected in the bid-ask spreads,

and the absolute returns increased. The reason behind this result, they argued,

was the way that uninformed traders nowadays purchase stock. Historically the

uninformed traders had bought stocks themselves and contrary to investing pas-

sively, they didn’t employ a buy-and-hold strategy. This means that more stocks

were traded in the market by uninformed investors so that the informed traders

could take advantage of their knowledge or information asymmetry to a greater

extent. This is what ”The Greater Fool Theory is about, making it possible for

informed traders to benefit on behalf of the uninformed i.e, the greater fool. The

problem for active investors nowadays is that the uninformed traders purchase an

ETF instead of buying stock themselves, effectively locking up stocks which in-

vestors previously could trade with if price discrepancies arose. With the informed
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traders no longer being able to benefit on behalf of the uninformed traders, they

now compete mostly against each other, making it much more difficult to consis-

tently outperform. Their result is contrary to what many other researchers have

concluded which claim that the market inefficiency should be beneficial to active

investment.

Most research seems to agree that an increase in passive investment is synonymous

with an increase of risk. Two research papers have looked closer at this relation-

ship, Bird and Wolley (2002), which focused on volatility as the risk measure and

Sullivan and Xiong (2012) which investigated the systematic market risk, i.e., the

beta of the US market. Previous research concluded that the US stock market

has become more and more vulnerable to unanticipated events over time. This

prompted Sullivan and Xiong (2012) to examine what had caused this change.

They looked at how the beta value for four different categories of stocks, large,

small, value and growth stocks, had developed between 1993-2010. Not only had

they all increased significantly, but they had also converged. This was accompa-

nied by a simultaneous increase in passive investment which by the end of the

investigated time-period corresponded to more than half of all assets in actively

managed mutual funds on the US stock market. They found that this increase in

passive investment led to an increased trading commonality for all the stocks in-

cluded in the index. This increase of correlation between assets in the index yields

an increase of the systematic risk, effectively increasing asset betas. Analyzing

the implications of a higher systematic risk along with a higher correlation across

assets, they concluded that it is more difficult to achieve diversification benefits

and thereby to mitigate risk. From this, they inferred that it would become in-

creasingly difficult to achieve abnormal returns when/if all assets are ”moving in

lockstep”.
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Bleiberg, Priest and Pearl (2017) discussed the effect of the increase of passive in-

vestment on market efficiency and what economic consequences it might have. In

accordance with most previous research, they too concluded that the shift towards

index funds, ETF’s and other forms of passive investment reduces the informa-

tional efficiency of stock prices. This is also a finding of Israeli, Lee and Sridharan

(2016) who concluded that the inclusion of a stock in an ETF reduced the num-

ber of shares available to trade for uninformed/noise traders (investors who trade

without considering fundamental information about a company). Since it is the

uninformed/noise traders, who provide many of the informed and fundamental

investors with liquidity, the effect of reducing the number of noise traders would

be an increase in transaction costs. Higher transaction costs would mean less

incentive for investors to search for and acquire information. They found their

hypotheses to be true, fewer analysts covered the companies included in the ETF,

inclusion of a stock in an ETF led to higher trading costs and the correlation be-

tween the stock’s price and its industry and the market rose while its correlation

to its earnings declined. This implies that an increase in ETF ownership, and thus

an increase in passive investment, diminishes the correlation between a firms stock

price and its underlying fundamentals.

Bleiberg et al. (2017), Sullivan et al. (2012) and many others imply that this

change of investor preference will lead to a reduced benefit of diversification due

to the lack of divergence between asset movements. Bleiberg et al. argue that in-

creasing passive investment relative to active investment could lead to bubbles in

the market because it increases the homogeneity between assets. There is no pre-

vailing consensus on a theoretical level about whether bubbles can exist in a mar-

ket with rational agents but one possible explanation to the phenomenon is crowd

psychology and irrationality among investors, which then cause the asset prices

to diverge from their fundamental values (Wu, 1997). Drawing inspiration from
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Mackay’s book ”Extraordinary Popular Delusions and the Madness of Crowds”

(1841) which discuss the most recognized bubbles in history and their patterns,

they conclude that the common factor of bubbles, including the tulip mania in the

Netherlands in the 1630s, is that too many people thought the same way. This

conclusion is valid for more recent bubbles too, such as the tech/telecom bubble in

the late 1990’s and the housing bubble of 2006-2007. Too much homogeneity can,

therefore, be described as a threat of efficient markets and in extension, possibly

a catalyst to market bubbles.

3.6.1 Summary of Literature Review

Plenty of opinions have been offered and a lot of research has been done within

the field of active versus passive investment, market efficiency and the effect of

index-linked investment. The first known to have researched on the subject of mar-

ket efficiency and the debate between active versus passive investment is Treynor

(1965), Sharpe (1966) and Jensen (1968). They along with Daniel et al. (1997),

Ross (2002) and Malkiel (2003) are all proponents of passive investment. The main

difference between them is that Malkiel argues for passive investment regardless

of market efficiency, while the others opinion is dependent on how efficient the

market is.

On the other side of the debate are Lo and MacKinlay (1999) who reject the sug-

gestion that there is no serial correlation between stocks in the short term, arguing

for active investment as the preferred choice. This is along the line of Grinblatt and

Titman (1992), Goetzmann and Ibbotson (1994) and Hendricks, Patel and Zeck-

hauser (1993) who all claim that mutual funds can and have persistently achieved

abnormal returns. These results have however come under criticism from among

others Carhart (1997), Wermers (1997) and Malkiel (1995) who all claim that these
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returns are a result of survivorship bias and or benchmark errors.

Daniel et al. (1997) concluded that there are benefits from choosing active instead

of passive fund management, but that these are lost to different fees charged

to the investor. Cremers & Petajisto (2009), Petajisto (2013) and Cremers et

al. (2015) arrive at the same conclusion, actively managed funds can achieve

abnormal returns, but only if they are truly active. Cremers et al. (2015) also

provide evidence that increased indexing is beneficial to active management but

closet indexing, on the other hand, is hurtful.

Furthermore, Bird and Wolley (2002) brought up the problem with funds that are

closet indexing. Not only can it distort any sampling when actual passive funds are

posing as active, but it will, along with actual passive investment, increase the risk

in the market. While Bird and Wolley found that it increased the non-systematic

risk, Sullivan and Xiong (2012) argued that it increases the systematic risk. This

was because the increased trading commonality that strengthened the correlation

between assets, effectively increasing beta. As a result, diversification benefits

are decreased due to the lack of divergence between stock movements. Therefore

it becomes more difficult to mitigate risk and to achieve abnormal returns when

stocks are increasingly correlated, moving more and more in lockstep with each

other.

Bleiberg, Priest and Pearl (2017) recognized that an increase of passive investment,

whether through index funds or ETF’s, reduces the informational efficiency of stock

prices. This is in line with the conclusion reached by Israeli, Lee and Sridharan

(2016). They found that an increase in ETF ownership meant that fewer analysts

covered the stock, higher transaction costs, higher correlation between the stock

and its industry and the market, but a lower correlation between the stock price

and its earnings. This implies that passive investment reduces the correlation
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between a firm’s stock price and its underlying fundamentals. This is more or

less in line with previous research by Wurgler (2010) who concluded that the

relationship between firm fundamentals and stock price was distorted as an effect

of increased index-linked investment.

To conclude, there are many different opinions being voiced by academia within

this topic. However, the trend of investors is clear, they opt for more and more

passive investment. This trend can potentially have some significant effects on the

stock market and its efficiency.
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Analytical Framework

4.1 Choice of Model

Previous studies have used several different models to measure the mutual fund

performance and potential abnormal returns, including the three models presented

in sections 3.3, 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 above. The assumption that it is only one factor

that contributes to the common variation in stock prices among all stocks in the

market is fairly limited. As shown by previous studies described in section 3.4 sev-

eral other risk factors are priced in the market. Based on the findings of Grinblatt

and Titman (1989), Carhart (1997) argued that the future stock prices depend

partially on previous prices and so the monthly momentum factor should be in-

cluded in addition to the three factors presented by Fama and French (1993). In

the attempt to isolate the potential abnormal returns and in extension market

inefficiency caused by the increase in passive investment and difference in the level

of management activity the Carhart four-factor model will be used in this study.

The use of the four-factor model is also in line with the methodology used by many

researchers within the field of fund performance evaluation, see Petajisto (2013),

Wermers (2003), Daniel et al. (1997), Cremers et al. (2015).
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4.1.1 Choice of Benchmark Index

To determine whether some funds have overperformed with respect to returns

they have to have a benchmark to be compared to. A benchmark is also needed

to estimate the tracking error as is discussed below in section 4.2.2.

Academia often refers to a market index used in asset pricing models. However,

this index only exists in theory but not in practice. There is no perfect or universal

index to use as a benchmark, but there are certain criteria which makes an index

more or less applicable as a comparable benchmark. Damodaran (1999) highlights

three criteria to determine a good benchmark, (i) choose an index which is value-

weighted, (ii) has the same geographic focus as the investigated party and (iii) is

not too broad.

Most funds have a specific benchmark against which their performance will be mea-

sured, determined by their investment philosophy and investment focus. These

benchmarks will be used to determine each fund’s tracking error which decides

which portfolio they belong to. The composition and procedures for these portfo-

lios is described in detail in section 4.2.3. Since the individual benchmark index for

each fund is reported by the funds themselves in the fund prospectus, it is assumed

that Damodaran’s second and third criteria are fulfilled. For those funds that re-

port several benchmark indices, the primary index is used. For the few funds that

don’t display a primary benchmark index, a benchmark is assigned to them based

on their industry and market capitalization focus which is reported in their fund

prospectus. In total, 135 different indices are included in the sample and both

broader and more narrow indices are represented. Examples of the different index

providers are Russell Investments and S&P Dow Jones Indices for which several

of their industry and market cap specific indices together with their growth and

value components are represented. For a full list of indices, see Appendix B. This
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is also in line with the methodology used by previous researchers, see for example

Petajisto (2013).

It should be noted that despite the fact that it is the funds’ own reported primary

benchmark that has been chosen, it is possible that some funds have investments

in securities that are not part of this index. This would be a problem if many

funds had significant holdings in equities that were/are not part of their primary

benchmark. However, being their primary benchmark, it is assumed that it is

chosen because it matches the investments of the fund to a great extent and is

therefore determined to be the best option available. Therefore, this problem is

considered to be only a minor weakness of the study.

4.1.2 Choice of Risk-free Rate

When choosing an interest rate to reflect a risk-free rate there are a number of

options available, for example, treasury bills (t-bills), government bonds, different

interbank rates like London Interbank Offered Rate (LIBOR), Overnight Index

Swap (OIS) rates or other fixed-income instruments. The correct rate to use

depends on both the purpose and the credit risk. Historically, the most popu-

lar measure within academia to represent the risk-free rate is government bonds

(Damodaran, 2008). It is assumed that there is practically no risk that a govern-

ment will default on an obligation, thus rendering the government bond completely

risk-free in the sense that an investor will be sure always to get both the interest-

rate payments and the principal back as promised. However, while most academia

uses these t-bills and government bonds as the risk-free rate, it is not as widely

used in practice. The reason for this is that the rates implied by both t-bills and

government bonds are artificially low due to tax- and regulatory issues (Hull &

White, 2013). The three main arguments behind this claim are:
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1. Financial institutions operate under strict regulatory requirements which de-

mand that they hold a certain amount of risk-free investments. This means

that they have to purchase these instruments, driving the price up and bring-

ing the yield down.

2. The capital requirements of a bank favour investments in t-bills and bonds

compared to similar investments in other instruments with comparable or

equivalent risk.

3. Lastly, the tax treatment among different types of fixed-income instruments

are different. T-bills are favoured from this perspective compared to many

other fixed-income investments since they are not taxed at a state level in

the United States.

Contrary to what many believe, the LIBOR is hardly risk-free. During the most

recent financial crisis between 2007-2009, the spread between the LIBOR and the

OIS rate rose rapidly. From being historically around 10 basis points, the spread

reached an all-time high of 364 basis points. For these reasons, it is no longer

believed that the government bonds and t-bills are the best proxies for the risk-

free rate in practice (Hull White, 2013). This led to many dealers switching to the

OIS rate, which is an interest rate swap where a fixed rate for a specific period is

swapped for a floating rate, where the floating rate is calculated as the geometric

average of the overnight rates during the period. It is set to replicate, as close as

possible, the floating rate consistent with rolling over overnight rates.(Hull, 2012).

However, there is no road-map to the perfect risk-free rate because it simply doesn’t

exist. Since there is no data available for the OIS rate for the 20-year period

investigated, this study will follow in the footsteps of the majority of previous
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research and use the one-month US t-bill as a proxy for the risk-free rate.

4.2 Portfolio Creation Approach

4.2.1 Returns

There are two ways to calculate the returns of the funds, either use the log-return or

the discrete (simple) return. Log-returns are more commonly used for continuous

time models, such as option pricing and fixed income modeling, because log-returns

are additive over time. Discrete returns are not additive over time, instead they

have the advantage that they are additive across assets. The discrete return of

a portfolio is simply the weighted sum of the return of the assets included in

the portfolio. Since this study aggregates return across assets and not over time,

discrete returns will be used. Furthermore, the interpretation of the returns is also

much more straightforward using discrete returns compared to log-returns since

log-returns can take on a value of < −100%. The discrete returns are calculated

based on each funds individual NAV (Portfolioprobe, 2010).

4.2.2 Estimation of Tracking Error

To determine whether being more active or less active is the desirable attribute

of a fund and to capture to what extent active funds are able to benefit from the

potential market inefficiency brought by the surge of passive investment, one has

to determine how active each fund actually is. This can be determined in a number

of different ways, but the most popular way is through the tracking error volatility

(referred to as tracking error or TE from here on). The tracking error is according

to Cremers & Petajisto (2009) defined as the ”deviation from passive investment”

which is measured as the standard deviation of the difference between the return
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achieved by the fund and the return of its benchmark index.

TrackingError = Stdev[RFund,t −RBenchmark,t] (4.1)

The tracking error for each fund is calculated with a two-year estimating period,

24 observations, on a rolling basis. To generate the first TE observation for each

fund in the 20 year sample period (1998-2017) an additional two year estimation

period (1996-2017) is used. Only when a fund has a history of 24 observations is

it included in the sample. An estimation window of 24 months is also in line with

previous research, for example, Cremers & Petajisto (2009).

4.2.3 Portfolio Construction

Once the simple returns and tracking error are calculated, portfolios are formed.

The reason for forming portfolios instead of performing individual regressions re-

lates to the power and size of the sample. The power of a test is the probability of

rejecting the null hypothesis when the alternative hypothesis is true and the size

of a test is the probability of rejecting the null hypothesis although it is true. The

power and size in this study is determined by the number of funds included (N)

and the number of observations (T). The sample size (N) in this study is too large

in comparison to the number of observations which implies that the null hypothesis

would be rejected too often. To get around these problems relating to power and

size, portfolios are formed which heavily reduces the N since it now refers to the

number of portfolios and not the number of funds in the sample (Campbell, Lo,

MacKinlay, 1997).

The construction of portfolios is performed in two different ways. The first compo-

sition is exclusively based on tracking error in order to investigate whether a higher

level of active management, measured as each funds deviation from its’ respective
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benchmark, result in higher abnormal returns. Based on tracking error, all funds

are ranked relative to each other and then divided into equal-weighted decile port-

folios, with portfolio one containing the most active funds and portfolio ten the

least active. Each portfolio comprise the same number of funds and all portfolios

are rebalanced as often as possible, which in this sample equals monthly rebalanc-

ing to always have the most active funds in the high-tracking-error-portfolio and

the least active in the low-tracking-error-portfolio.

The segmented sample is sorted by both tracking error and size (total net assets)

and the idea behind this segmentation is further elaborated on in section 1.2 and

section 4.5. The procedure for the two-folded segmentation is slightly different

compared to the procedure for the decile portfolios previously described. Firstly,

all the funds are ranked based on their size (total net assets) relative to each other

every month and then included in portfolios that follows a 30-40-30 segmentation

and which is updated monthly. Of interest in this study are the top 30% and the

bottom 30%, which is why only these two segments will be further investigated.

After having segmented by size, a second segmentation on the top 50% of funds

and the bottom 50% with respect to tracking error in the top 30% and the bottom

30% portfolios is conducted. Due to the fact that there were fewer funds in the

early years of the sample period along with a lack of reported values, and thus also

extracted values, a more narrow segmentation is not possible from a statistical

standpoint. In this study, the segmentation takes on a more general approach in

order to include more funds in each sample to strengthen the regression from a

statistical point of view. Similar to the first segmentation solely on tracking error,

these portfolios are also equal-weighted.
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Size

Tracking Error 30 (Large) 40 30 (Small)

50 (High) PF1 X PF2

50 (Low) PF3 X PF4

Table 4.1: Segmented portfolio composition

The reason for computing equal-weighted portfolios and not value-weighted is be-

cause the value-weighted composition risks a few mega-funds overshadowing and

diminishing the weight and thus return of smaller funds in the sample. Having

looked into value-weighted portfolios as well, it became evident that for some peri-

ods, a single fund accounted for as much as 30% of the weight in a given portfolio.

This problem was even more evident for the earlier years in the sample, as the

number of funds was substantially lower compared to the later years in the sample

period. Using equal-weighted portfolios means that all funds are given the same

weight, with no fund left to be overshadowed by a larger fund. However, the equal-

weighted composition does also suffer from disadvantages. It can be argued that

the use of a value-weighted composition provides a more representative picture as

it accounts for the different properties of larger and smaller funds, such as liquid-

ity or resources. Despite the problem that smaller funds receive disproportionate

influence on the portfolios return, the equal-weighted measure is determined to

be the better alternative out of the two options. This conclusion is supported by

the fact that there are too few funds in the early years of the sample while the

size-relationship between funds were the same. To clarify, this means that in the

early years of the sample period large funds were included in smaller portfolios,

measured as the number of funds included, and thereby dominated the portfolio,

leaving little to the smaller funds.
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4.3 Cost of Active Management

Active management of a fund means that the fund incurs certain costs which a

passive investment strategy does not, at least not to the same extent. Actively

managed funds charge its investors a management fee for them to (actively) man-

age their money in the best possible way based on some given investment strategy.

In order to take these costs into account when calculating the return achieved by

each fund, the NAV is used. The NAV is the fund equivalent of a company’s stock

price, when the value of the assets of a fund (company) increases, so does the NAV

(stock price) and vice versa. The benefit of using the NAV to calculate the returns

of a fund is that it has already subtracted all the fees charged to investors, so the

return is adjusted for the cost of active management (US Securities and Exchange

Commission [SEC], 2016).

4.4 Estimation of Abnormal Returns

In order to analyze the fund performance and potential abnormal returns for port-

folios composed based on tracking error, the Carhart four-factor model is applied.

To examine if and how the abnormal returns have changed over time, the regres-

sion model is further applied to non-overlapping five-year subperiods ranging from

1st of January 1998 to 31st of December 2017. The regression equation for the

analysis is then as follows:

Ri −Rf =βim(Rm −Rf ) + βi,SMBRSMB + βi,HMLRHML+

βi,MOMRMOM + εi for i = 1, 2, ..., N
(4.2)

where the null hypothesis for the regression is that the intercept, or alpha value,

is equal to zero. Any potential intercept different from zero indicates the presence

of abnormal returns, i.e., returns unexplained by the four factors Mkt-Rf, SMB,
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HML and MOM. A positive intercept from the regression above implies a return

in excess of what the model predicts so that the security, or portfolio of funds in

this case, perform better than expected. If the other alternative is true, so that

the intercept is negative, the portfolio of funds perform worse than expected.

4.5 Segmentation

As was mentioned in section 1.2, research within the field of performance mea-

surements does not investigate the entire market exclusively but also looks into

possible anomalies with respect to specific segments which they deem to be can-

didates to achieve abnormal returns. This study follows previous research in the

aspect that the total sample of all funds is segmented by tracking error as well

as size in order to investigate whether it is the more active, less active, larger,

smaller or none of the aforementioned funds that can exploit any potential market

inefficiency or benefit from economies of scale.

Since there is no academically acknowledged threshold for what constitutes a large

or small fund, the same method of segmentation used by Carhart is applied in this

segmentation. The regressions below are performed for the portfolios segmented

by both size and tracking error which follows the methodology described in section

4.4. The result will provide a clue to which type of fund if any, achieve abnormal

returns.

E[RTEi, Sizex ] =Rf + βim(E[Rm −Rf ]) + βi,SMBE[RSMB]+

βi,HMLE[RHML] + βi,MOME[RMOM ] + εi

(4.3)

E[RTEj , Sizey ] =Rf + βim(E[Rm −Rf ]) + βi,SMBE[RSMB]+

βi,HMLE[RHML] + βi,MOME[RMOM ] + εi

(4.4)
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4.6 Statistical Tests

In this section, all the statistical tests performed are presented. While there are

endless statistical properties to test for and a large number of valid tests to per-

form, the below have been chosen due to their importance to the efficiency of

the regression. In section 6.3, where the results of these tests are presented, the

significance level of interest will be 1% and 5%.

Augmented Dickey-Fuller test - Stationarity

The most important issue to address before performing a regression is to determine

whether the variables included in the data are stationary or if they exhibit trends.

If the data is not stationary, two variables that are highly correlated but have no

causal effect on each other will yield strong statistical evidence of a linear rela-

tionship. The regression would thereby present a misleading relationship between

the variables and yield statistical proof of a relationship which is not true. This is

called a spurious regression and provides misleading significant results. The risk of

performing a spurious regression is quite high when working with non-stationary

variables which is why stationary data, without any trends, is preferable (Granger

& Newbold, 1974).

To test whether the variables included in this study are stationary or not, an

Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test is performed. It tests the null hypothesis that

there is a unit root in the time-series sample with the alternative hypothesis being

stationarity. The critical value for both the 5 % and 1 % level varies depending

on the sample size, the exact critical values for this study are reported along with

the test results in section 6.3 and tables 6.18 and 6.19.

Seeing as the data in this study is in percentage change, it is fairly logical to

assume stationarity. However, since there is no downside in testing for it, and
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severe consequences if non-stationarity goes undetected, the ADF test will be

performed.

White-test - Heteroskedasticity

To be able to perform an efficient ordinary least square (OLS) regression there

are certain statistical factors which must be addressed. Stationarity, as mentioned

above, is one of them, another of the potential problems when performing an OLS

regression is related to heteroskedasticity. It is widely known that having het-

eroskedasticity present in the error term in an otherwise correct model will provide

consistent but inefficient parameter estimates. This means that the output will

be biased up- or downwards, resulting in the OLS-model no longer fulfilling the

Gauss-Markov assumptions and thereby no longer being the best linear unbiased

estimator (BLUE). The practical consequences of having a lot of heteroskedas-

ticity are that the standard errors will be biased, which in turn affects both the

t-statistic and the p-value. However, White (1980) declares that having some het-

eroskedasticity present is tolerable and that one can, despite that, draw proper

conclusions.

In this study, White tests are performed in all the regressions to determine whether

heteroskedasticity is present which, if so, needs to be addressed. The reason for

choosing the White test instead of for example the Breusch-Pagan (BP) test is

because it takes into consideration linear, non-linear and cross-factor relationships

while BP only investigates linear relationships.

While it is difficult to remove the variance of the error term completely, there are

several different ways to mitigate it (White, 1980). To manage the heteroskedas-

ticity in the regressions for different portfolios, White’s robust standard errors are

implemented. Using robust standard errors relaxes the OLS assumption that the
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error terms are both independent and identically distributed, this makes robust

standard errors more reliable (Williams, 2015).

Breusch-Godfrey test - Auto-Correlation

Auto-correlation, or serial correlation, is a common problem when performing time-

series regressions. Auto-correlation entails that the effect of a variable today is to

some extent determined by its preceding effect, one can say that the effect of the

variable from previous days/months/years still lingers. Having auto-correlation

present in the regression leads to an increase of the variance for the coefficient

estimates and the estimates of the standard errors in an OLS regression becomes

artificially small. This bias compromises the t-statistic which is used to determine

if a coefficient is statistically significant, i.e., it compromises the validity of the

result. Since the OLS procedure assumes that the error terms are not correlated

but independent, it is important to test for auto-correlation and adjust for it when

necessary since otherwise, the regression will not be efficient (Andrews, 1991). The

test will be performed with 12 lags, i.e., looking back 12 months in time. This is

deemed sufficient to control for auto-correlation as it seems implausible that the

returns should still be effected by events taking place over a year before.

In the cases where auto-correlation is significant according to the Breusch-Godfrey

tests, Newey-West robust standard errors will be implemented. These standard

errors will not only correct for the defect of auto-correlation but also adjust for

heteroskedasticity in the cases where both are present.

Graphical inspection - Non-normality

When performing statistical tests, it is important to investigate whether their as-

sumption of normality holds since the validity of many statistical procedures relies
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on it. Parametric tests, regressions, correlation, t-tests and many other statistical

procedures depend on the assumption that the data is normally distributed. If this

assumption does not hold it compromises all of the previously mentioned statisti-

cal properties which means that it becomes difficult to draw accurate and reliable

conclusions. Hence, normality is an important assumption to test for (Ghasemi &

Zahediasl, 2012).

However, if the sample is large enough, a violation of the normality condition will

not be as severe as previously portrayed. Having a large sample as in this study

means that the parametric tests are still valid and the importance of normally

distributed data fades. This is due to the central limit theorem (CLT), which states

that when added together, the sum of independent random variables with finite

variance tends towards a normal distribution, independent of the distribution of

the original variables due to the law of large numbers. If the normality assumption

in the OLS regression is not satisfied, the CLT still allows for valid inference as

the returns satisfy asymptotic normality, so that the returns are approximately

normally distributed in a large enough sample (Woolridge, 2016). The number of

observations in the sample is thus important as it improves the approximation of

the asymptotic distribution (Altman & Bland, 1995).

Despite the fact that a large sample, according to the CLT, diminishes the problem

of non-normality, it is not empirically proven what sample size is ”large enough”.

Altman and Bland (1995), among other researchers, argue that a sample size with

more than 40 observations is good enough while others prefer a larger sample.

Due to the ambiguity regarding what constitutes a large enough sample, a visual

inspection of the variables is conducted. The graphs on which this inspection is

performed are presented in Appendix C.

Looking at the empirical evidence for stocks and stock indices, Albuquerque (2012)
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describes how the distributions of stock returns experience excess kurtosis which

means that outlier returns, both positive and negative, are observed more often

than would be expected for a perfectly symmetric normal distribution. Further-

more, daily returns for individual stocks display a slightly positive skew while daily

returns for stock indices display negative skew. These effects do however decrease

when the time period is increased so that the distribution of stock returns ap-

proach a normal distribution (Campbell, Lo & MacKinlay, 1997). In light of these

studies, the fund returns are not expected to follow a perfect normal distribution.

Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) - Multicollinerarity

Multicollinearity exists when two or more of the independent variables are highly

correlated, which is a problem when performing regressions since it leads to un-

reliable estimates of the coefficients. In a regression, having collinearity between

coefficients can lead to an increase in the variance of the parameter as well as yield

parameter estimates that are both too large/small and with the ”incorrect sign”

(+/-). This will compromise the statistical significance of the variables and thus

disrupt the relationship between R2 and the significance of the variables. This is

because it becomes increasingly difficult to determine and isolate the effect(s) from

the correlated variables on the dependent variable (Mansfield and Helms, 1982).

To test whether the variables included in the regression are too correlated, the

variance inflation factor (VIF) is calculated. The VIF indicates how much larger

the variance(s) of the coefficient(s) will be if the data is multicollinear compared to

orthogonal data for which the VIF is 1. The VIF is calculated for each independent

variable by performing a linear regression on each variable on all the other variables

and collecting R2 (Mansfield & Helms, 1982). Then the VIF is determined as

follows:
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V IF =
1

(1−R2)
(4.5)

How large the VIF can be without causing concern is debatable, but the level

discussed as borderline by O’Brien (2007) is if the variance inflation factor is

around or above a value of 10.
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Data

5.1 Introduction to the Dataset

The original data set in the sample is gathered from Bloomberg, which is one of

the worlds largest and most widely used data providers of financial information.

This dataset contains monthly observations of net asset value (NAV), fund total

net assets and respective primary benchmark index for all actively managed US

domestic equity mutual funds for the time period 1st of January 1996 to 31st of De-

cember 2017 and includes a total of 2270 funds. All observations are denominated

in US dollars, except for the indices. To get a more robust sample from a statis-

tical point of view, daily observations would be preferred but since many of the

funds in the sample only report price observations on a monthly basis this will be

regarded as the best alternative possible. This is also in line with the approach ap-

plied in previous research, for example, Cremers and Petajisto (2009) or Grinblatt

and Titman (1992). The fund selection is based on the fund screening function

in Bloomberg and the selection criteria is further described in section 5.2 below.

After filtering the first data set according to the criteria specified in section 5.3

below, 2244 funds remain. It is on this adjusted sample that the data is treated
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and structured in order to prepare for the fund performance and market ineffi-

ciency analysis. Analyzing abnormal returns will be done with Carhart’s (1997)

four-factor model through time-series regression on a full 20-year period as well as

intervals of non-overlapping five-year subperiods for each portfolio respectively.

The sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 above elaborate on the choice of risk-free rate and

benchmark index used in the calculation and analysis of mutual fund performance.

The data on the benchmark indices and the risk-free rate is gathered as monthly

observations from the Bloomberg database and converted into discrete returns,

as argued for in section 4.2.1. When collected, all observations are adjusted to

reflect historical pricing and volume changes due to dividends, bonuses, stock

splits/consolidations, spin-offs and rights offerings/entitlements. All funds and

benchmark indices included in the sample of this study are listed in Appendix A

and B.

To perform the regression analysis described in section 3.4.3, the market premium,

SMB, HML and MOM risk factors are downloaded from Kenneth French’s data

library found on his research website. The estimation of the risk factor is consistent

with the methodology presented by Fama & French (1993) and Carhart (1997)

(French, 2018a). Furthermore, the different risk factors are based on data for all

stocks listed on the NYSE, AMEX and NASDAQ that display price, market- and

book equity data one year prior to the calculation of each factor for each period

(French, 2018b). The risk-free rate used in the calculation of the market risk

premium factor is the one-month t-bill rate (French, 2018c). The use of the one-

month t-bill is also consistent with the risk-free rate used in the analysis throughout

this study, as discussed in section 4.1.2.
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5.2 Fund Selection Criteria

The selection of funds in the sample is gathered through the fund screening func-

tion in Bloomberg and is set to include US domestic mutual equity funds with a

geographical investment focus in the US. The sample is free of survivorship bias as

both active and defunct funds are included. The screening criteria and the number

of funds included in the sample are presented in table 5.1 below.

Selection Criteria Number of Funds

Fund Primary Share Class Yes 328946

Country of Domicile US 26642

Geographical Focus US 19530

Fund Asset Class Focus Equity 9320

Fund Type Mutual Funds 5158

Actively Managed Yes 2270

Final Sample 2244

Table 5.1: Fund selection criteria

The screening function in Bloomberg is based on information provided by the fund

management in the fund prospectus. The classifications are thus subject to possible

selection bias as the information is supplied by the funds themselves. In the case of

the screening criteria ”Actively Managed” there is a risk that not all funds report

such information and therefore some funds might be excluded from the sample even

though they are actually actively managed. Despite that the geographical focus of

the funds included in the sample is supposed to be exclusively in US equities, not

all funds meet this condition. Through random sampling, it is determined that

the amount of capital invested in equities outside the US and/or in other forms of

investments is negligible. So, even though the sample might suffer from potential

bias, it is still regarded as reliable and representative for the actively managed

domestic US equity fund industry.
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5.3 Data Treatment

The following section describes and motivates the assumptions and choices made

when processing the data to prepare them for the analysis.

Exclusion of Funds

There are some funds in the sample which display gaps in the reported NAV data

series, which obstructs the data processing in the time-series regressions. A small

share of these funds reports NAV data series with only sporadic, single gaps which

can be solved by the application of linear interpolation. However, some funds

display more persistent gaps stretching over several months and will, therefore, be

excluded from the sample. In order to maintain consistency, all funds that display

gaps in their reporting are excluded from the data sample. Out of the 2270 funds

in the original sample, 2244 remain after the adjustment for these inconsistencies

in the data series.

When estimating the tracking error as described in section 4.2.2, at least 24 ob-

servations are necessary for the computations. The funds that report less than 24

price observations in the extracted data sample are therefore disregarded.

5.4 Descriptive Statistics

Figure 5.1 show how the number of active funds has developed between 1998-2017.

The number of active funds has experienced a steady linear increase during almost

the entire period and it is only in the last year that the number of active funds

has decreased. Possible explanations for this down-tick could be that many active

funds closed down in this period, funds shifted focus which put them outside the

scope of this study’s focus or that poor historical performance have made it more
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difficult to raise capital for new active funds. While it is too early to determine

whether this is a lasting trend or just a short-term anomaly, it is interesting and

worth keeping in mind.

Figure 5.1: Number of Active US Domestic Mutual Equity Funds 1998-2017

A large fraction of all actively managed US domestic mutual equity funds are in the

interval with the least tracking error as is shown in table 5.2. Figure 5.2 provides

a graphic overview of three different investment types and how they relate to the

funds tracking error. The least active funds are positioned on the left-hand side

of the line and the most active funds lay on the right-hand side. More or less

everything in between is assumed to be closet indexing.

Figure 5.2: Types of Management Strategies
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Tracking Error %

0-0.03 0.03-0.06 0.06-0.09 0.09-0.12 0.12-0.15 0.15<

Number of Funds

1998 396 131 25 2 1 0

1999 399 183 71 5 3 1

2000 305 315 105 31 8 2

2001 269 396 128 35 14 6

2002 432 383 76 28 7 3

2003 706 259 53 12 3 1

2004 892 184 25 7 1 0

2005 1051 116 10 0 0 0

2006 1148 83 9 0 0 0

2007 1237 67 7 0 0 0

2008 1272 121 14 1 0 0

2009 1143 272 41 7 5 1

2010 1227 258 37 8 6 1

2011 1464 113 10 3 0 0

2012 1540 94 11 2 0 0

2013 1624 78 11 1 0 0

2014 1744 60 4 3 0 0

2015 1784 93 8 4 0 0

2016 1840 113 19 3 2 0

2017 1868 113 21 4 2 0

Table 5.2: Number of funds within each tracking error interval

In table 5.2 the number of funds within certain intervals of tracking error is pre-

sented from 1998-2017. The number of funds within the lowest tracking-error

interval is always the largest. At the beginning of the period there is a relatively

large spread among the funds between the tracking error intervals, but with time, a

larger fraction of the total number of funds moves towards the lowest tracking-error

interval. In 2001, only 30% percent of the funds belonged in the lowest interval

whereas in 2017 the amount has risen to 93%. This means that many funds that

were historically more actively managed, along with newly created funds, have

become less active over time relative to their primary benchmark.
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Tracking Error %

0-0.03 0.03-0.06 0.06-0.09 0.09-0.12 0.12-0.15 0.15<

Percentage of Funds Outperforming Benchmark

1998 45.1% 49.4% 68.5% 38.5% 33.3% -

1999 51.1% 52.6% 63.7% 60.0% 41.7% 64.3%

2000 60.2% 60.5% 58.0% 44.7% 40.8% 34.5%

2001 57.0% 57.9% 53.1% 47.5% 51.7% 49.3%

2002 56.5% 56.2% 45.9% 35.5% 39.2% 39.4%

2003 52.5% 57.7% 65.9% 64.0% 55.6% 55.6%

2004 53.2% 57.2% 51.3% 52.6% 33.3% -

2005 59.4% 57.3% 49.2% - - -

2006 49.4% 49.7% 47.8% - - -

2007 62.2% 55.1% 71.1% - - -

2008 52.2% 46.9% 32.0% 75.0% 83.3% -

2009 55.3% 57.8% 55.5% 52.2% 63.2% 11.1%

2010 53.8% 54.2% 59.4% 44.9% 54.5% 44.4%

2011 53.0% 49.4% 37.0% 48.6% - -

2012 53.4% 50.0% 28.7% 15.8% - -

2013 56.4% 51.8% 20.0% 25.0% - -

2014 50.4% 48.7% 54.5% 50.0% - -

2015 54.1% 44.8% 40.8% 35.6% - -

2016 48.5% 49.8% 53.0% 51.7% 58.1% -

2017 54.6% 46.9% 36.4% 37.8% 30.8% -

Table 5.3: Percentage of funds within each tracking error interval outperforming its

primary benchmark

Table 5.3 represents the percentage of funds within each interval that manages to

outperform its primary benchmark. Where there are no numbers reported there

were not any funds that belonged to that interval during that period. It is among

the more active intervals that the highest amount of funds that outperformed its

primary benchmark is found. However, in the same intervals, one can also find

the lowest percentage of funds outperforming their benchmark index. Overall the

amount of funds that outperform is rather stable for the funds within the lower

intervals but a lot more volatile in the higher intervals.
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Average

Year All Funds PF Low TE PF High TE Difference H-L

1998 0.0259 0.0082 0.0632 0.0550

1999 0.0318 0.0095 0.0799 0.0704

2000 0.0411 0.0113 0.0966 0.0853

2001 0.0452 0.0119 0.1066 0.0947

2002 0.0364 0.0096 0.0906 0.0810

2003 0.0274 0.0074 0.0722 0.0648

2004 0.0217 0.0060 0.0573 0.0513

2005 0.0165 0.0050 0.0437 0.0386

2006 0.0152 0.0048 0.0391 0.0343

2007 0.0144 0.0047 0.0353 0.0307

2008 0.0169 0.0055 0.0412 0.0357

2009 0.0238 0.0076 0.0607 0.0531

2010 0.0229 0.0072 0.0595 0.0522

2011 0.0156 0.0051 0.0388 0.0338

2012 0.0145 0.0047 0.0363 0.0317

2013 0.0137 0.0046 0.0336 0.0290

2014 0.0125 0.0045 0.0306 0.0261

2015 0.0135 0.0045 0.0356 0.0310

2016 0.0150 0.0050 0.0408 0.0358

2017 0.0154 0.0051 0.0411 0.0360

Table 5.4: Average tracking error for all funds, portfolio 10 (low), portfolio 1 (high) and

the difference between the two portfolios

Table 5.4 above shows the average tracking error each year for the full sample

including all the funds, Portfolio 10 (low), Portfolio 1 (high) as well as the yearly

difference between the two portfolios tracking error. The average tracking error

for the full sample experiences a small wave-shaped pattern. A common factor

between the different samples is that they all experience their highest tracking

error at the beginning of the period, but all with a declining trend. The difference

between the high vs. low tracking error portfolios is relatively large at first but

also experience a declining trend. This is because the most active funds have on

average become less active while the least active have remained somewhat stable
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across time. Both the high and low portfolio yield a lower tracking error at the

start of the financial crisis 2007 but increase at the end of and after it.

Max Min

Year PF Low TE PF High TE PF Low TE PF High TE

1998 0.0095 0.0975 0.0095 0.0477

1999 0.0113 0.1438 0.0113 0.0634

2000 0.0135 0.1634 0.0135 0.0664

2001 0.0170 0.1971 0.0170 0.0792

2002 0.0159 0.2119 0.0159 0.0769

2003 0.0120 0.1821 0.0120 0.0568

2004 0.0087 0.1289 0.0087 0.0464

2005 0.0068 0.0858 0.0068 0.0336

2006 0.0063 0.0864 0.0063 0.0276

2007 0.0062 0.0768 0.0062 0.0252

2008 0.0066 0.0750 0.0066 0.0253

2009 0.0086 0.1297 0.0086 0.0356

2010 0.0100 0.1708 0.0100 0.0429

2011 0.0079 0.1372 0.0079 0.0345

2012 0.0059 0.1123 0.0059 0.0256

2013 0.0058 0.0922 0.0058 0.0240

2014 0.0057 0.0885 0.0057 0.0216

2015 0.0056 0.1094 0.0056 0.0225

2016 0.0060 0.1114 0.0060 0.0242

2017 0.0069 0.1392 0.0069 0.0266

Table 5.5: Decile portfolios top 10’s and bottom 10’s maximum and minimum tracking

error

From the first two columns in table 5.5, it is easy to see that in the high-tracking-

error portfolio, the most active fund each year is very active, while in the low-

tracking-error portfolio the least active fund is moving closely aligned with the

index. This table presents a contrast to the rather gloomy picture of how active

funds were presented in tables 5.2 and 5.3. One can see that the most active fund

is very active since the lower threshold in the high-tracking-error portfolio is quite

high, this proves that many funds are in fact active. The largest deviation from the
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benchmark is achieved in the early years of the collected sample period, with the

highest deviation in 2002, consistent with the numbers presented in the previous

tables.

Portfolio Average Max Min

1 0.78% 15.18% -21.39%

2 0.85% 13.36% -19.24%

3 0.84% 13.18% -19.47%

4 0.80% 13.10% -19.08%

5 0.77% 12.93% -18.84%

6 0.77% 12.86% -18.84%

7 0.74% 12.45% -18.88%

8 0.71% 12.58% -18.19%

9 0.70% 12.50% -18.33%

10 0.68% 12.44% -19.19%

Table 5.6: Average, max & min equal-weighted portfolio return 1998-2017

Column one in table 5.6 shows the average return for each portfolio over the full-

time period. The second and third column presents the maximum and minimum

return achieved by each portfolio during the same time period. Both the average

and the maximum return achieved for the more active portfolios are higher com-

pared to the returns achieved by the less active portfolios. However, the portfolios

containing the most active funds also have the highest negative return achieved

during the sample period while the less active portfolios have a slightly more flat-

tering minimum return.
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Tracking Error

Year PF1 PF2 PF3 PF4

2003 0.0405 0.0480 0.0138 0.0159

2004 0.0295 0.0346 0.0111 0.0124

2005 0.0220 0.0260 0.0085 0.0096

2006 0.0223 0.0234 0.0082 0.0091

2007 0.0199 0.0217 0.0081 0.0090

2008 0.0248 0.0254 0.0096 0.0108

2009 0.0331 0.0368 0.0130 0.0147

2010 0.0316 0.0337 0.0127 0.0134

2011 0.0222 0.0227 0.0088 0.0091

2012 0.0208 0.0215 0.0082 0.0089

2013 0.0193 0.0206 0.0080 0.0086

2014 0.0187 0.0186 0.0072 0.0076

2015 0.0193 0.0201 0.0075 0.0079

2016 0.0215 0.0225 0.0082 0.0091

2017 0.0222 0.0228 0.0084 0.0093

Table 5.7: Average tracking error segmented portfolios 2003-2017

All portfolios experience its highest average tracking error during 2003. Portfolio

one and two containing the top 50% of the funds with respect to tracking error

and portfolio three and four represent the funds with the lowest 50% with respect

to tracking error. Portfolio two, which are the portfolios that contain the smaller

but more active funds, have higher average tracking error compared to the larger

more active funds. The difference may be small but it is observable and in line

with previous research. The same pattern can be observed for the smaller but less

active funds compared to the larger less active funds.
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Tracking Error

Portfolio 1 Portfolio 2 Portfolio 3 Portfolio 4

Year Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Min

2003 0.0843 0.0231 0.1525 0.0233 0.0223 0.0047 0.0225 0.0026

2004 0.0591 0.0179 0.1175 0.0178 0.0174 0.0039 0.0174 0.0023

2005 0.0635 0.0134 0.0761 0.0134 0.0132 0.0031 0.0131 0.0031

2006 0.0791 0.0126 0.0662 0.0127 0.0123 0.0030 0.0124 0.0037

2007 0.0749 0.0123 0.0572 0.0123 0.0122 0.0020 0.0121 0.0039

2008 0.0852 0.0144 0.0714 0.0143 0.0142 0.0017 0.0141 0.0035

2009 0.1399 0.0197 0.1409 0.0197 0.0195 0.0035 0.0196 0.0033

2010 0.1364 0.0192 0.1401 0.0192 0.0190 0.0037 0.0190 0.0022

2011 0.0881 0.0133 0.0957 0.0132 0.0131 0.0020 0.0131 0.0014

2012 0.0798 0.0124 0.0752 0.0124 0.0123 0.0016 0.0123 0.0016

2013 0.0827 0.0118 0.0801 0.0118 0.0117 0.0018 0.0117 0.0021

2014 0.0892 0.0106 0.0597 0.0106 0.0105 0.0015 0.0105 0.0010

2015 0.0716 0.0110 0.0661 0.0110 0.0109 0.0018 0.0109 0.0008

2016 0.1209 0.0122 0.0821 0.0122 0.0122 0.0017 0.0121 0.0007

2017 0.1234 0.0126 0.0860 0.0126 0.0126 0.0013 0.0126 0.0005

Table 5.8: Segmented portfolios maximum and minimum tracking error 2003-2017

Looking at the maximum and minimum tracking error for each portfolio over time,

one can observe that the minimum tracking error differs very little between smaller

and larger funds. Taking a closer look at the maximum tracking error for the more

active portfolios, one and two, one can see that the portfolio with smaller funds (2)

have a higher maximum tracking error at the beginning of the period compared

to the portfolio with larger funds (1) but that the relationship is reversed towards

the end. The most active among the smaller funds have become less active over

time while the larger most active fund has become more active. The maximum

value for the less active portfolios, three and four, experience a close relationship

with very small differences depending on size.
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Average Max Min

PF1 0.0096 0.3186 -0.3992

PF2 0.0088 0.5498 -0.3825

PF3 0.0087 0.3606 -0.3151

PF4 0.0084 0.3262 -0.6347

Table 5.9: Average, max & min equal-weighted segmented portfolio return 2003-2017

The two portfolios that are most active, one and two, have the highest average

equal-weighted return when looking at the full time-period. Portfolio two, which

contains the more active and larger funds achieve the highest maximum return by

far. Th three other portfolios report more or less similar maximum returns for the

full time period. Portfolio four, which contains the less active smaller funds have

the lowest return during 2003-2017 out of the four segmented portfolios.

5.5 Data Quality

All the data used in the regressions are from three different sources, Bloomberg,

Investment Company Institute and Kenneth French website. From Bloomberg, the

total net assets and net asset value are collected for all the funds which fulfill the

selection criteria in section 5.2 while the data for the Carhart four-factor model is

collected from Kenneth French’s website. Bloomberg is the worlds largest financial

database and is widely used by both investment professionals as well as academics

and is therefore treated as a data provider of the highest quality and reliability.

Kenneth French is one of the most prolific and well-known researchers on financial

markets. The data for the four factors, Mkt-Rf, SMB, HML and MOM is used

both by business schools as well as by academics and is therefore also considered

to be a data provider of high quality.
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Empirical Findings

The following sections present the empirical findings and results obtained from the

four-factor regression models performed on the different portfolio compositions

described in section 4. Values with statistical significance are marked with one

asterisk for the 5% level and two asterisks for the 1% level. For the subsample

periods, the results from the regressions performed on each portfolio and period

are presented chronologically. In the tables below, the portfolios that are sorted

into deciles exclusively based on tracking error are ranked from one to ten, where

the first portfolio contains funds with the highest tracking error and portfolio ten

the funds with the lowest tracking error. For the portfolios segmented on both

tracking error and total net assets, the first portfolio contains funds with higher

tracking error and larger size, the second higher tracking error and smaller size,

the third lower tracking error and larger size and the fourth lower tracking error

and smaller size. This is further illustrated in table 6.12, presented in conjunction

with the relevant result tables.

The portfolios that show heteroscedasticity according to the White-test are marked

with one asterisk and portfolios that show auto-correlation according to the Breusch-

Godfrey test are marked with two asterisks next to the portfolio number at the top
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of each table. It is the adjusted values which are reported in the tables below. The

portfolios that display both heteroskedasticity and auto-correlation are adjusted

with the Newey-West standard errors as this method accounts for both statistical

problems.

6.1 Results - Full Sample Period

The following section presents the regression results for the full period beginning

with the portfolios segmented exclusively on tracking error, which covers the period

1998-2017. Subsequently, the portfolios sorted on both tracking error and size are

presented, which covers the period 2003-2017.

In table 6.1, the regression results and test statistic of portfolio 1-5 for the first

whole sample period (1998-2017) are presented.

Period 1998-2017

Portfolio PF1* PF2** PF3* PF4* PF5*

α -0.0005 0.0006 0.0008 0.0004 0.0002

βMkt−Rf 1.0939** 0.9930** 0.9579** 0.9607** 0.9401**

SMB 0.3908** 0.3135** 0.2636** 0.2342** 0.2063**

βHML -0.1246** 0.0907** 0.1406** 0.1377** 0.1897**

βMOM -0.0120 0.0120 0.0029 -0.0017 -0.0087

T-stat -0.4929 0.6200 1.2558 0.6866 0.4040

P-value 0.6226 0.5359 0.2104 0.4930 0.6866

SE 0.0010 0.0009 0.0006 0.0006 0.0006

R2 0.9361 0.9614 0.9651 0.9658 0.9635

R2 Adj 0.9351 0.9608 0.9645 0.9652 0.9629

White’s General Heteroskedasticity Test Chi-sq(14)

T-stat 35.7494 125.7775 79.9892 93.2074 115.2769

P-value 0.0011 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

Breusch-Godfrey LM Test Lags(6) - Chi-sq(6)

BG LM stat 8.7260 17.0230 11.4765 5.8063 11.155

P-value 0.1896 0.0092 0.0747 0.445 0.0837

Table 6.1: Regression results for portfolio 1-5, full sample 1998-2017
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These portfolios represent the more active half of the funds, with portfolio one

being the most active. For all but the first portfolio, the alpha value is small but

positive. However, none of the values are statistically significant at neither the

1% nor the 5% level. Turning to the betas, all portfolios display significant values

for the market factor, SMB factor and HML factor but not for the MOM factor.

Furthermore, the results from all regressions show a high level for the coefficient

of determination above 90%.

Table 6.2 present the results for portfolio 6-10, which include the funds with lower

tracking error on a descending scale for the whole sample period, 1998-2017. The

table shows that the alpha declines with tracking error but that these alpha values

are all small and statistically insignificant. Similar to portfolio 1-5, the beta values

for all but the MOM factor are significant for portfolio 6-10.

Period 1998-2017

Portfolio PF6** PF7* PF8* PF9** PF10*

α 0.0002 0.0000 -0.0001 -0.0001 -0.0002

βMkt−Rf 0.9534** 0.9578** 0.9537** 0.9521** 0.9532**

SMB 0.1912** 0.1542** 0.0835** 0.0302* -0.0253*

βHML 0.1777** 0.1638** 0.1486** 0.1781** 0.1619**

βMOM 0.0037 0.0002 -0.0134 -0.0153 -0.0037

T-stat 0.2969 -0.0451 -0.1356 -0.1634 -0.3897

P-value 0.7668 0.9641 0.8923 0.8703 0.6971

SE 0.0007 0.0005 0.0004 0.0005 0.0004

R2 0.9706 0.9746 0.9792 0.9778 0.9805

R2 Adj 0.9701 0.9742 0.9788 0.9774 0.9802

White’s General Heteroskedasticity Test Chi-sq(14)

T-stat 112.7667 102.3396 111.4173 109.1375 64.0550

P-value 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

Breusch-Godfrey LM Test Lags(6) - Chi-sq(6)

BG LM stat 15.0070 11.1156 11.9529 17.1368 5.9731

P-value 0.0202 0.0849 0.0630 0.0088 0.4262

Table 6.2: Regression results for portfolios 6-10, 1998-2017
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Furthermore, the value of the determination coefficient for portfolios 6-10 are all

above 90%. Looking at all ten portfolios together, a linear negative relationship

can be observed between the level of the coefficient of determination and tracking

error can be observed so that the higher tracking error portfolios have a lower

determination coefficient and vice versa.

Table 6.3 presents the results for the portfolios segmented on both size and tracking

error. For this segmented sample, all portfolios display negative alpha values with

high significance for all but portfolio one. The beta values are significant in all

portfolios for the market factor and the SMB factor. Furthermore, the HML

factors’ beta is highly significant for portfolio one and the MOM factors’ beta is

highly significant for portfolio two. Looking at the coefficient of determination the

value for all portfolios is well above 90%.

Period 2003-2017

Variable PF1* PF2 PF3* PF4*

α -0.0004 -0.0009* -0.0007* -0.0009**

βMkt−Rf 1.0572** 0.9834** 1.0016** 0.9835**

SMB 0.2676** 0.3676** 0.0955** 0.1532**

βHML -0.1948** -0.0350 -0.0031 0.0412

βMOM 0.0013 -0.0347** -0.0074 -0.0169

T-stat -0.6478 -2.0820 -2.4187 -2.8965

P-value 0.5180 0.0388 0.0166 0.0043

SE 0.0007 0.0004 0.0003 0.0003

R2 0.9657 0.9830 0.9931 0.9909

R2 Adj 0.9649 0.9826 0.9930 0.9907

White’s General Heteroskedasticity Test - Chi-sq(14)

T-stat 40.7807 22.7810 57.9547 92.1260

P-value 0.0002 0.0639 0.0000 0.0000

Breusch-Godfrey LM Test Lags(6) - Chi-sq(6)

BG LM stat 4.7864 10.4365 5.6850 7.6655

P-value 0.5715 0.1074 0.5494 0.2636

Table 6.3: Regression results for portfolios segmented on size, 2003-2017
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6.2 Results - 5-Year Subperiods

The following subsections present the regression results for the 5-year, non-overlapping

subperiods starting with the portfolios segmented exclusively on tracking error and

then followed by the portfolios segmented on both tracking error and size.

6.2.1 Portfolios Sorted Exclusively on Tracking Error

In table 6.4 below, the regression results and test statistics for portfolio 1-5 for the

first subsample period (1998-2002) are presented. Across all portfolios, the alpha

is positive but never significant as all the p-values and t-statistics are above and

below their respective critical values. Of Carhart’s four factors, the market factor,

the SMB factor and the HML factor are highly significant with very small p-values

while the MOM factor is never significant.

Period 1998-2002

Portfolio 1 2* 3 4 5

α 0.0011 0.0020 0.0021 0.0012 0.0010

βMkt−Rf 1.2189** 1.0656** 0.9847** 0.9888** 0.9590**

SMB 0.4232** 0.3649** 0.2854** 0.2612** 0.2455**

βHML -0.0491 0.2650** 0.2874** 0.2941** 0.3715**

βMOM 0.0285 0.0275 0.0016 -0.0180 -0.0306

T-stat 0.4656 1.0516 1.5729 0.9254 0.9711

P-value 0.6434 0.2976 0.1215 0.3588 0.3357

SE 0.0025 0.0019 0.0013 0.0013 0.0011

R2 0.9505 0.9497 0.9668 0.9688 0.9754

R2 Adj 0.9469 0.9460 0.9644 0.9666 0.9736

White’s General Heteroskedasticity Test Chi-sq (14)

T-stat 15.7207 46.0373 18.5785 19.8084 18.0469

P-value 0.3307 0.0000 0.1817 0.1363 0.2047

Breusch-Godfrey LM Test Lags(6) - Chi-sq(6)

BG LM stat 6.2008 5.7904 6.7953 12.2070 6.2610

P-value 0.4011 0.4471 0.3402 0.0575 0.3946

Table 6.4: Regression results for portfolio 1-5, 1998-2002
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The results for portfolios 6-10 covering the period 1998-2002, presented in table 6.5,

are similar to the ones presented in table 6.4. Almost all the alphas are positive,

except for portfolio 8 with an alpha value of zero, but yet again neither of them

are statistically significant. Furthermore, all four factor betas are significant on a

1% level across portfolios except for the MOM factor beta which is only significant

for portfolio 8-10.

Period 1998-2002

Variable/Portfolio 6* 7* 8 9* 10**

α 0.0013 0.0004 0.0000 0.0006 0.0006

βMkt−Rf 0.9744** 0.9696** 0.9479** 0.9354** 0.8985**

SMB 0.2225** 0.1756** 0.0971** 0.0407 -0.0368*

HML 0.3314** 0.2928** 0.2509** 0.2654** 0.1755**

βMOM -0.0111 -0.0165 -0.0341* -0.0444 -0.0215*

T-stat 1.0994 0.3419 -0.0242 0.5239 0.6246

P-value 0.2764 0.7337 0.9808 0.6025 0.5348

SE 0.0012 0.0012 0.0009 0.0011 0.0009

R2 0.9711 0.9748 0.9811 0.9786 0.9884

R2 Adj 0.9690 0.9730 0.9797 0.9770 0.9876

White’s General Heteroskedasticity Test Chi-sq (14)

T-stat 27.4167 29.0895 22.8801 29.6394 31.3843

P-value 0.0170 0.0102 0.0622 0.0086 0.0049

Breusch-Godfrey LM Test Lags(6) - Chi-sq(6)

BG LM stat 5.3040 6.1714 7.2750 5.2548 14.2698

P-value 0.5055 0.4043 0.2962 0.5116 0.0268

Table 6.5: Regression results for portfolio 6-10, 1998-2002
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Period 2003-2007

Portfolio 1* 2* 3* 4* 5*

α 0.0022 0.0016* 0.0010 0.0007 0.0001

βMkt−Rf 1.1314** 1.0247** 0.9703** 0.9846** 0.9905**

SMB 0.4509** 0.3379** 0.3666** 0.3377** 0.3224**

HML -0.0633 -0.0278 -0.0011 -0.0197 0.0213

βMOM 0.1034 0.0753* 0.0966* 0.0846** 0.0502*

T-stat 1.2871 2.3100 1.4083 1.0963 0.1803

P-value 0.2035 0.0247 0.1647 0.2777 0.8575

SE 0.0017 0.0007 0.0007 0.0006 0.0006

R2 0.9273 0.9798 0.9746 0.9805 0.9836

R2 Adj 0.9221 0.9784 0.9728 0.9791 0.9824

White’s General Heteroskedasticity Test Chi-sq (14)

T-stat 46.4495 40.1877 38.4998 24.2995 27.0299

P-value 0.0000 0.0002 0.0004 0.0421 0.0191

Breusch-Godfrey LM Test Lags(6) - Chi-sq(6)

BG LM stat 9.9649 9.6320 4.8195 10.5804 6.1741

P-value 0.1261 0.141 0.5672 0.1022 0.404

Table 6.6: Regression results for portfolio 1-5, 2003-2007

Table 6.6 presents the five most active portfolios for the period 2003-2007. Once

again all the portfolios yield positive alphas, however, for this period the alpha of

portfolio two is significant on a 5% level. All the other portfolio alphas in table

6.6 are insignificant. Regarding the other factors in the regression, all except the

HML factor beta is significant on a 5% and the Mkt-Rf together with the SMB

factor betas are significant on a 1% level.

The results presented in table 6.7 show that contrary to the results reported for

portfolios 1-5, the alphas for portfolio 6-10 for period 2003-2007 are negative for all

but portfolio 7. However, the test-statistic in the form of p-values and t-statistics

are never close to being significant which mean the alphas cannot be argued to be

different from zero. The market factors’ beta values are always significant on a

1% level across all portfolios while the SMB factors’ betas are significant on a 1%
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level for all but portfolio ten. Portfolio 8-10 report significant HML factor betas

and portfolio six, seven and nine report significant MOM factor betas.

Period 2003-2007

Portfolio 6 7 8 9 10*

α -0.0001 0.0004 -0.0003 -0.0002 -0.0003

βMkt−Rf 0.9937** 0.9799** 0.9897** 0.9845** 0.9752**

SMB 0.2707** 0.2470** 0.1320** 0.0545** -0.0111

HML 0.0152 0.0437 0.0649** 0.0514* 0.0978*

βMOM 0.0558** 0.0348* 0.0177 0.0378** 0.0269

T-stat -0.1377 0.9236 -0.8839 -0.7306 -0.5002

P-value 0.8910 0.3598 0.3806 0.4681 0.6189

SE 0.0005 0.0005 0.0004 0.0003 0.0006

R2 0.9893 0.9884 0.9923 0.9929 0.9826

R2 Adj 0.9885 0.9875 0.9917 0.9924 0.9814

White’s General Heteroskedasticity Test Chi-sq (14)

T-stat 10.3763 19.0523 14.5538 8.5203 34.7200

P-value 0.7342 0.1630 0.4093 0.8605 0.0016

Breusch-Godfrey LM Test Lags(6) - Chi-sq(6)

BG LM stat 4.1916 2.7179 14.211 5.9176 9.3772

P-value 0.6508 0.8433 0.0274 0.4325 0.1534

Table 6.7: Regression results for portfolio 6-10, 2003-2007

In table 6.8 the alphas of portfolio 1-5 for the period 2008-2012 are once again all

negative but never significant. All factors display beta values significant at a 1%

level for all portfolios (1-5) except for portfolio four, which only display a MOM

factor beta value with a 5% significance level.
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Period 2008-2012

Portfolio 1 2 3 4 5

α -0.0016 -0.0011 -0.0005 -0.0007 -0.0010

βMkt−Rf 1.0802** 1.0283** 1.0222** 1.0226** 1.0118**

SMB 0.2168** 0.3287** 0.3382** 0.3248** 0.3093**

HML -0.1596** -0.1252** -0.1259** -0.1214** -0.0995**

βMOM -0.0776** -0.0530** -0.0531** -0.0340* -0.0357**

T-stat -1.0827 -1.2667 -0.7495 -0.8832 -1.4877

P-value 0.2837 0.2106 0.4568 0.3810 0.1425

SE 0.0015 0.0008 0.0007 0.0008 0.0007

R2 0.9701 0.9899 0.9925 0.9905 0.9931

R2 Adj 0.9679 0.9891 0.9919 0.9898 0.9926

White’s General Heteroskedasticity Test Chi-sq (14)

T-stat 19.4076 15.6990 11.2681 10.5771 14.1524

P-value 0.15 0.3321 0.6649 0.7189 0.4384

Breusch-Godfrey LM Test Lags(6) - Chi-sq(6)

BG LM stat 4.9656 6.4101 5.9564 9.3918 10.858

P-value 0.5482 0.3788 0.4281 0.1527 0.0928

Table 6.8: Regression results for portfolio 1-5, 2008-2012

Consistent for all the portfolios during the third subperiod (2008-2012), presented

in table 6.9 below, is that all the alphas are both negative and never significant.

Portfolio seven is almost significant with a p-value of 0.0851, but since the threshold

in this study is at a 5% level it is not significant enough. Two betas, the market

factors’ and the SMB factors’, are significant across portfolio 6-10 on a 1% level,

while the HML factors’ betas are only significant on a 1% level for portfolio 6-8

and on a 5% level for portfolio ten. The MOM factors’ beta values are significant

on a 5% level for portfolio six and eight while showing no significance for the other

portfolios.
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Period 2008-2012

Portfolio 6 7 8 9 10

α -0.0007 -0.0010 -0.0004 -0.0005 -0.0005

βMkt−Rf 1.0085** 1.0131** 1.0087** 1.0143** 1.0143**

SMB 0.3095** 0.2602** 0.2023** 0.1671** 0.0902**

HML -0.0585** -0.0552** -0.0578** -0.0057 0.0570*

βMOM -0.0225* -0.0170 -0.0213* -0.0154* -0.0115

T-stat -1.1984 -1.7537 -0.7943 -1.3088 -0.8006

P-value 0.2359 0.0851 0.4304 0.1960 0.4268

SE 0.0006 0.0006 0.0005 0.0004 0.0007

R2 0.9949 0.9951 0.9962 0.9957 0.9931

R2 Adj 0.9945 0.9947 0.9959 0.9954 0.9926

White’s General Heteroskedasticity Test Chi-sq (14)

T-stat 10.5901 18.0244 10.3260 16.7668 21.4562

P-value 0.7179 0.2057 0.738 0.2688 0.0905

Breusch-Godfrey LM Test Lags(6) - Chi-sq(6)

BG LM stat 8.1807 5.6923 8.1514 15.3514 3.6693

P-value 0.7179 0.4585 0.2272 0.0176 0.7213

Table 6.9: Regression results for portfolio 6-10, 2008-2012

Table 6.10 reports the regression results of portfolio 1-5 for the last subperiod

(2012-2017). Portfolio 2-4 report negative alphas which are significant on a 5%

level while portfolio five also has a negative alpha, but is significant on a 1% level.

Portfolio one yields a negative alpha but no significance. The market factors’

and the SMB factors’ betas are both significant on a 1% level for all portfolios.

Portfolio one and two have significant HML factor betas but only portfolio one has

a significant MOM factor beta.
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Period 2013-2017

Portfolio 1 2 3 4 5

α -0.0018 -0.0014* -0.0011* -0.0010* -0.0013**

Mkt−RF 0.8567** 0.9625** 0.9571** 0.9637** 0.9724**

SMB 0.3016** 0.3315** 0.3218** 0.3065** 0.2652**

HML -0.0895* -0.0573* -0.0300 -0.0249 -0.0189

βMOM -0.1496** -0.0121 -0.0033 0.0066 0.0092

T-stat -1.2647 -2.4666 -2.2239 -2.2076 -3.0011

P-value 0.2113 0.0168 0.0303 0.0315 0.0040

SE 0.0014 0.0006 0.0005 0.0004 0.0004

R2 0.8964 0.9840 0.9878 0.9902 0.9904

R2 Adj 0.8889 0.9828 0.9869 0.9895 0.9897

White’s General Heteroskedasticity Test Chi-sq (14)

T-stat 20.0122 19.2951 15.9696 10.1628 9.3036

P-value 0.1298 0.154 0.3152 0.7502 0.8111

Breusch-Godfrey LM Test Lags(6) - Chi-sq(6)

BG LM stat 5.1236 8.2431 7.1676 5.0213 4.0548

P-value 0.5281 0.2208 0.3056 0.5411 0.6693

Table 6.10: Regression results for portfolio 1-5, 2012-2017

Table 6.11 displays how portfolio 6-9 all show negative alphas which are significant

at a 1% level while portfolio ten, the least active of the portfolios, is not significant.

The market factors’ beta values are significant across all portfolios and the SMB

factors’ betas are significant for all but portfolio ten. The HML factors’ and the

MOM factors’ beta values are both significant for portfolio nine, but not for the

other portfolios.
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Period 2013-2017

Portfolio 6 7 8 9 10

α -0.0014** -0.0014** -0.0011** -0.0013** -0.0011

Mkt−RF 0.9728** 0.9739** 0.9851** 0.9698** 0.9545**

SMB 0.2274** 0.2072** 0.1521** 0.1002** 0.0147

HML -0.0006 0.0087 0.0249** 0.0495** 0.0251

βMOM 0.0159 0.0202* 0.0239* 0.0280* 0.0449

T-stat -4.0863 -4.1058 -3.2989 -3.9574 -1.5881

P-value 0.0001 0.0001 0.0017 0.0002 0.1180

SE 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0007

R2 0.9943 0.9941 0.9938 0.9943 0.9732

R2 Adj 0.9939 0.9936 0.9934 0.9939 0.9713

White’s General Heteroskedasticity Test Chi-sq (14)

T-stat 7.7714 9.9804 22.2461 23.1527 13.5506

P-value 0.9009 0.7636 0.0737 0.0578 0.4837

Breusch-Godfrey LM Test Lags(6) - Chi-sq(6)

BG LM stat 8.0100 15.0776 14.0640 6.7888 6.2108

P-value 0.2374 0.0197 0.0289 0.3408 0.4

Table 6.11: Regression results for portfolio 6-10, 2013-2017

At the beginning of the time-period, almost no alpha is significant while in the

last period (2013-2017) almost all are, except for portfolio one and ten. Out of

the alphas which are statistically different from zero, only one is positive. Of the

significant alphas, there is no clear trend among the portfolios, but instead, they

experience very similar values except for the single positive alpha reported for

portfolio two in subperiod 2003-2007.

The market factors’ beta values are significant for all periods across portfolios and

revolve around one. While the SMB factor is significant for the vast majority of

the portfolios across time-periods, there are a few reported portfolios for which

it is not. Some anomalies occur, but the general trend for the SMB factors’ beta

values is that the smallest coefficients are reported for the portfolios with the lowest

tracking error and largest for the portfolios with the highest tracking error. For
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the HML factors’ and the MOM factors’ beta values it is difficult to distinguish

any clear trend since the factors significance and coefficients vary to such a large

degree.

For all the subperiods and all the portfolios above, both the R2 and the adjusted

R2 report very high values. This implies that the independent variables to a large

extent explain the variation in return of the portfolios. The fact that the values

are so high is attributed to the fit of the model, with the Carhart four-factor model

being very extensive and designed to explain returns.

6.2.2 Portfolios Sorted on Tracking Error and Size

In order to clarify and facilitate for the reader, a description of the portfolio com-

position for the segmented sample portfolios are presented in table 6.12 below.

Size

Tracking Error 30 (Large) 40 30 (Small)

50 (High) PF1 X PF2

50 (Low) PF3 X PF4

Table 6.12: Segmented portfolio composition

Looking at the portfolios segmented on both size and tracking error, table 6.13

below describes the regression results for the subperiod 2003-2007. Both portfolio

one and two, containing funds with higher tracking error, display positive alpha

values while the other two portfolios display negative alpha values. All of these

are however small and insignificant. The beta values for the market factor and

the SMB factor are highly significant for all portfolios. The HML factors’ beta

values, on the other hand, are only significant on a 1% level for portfolio three

and four and on a 5% level for portfolio one. All but the fourth portfolio exhibit

a significant MOM factor beta at a 5% level.
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Period 2003-2007

Portfolio 1* 2 3 4

α 0.0011 0.0005 -0.0001 -0.0003

βMkt−Rf 1.0906** 1.0163** 0.9777** 0.9608**

βSMB 0.2843** 0.3764** 0.0621** 0.1182**

βHML -0.1206* -0.0506 0.0425** 0.1122**

βMOM 0.1248* 0.0685* 0.0273* -0.0149

T-stat 1.3334 0.6556 -0.2144 -0.6159

P-value 0.1879 0.5148 0.8310 0.5405

SE 0.0009 0.0008 0.0003 0.0004

R2 0.9648 0.9722 0.9904 0.9889

R2 Adj. 0.9622 0.9702 0.9897 0.9881

White’s General Heteroskedasticity Test Chi-sq(14)

T-stat 38.4368 20.4102 19.9185 13.0899

P-value 0.0000 0.1177 0.1327 0.5195

Breusch-Godfrey LM Test Lags(6) - Chi-sq(6)

BG LM stat 11.8453 8.7480 14.0364 7.8973

P-value 0.0655 0.1883 0.0292 0.2457

Table 6.13: Regression results for portfolios segmented on size, 2003-2007

The regression results for the subsequent period 2008-2012, described in table 6.14,

display negative and insignificant alpha values for all of the portfolios. Looking

at the beta values for the market factor and the SMB factor all portfolios exhibit

significant results at a 1% level. This is also the case for the HML factors’ beta

values for portfolio one and two. The beta value for the MOM factor is found

significant on a 1% level for portfolios two and four and on a 5% level for portfolio

three.
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Period 2008-2012

Portfolio 1 2 3 4

α -0.0013 -0.0011 -0.0004 -0.0009

βMkt−Rf 1.0854** 0.9983** 1.0200** 0.9963**

βSMB 0.2293** 0.3438** 0.1294** 0.2155**

βHML -0.2513** -0.0734** -0.0318 0.0071

βMOM -0.0267 -0.0610** -0.0183* -0.0288**

T-stat -0.9478 -1.4223 -0.8026 -1.6744

P-value 0.3474 0.1606 0.4257 0.0997

SE 0.0013 0.0008 0.0005 0.0006

R2 0.9749 0.9916 0.9962 0.9951

R2 Adj. 0.9731 0.9910 0.9959 0.9948

White’s General Heteroskedasticity Test - Chi-sq(14)

T-stat 21.05157 13.4114 12.2492 16.9708

P-value 0.1147 0.4944 0.5863 0.2577

Breusch-Godfrey LM Test Lags(6) - Chi-sq(6)

BG LM stat 5.2019 11.6291 12.0578 6.5275

P-value 0.5182 0.0708 0.0607 0.3668

Table 6.14: Regression results for portfolios segmented on size, 2008-2012

The last subperiod, ranging from 2013-2017 in the sample, is the first one to display

significant alpha values for the portfolios segmented on both tracking error and

size. As described in table 6.15, portfolio two, three and four display negative

alpha values at a 1% significance level. Similar to the previous two subperiods,

the beta values for the market factor and the SMB factor are significant on a 1%

level for all four portfolios. Turning to the HML factors’ beta, it is only portfolio

one that displays results significant on a 1% level, whereas portfolio four show

results significant on a 5% level. Furthermore, portfolio four is the only one in the

subperiod that displays a significant beta for the MOM factor on a 1% level.
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Period 2013-2017

Portfolio 1 2 3 4

α -0.0006 -0.0019** -0.0011** -0.0015**

βMkt−Rf 0.9572** 0.9310** 0.9648** 0.9556**

SMB 0.2515** 0.3348** 0.0977** 0.1424**

βHML -0.2188** -0.0034 -0.0074 0.0575*

βMOM -0.0355 -0.0291 0.0132* 0.0403**

T-stat -0.7276 -3.4429 -3.1738 -3.3154

P-value 0.4699 0.0012 0.0025 0.0016

SE 0.0008 0.0006 0.0004 0.0005

R2 0.9663 0.9847 0.9931 0.9887

R2 Adj. 0.9639 0.9836 0.9926 0.9878

White’s General Heteroskedasticity Test - Chi-sq(14)

T-stat 16.9792 16.7850 16.3235 19.0370

P-value 0.2573 0.2678 0.2940 0.1635

Breusch-Godfrey LM Test Lags(6) - Chi-sq(6)

BG LM stat 8.4861 13.2184 3.6148 9.9749

P-value 0.2046 0.0397 0.7286 0.1257

Table 6.15: Regression results for portfolios segmented on size, 2013-2017

Looking at the change in variables over time, the alpha value for all but portfolio

one show a negative trend. However, as displayed in tables 6.13, 6.14 and 6.15

it is only for the last period that the alpha values have statistical significance.

The beta values for the market factor show a decreasing trend for portfolio one

and two while the other two portfolios display values first increasing and then

decreasing seen over the whole period. The SMB factors’ beta values, which are

highly significant for all subperiods and all portfolios, are quite ambiguous with

no clear trend. Turning to the HML factors’ beta values, all four portfolios display

a similar trend creating a V-shaped curve if plotted, although it is only portfolio

one that displays significance for all of the subperiods. The MOM beta values

show a similar pattern with a decrease between the first and second subperiod

followed by a slight increase in the subsequent subperiod. None of the portfolios

do however display significance for all periods which means that the trend cannot
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be confirmed statistically.

Turning to the coefficient of determination, all the portfolios exhibit values above

0.95 for all subperiods. These high values indicate that almost all of the varia-

tion in the depending variable portfolio return, for the different portfolios, can be

explained by the variation in the independent factor variables. This further im-

plies that the Carhart four-factor model works very well in explaining the portfolio

returns.

6.3 Results from Statistical Tests

Heteroskedasticity & Auto-Correlation

The statistical tests for heteroskedasticity and auto-correlation have been per-

formed with respect to each portfolio and each time-period. Any portfolio that

display heteroskedasticity has been adjusted for by using White’s robust standard

errors. While this may not make the error terms homoskedastic, it mitigates the

problem of heteroskedasticity and thus increases the efficiency of the regression.

The portfolios that display significant test values from the Breusch-Godfrey test

for auto-correlation have been adjusted with the Newey-West approach described

in section 4.6. As mentioned in section 6, the portfolios that display both het-

eroskedasticity and auto-correlation are adjusted with the Newey-West approach

as this method accounts for both statistical problems.

Multicollinearity

In table 6.16 and 6.17 below the test-results for multicollinearity is presented. The

tests performed prove that multicollinearity is not a problem in the regressions

in this study. The variance inflation factor for all the variables in the original
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sample has an average of 1.19 with no significant outlier (table 6.16). The test

results from the segmented sample present similar values with an average 1.28 and

no significant outliers (table 6.17). None of the independent variables for any of

the two samples are close to the critical levels around or above ten, described in

section 4.6, and so there is no cause for concern for multicollinearity regarding any

of the independent variables.

Period 1998-2017

Variable VIF 1/VIF

Mkt-Rf 1.24 0.8050

SMB 1.16 0.8584

HML 1.15 0.8728

MOM 1.22 0.8205

Mean VIF 1.19

Table 6.16: VIF test-results

multicollinearity, 1998-2017

Period 2003-2017

Variable VIF 1/VIF

Mkt-Rf 1.35 0.7412

SMB 1.18 0.8505

HML 1.21 0.8267

MOM 1.27 0.7883

Mean VIF 1.25

Table 6.17: VIF test-results

multicollinearity, 2003-2017

Stationarity

The results from the augmented Dickey-Fuller test for the full sample is presented

in table 6.18 below. As the table show, all variables display highly significant

results so that the null hypothesis of a unit root is rejected. This means that the

Carhart four-factors, as well as the variables, are stationary. The fact that the

variables are stationary along with the rejection of multicollinearity implies that

the risk of a spurious regression has decreased drastically.
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Augmented Dickey-Fuller test for Unit Root

Critical Values

1% 5% 10%

-3.463 -2.881 -2.571

MktRF SMB HML MOM

T-Stat -13.815 -17.614 -13.245 -14.324

P-value 0 0 0 0

PF1 PF2 PF3 PF4 PF5

T-Stat -13.929 -13.477 -13.572 -13.564 -13.477

P-value 0 0 0 0 0

PF6 PF7 PF8 PF9 PF10

T-Stat -13.551 -13.544 -13.667 -13.681 -13.759

P-value 0 0 0 0 0

MacKannon approx. P-value for Z(t)

Table 6.18: Test results for stationarity - Full sample, 1998-2017

The results from the augmented Dickey-Fuller test for the segmented sample is

presented in table 6.19 below. The results show that all segmented portfolios for

all subperiods as well as for the full segmented sample period are highly significant.

The null hypothesis that there is a unit root present in the time series is thus

rejected and all variables are therefore regarded as stationary.

Augmented Dickey-Fuller test for Unit Root

Critical Values

1% 5% 10%

-3.483 -2.885 -2.575

MktRF SMB HML MOM

T-Stat -11.454 -15.554 -10.391 -10.766

P-value 0 0 0 0

PF1 PF2 PF3 PF4

T-Stat -11.465 -11.473 -11.436 -11.497

P-value 0 0 0 0

MacKannon approx. P-value for Z(t)

Table 6.19: Test results for stationarity - Segmented sample, 2003-2017
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Non-normality

To control the distribution for the different portfolios the returns are plotted in

histograms, which are presented in Appendix C. A visual inspection of these fig-

ures shows that none of the portfolios display a perfectly symmetric bell-shaped

distribution but that the returns display an approximate fit to the normal distribu-

tion. Furthermore, both the portfolios segmented exclusively on tracking error and

those segmented on tracking error and size display negative skew. As described

in section 4.6, this was also expected as returns on stock indices have empirically

shown to display negative skew (Albuquerque, 2012). However, as the number of

observations in the sample is well above what is thought to be sufficient to satisfy

asymptotic normality according to section 4.6, the results from the regressions are

believed to be valid.
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Discussion

The following section presents conclusions based on the empirical results shown

in section 6 in order to answer the main research question, whether the return

of actively managed US domestic equity mutual funds is determined by the level

of activity the fund exercises in its investment practice. The discussion is pri-

marily centered around the time periods and portfolio compositions that display

significant abnormal returns in the form of positive or negative alpha values.

7.1 Hypothesis Testing

7.1.1 Full Sample

Table 7.1 below illustrates the significant results for the full sample period and

five-year subperiods for the portfolios composed according to tracking error exclu-

sively. In accordance with the results tables in the previous chapter 6, one and

two asterisks indicate a 5% and 1% level of significance.
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PF1 PF2 PF3 PF4 PF5 PF6 PF7 PF8 PF9 PF10

1998-2002 - - - - - - - - - -

2003-2007 - 0.0016* - - - - - - - -

2008-2012 - - - - - - - - - -

2013-2017 - -0.0014* -0.0011* -0.001** -0.0013** -0.0014** -0.0014** -0.0011** -0.0013** -

1998-2017 - - - - - - - - - -

Table 7.1: Summary of results for portfolios sorted on tracking error

Hypothesis 1

The first hypothesis, H1, states that funds with higher tracking error are able

to perform higher abnormal returns than funds with lower tracking error. The

underlying null hypothesis for each respective portfolio is that abnormal returns

cannot be achieved. Starting with the portfolios composed according to tracking

error for the whole period 1998-2017, none of the alpha values are significant and

so the null hypothesis underlying hypothesis one cannot be rejected. This means

that hypothesis H1 cannot be confirmed.

Turning to the results from the first subperiod reaching from 1998-2002, none of

the ten portfolios composed by tracking error show significant results and so the

null hypothesis underlying H1 cannot be rejected. The subsequent time period,

2003-2007, continue to present insignificant results for the alpha values except for

the second portfolio, which displays a positive abnormal return. Even though

the significant positive abnormal return displayed by portfolio two provide an

indication that funds with higher tracking error perform higher abnormal returns,

it is not strong enough evidence to confirm H1. The third period, covering 2008-

2012, present similar results as the first period with no significant abnormal returns

for any of the ten portfolios. As the underlying null hypothesis cannot be rejected,

it means that the H1 cannot be confirmed for any of the ten portfolios for the first

three subperiods.
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In the fourth subperiod, covering 2012-2017, all but the first and tenth portfolios

provide significant negative abnormal returns. The null hypotheses underlying H1

is therefore rejected for those portfolios. These results are somewhat ambiguous

in light of the first hypothesis as there is no obvious linear trend differentiating

the portfolio performance based on higher or lower tracking error. Thus, the first

hypothesis cannot be confirmed and funds with higher tracking error cannot be

shown to perform higher abnormal returns than firms with lower tracking error

for any of the subperiods. In general, the results for the last subperiod point

towards a poor performance for actively managed domestic US mutual equity

funds, independently of tracking error.

7.1.2 Segmented Sample

Hypotheses H2, H3 and H4 are based on the subsample segmented according to

both total net assets (size) and tracking error. The underlying hypothesis for each

respective portfolio is that abnormal returns cannot be achieved, i.e., that alpha is

zero. As a reminder, table 7.2 below illustrates the portfolio compositions for the

segmented portfolios and table 7.3 present the respective significant alpha values

observed from the regressions.

Size

Tracking Error 30 (Large) 40 30 (Small)

50 (High) PF1 X PF2

50 (Low) PF3 X PF4

Table 7.2: Segmented portfolio creation
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Portfolio 1 2 3 4

2003-2007 - - - -

2008-2012 - - - -

2013-2017 - -0.0019** -0.0011** -0.0015**

2003-2017 - -0.0009* -0.0007* -0.0009**

Table 7.3: Summary of results for portfolios sorted on tracking error and size

Hypothesis 2

The second hypothesis, H2, states that larger funds with higher tracking error are

able to perform higher abnormal returns than larger funds with smaller tracking

error. Even though portfolio one, containing funds with higher tracking error and

higher total net assets, display less negative abnormal returns compared to port-

folio three, containing funds with higher total net assets and lower tracking error,

these results are not significant for portfolio one and therefore the underlying hy-

pothesis to H2 cannot be rejected for the full sample period (2003-2017). This

means that H2 cannot be confirmed, implying that larger funds with higher track-

ing error don’t perform higher abnormal returns compared to larger funds with

smaller tracking error. The same goes for the last five-year subperiod, 2013-2017,

which is the only subperiod that display significant results.

Hypothesis 3

Hypothesis number three, H3, looks at the results from the second and fourth port-

folios in the segmented sample and states that smaller funds with higher tracking

error are able to perform higher abnormal returns than smaller funds with lower

tracking error. As both of these two portfolios show highly significant negative

abnormal returns the underlying null hypothesis is rejected for the regressions per-

formed on the whole sample period, 2003-2017. However, as the abnormal return
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for the whole period is the same for both portfolio two and four the hypothesis H3

is rejected for the period 2003-2017. Looking at the results for the five-year subpe-

riods, it is only the last period 2013-2017 that show significant results. During this

period the abnormal return for portfolio four is less negative than for portfolio two

and thereby hypothesis H3 is rejected for the subperiod 2013-2017. This further

means that the tests in this study cannot confirm that smaller funds with higher

tracking error are able to perform higher abnormal returns than smaller funds with

lower tracking error for neither the full sample period nor any of the subperiods.

Hypothesis 4

The fourth and last hypothesis, H4, build on the results from portfolio one and two

in the segmented sample and states that smaller funds with higher tracking error

are able to perform higher abnormal returns than larger funds with higher tracking

error. As described for hypothesis two above, portfolio one does not display signif-

icant abnormal returns for the full sample period or any of the subperiods in the

sample so that the underlying null hypothesis to H4 cannot be rejected. There-

fore, hypothesis H4 cannot be confirmed based on the results observed, meaning

that smaller funds with higher tracking error cannot be said to be able to generate

higher abnormal returns compared to larger funds with higher tracking error.

In summary, the null hypotheses underlying the first hypothesis can be rejected

for portfolio two for the time period 2003-2007 and for portfolios 2-9 for the time

period 2013-2017. The results from the regressions performed on the full sample

period display no significant results so that none of the underlying hypotheses can

be rejected. In the segmented sample, the null hypothesis underlying hypothesis

three is rejected while the two null hypotheses underlying hypothesis two and four,

respectively, cannot be rejected due to the lack of significant results. This applies
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to both the whole sample period and the last five-year subperiod.

7.2 Interpretation and Implications of Results

First of all, the high coefficient of determination indicates that the four-factor

model used in estimating the abnormal returns provide a good fit. Having adjusted

for the statistical properties that potentially could have distorted the results as

well as ruling out any misfit of the model, the results are assumed to be robust.

Since only one of the alphas that were reported for all the different samples and

periods showed a significant and positive value, it is safe to say that active manage-

ment has not been the best investment strategy according to the results presented.

While it takes more than this kind of research to determine whether stock prices

follow a random walk and what kind of efficiency the markets experience, it cer-

tainly points toward a rather efficient market based on the return achieved by the

active portfolios. An overwhelming majority of the alphas are either negative or

insignificant. The negative alphas imply that actively managed funds have actu-

ally received less than expected returns in some cases. The reluctance to confirm

that the stock prices follow a random walk is partly due to the momentum factor.

The momentum factor is often significant in the regressions which imply that this

variable explains some of the return. This goes against the random walk hypoth-

esis which in essence states that stock prices do not have any memory, i.e., the

momentum factor should not be significant. The fact that the momentum factor

is significant, even if the coefficient is very close to zero, implies that the market

is not strongly efficient according to the efficient market hypothesis and that the

stock prices do not follow a random walk. Because the returns of the funds in this

study take fees into consideration, it is worth mentioning that it is still possible

that the funds have achieved abnormal returns before fees and expenses, but from
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an investors perspective it is of little relevance since they have to pay fees.

Despite the ongoing debate and recent research, described in the problem dis-

cussion indicating an inefficient market, the results of this study show no sign

that active management has been able to take advantage of it. On the contrary,

portfolio segmentation according to tracking error could not prove higher abnor-

mal returns for funds with higher tracking error compared to funds with lower

tracking error for the full observation period. The absence of significant abnormal

returns thus indicates that, seen over the whole observation period (1998-2017),

the performance of actively managed funds cannot be explained by a difference in

the level of active management. Only when the full period was split into five-year

subperiods could significant results be observed. At the beginning of the time

period investigated, more or less no portfolio managed a positive alpha, while in

the last period only negative alphas, independent of tracking error segmentation,

were observed. So, while it is difficult to find a clear trend among portfolios in

the same time-period, there are implications of a trend over time that the port-

folios adhere to. This trend points toward that the results achieved by the funds

have actually become worse. However, as presented in table 7.1, no distinction in

performance can be made based on the difference between higher or lower level

of active management for any of the subperiods either. It should also be noted

that the abnormal returns with significance are very close to zero and therefore

the market inefficiency, even though present, is very small.

The absence of significant abnormal returns for both the whole period (1998-2017)

and the five-year subperiods contradict the findings of Wermers (2003), Petajisto

(2013) and Cremers et al. (2015). Based on their findings it was expected that an

increase in index investment would result in a higher competition among actively

managed funds. This would push them to become more actively managed and
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thereby take more deviating positions from their respective benchmark index in

order to achieve positive alphas and charge lower management fees. Looking at the

five-year subperiods that display either insignificant or negative abnormal returns,

this points toward a generally poor performance for actively managed mutual funds

independent of the level of active management, measured as tracking error. The

increase in explicit index investment could thus not be shown to improve abnormal

returns for actively managed funds. Furthermore, no distinction between more or

less actively managed funds with respect to abnormal returns could be shown.

Thus, the findings in this study cannot confirm the picture of the development

of the actively managed domestic US mutual equity fund market described by

Wermers (2003), Petajisto (2013) and Cremers and Petajisto (2009).

A possible explanation to this could have to do to with the increase of passive

investment and a potential ”lock-up” effect. Israeli et al. (2016) argue that the

increase of index funds and ETFs, which employ a buy- and hold-strategy, reduces

the liquidity since more stocks are being ”locked up” instead of being actively

traded, effectively reducing the market. Having a reduced market, but with the

same or an increasing number of active funds, would mean that more actors are

now competing for a smaller piece of the pie, i.e., a more competitive mutual

fund industry. The net effect of this is an increase in market efficiency, making it

more, not less, difficult for an active investor to achieve abnormal returns. This

would explain the trend of funds over time becoming less active in relation to

their benchmark, implying an increase in closet indexing as presented in table 5.2.

Therefore, the reason for the increase in closet indexing might not be related to

fund managers’ job security and accountability as Bird and Wolley (2002) first

thought, but to market efficiency. Furthermore, the causality argued by Cremers

et al. (2015), that closet indexing had driven investors to withdraw their capital

from active and to put it into passive, might actually be the opposite, that the
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increase in passive has driven the increase of closet indexing.

Table 5.2 presents how active funds have become less active over time with more

and more funds included in the interval with the lowest tracking error. Despite

the fact that there has been a simultaneous increase of passive investment, one can

not be sure of the causality of this relationship. The problem with closet indexing

is that it deviates very little from its’ benchmark, making it difficult to outperform

but also to significantly underperform it. The little deviation closet indexers have

will not always lead to an overperformance, but in the case it does, the benefit

will not be passed on to the investors since it will most likely be overtaken by

transaction costs, management fees and other expenses. The transaction costs

have according to Israeli et al. (2016) increased as a byproduct of the rise of

passive investment. Therefore, it is expected that a market with more closet

indexing, accompanied by higher transaction costs, will not be beneficial to the

investors. Instead, it is more likely that they will achieve negative alphas, as the

result of this study indicates.

Turning to the segmentation on both tracking error and size, the reason why

smaller funds are expected to be able to achieve higher abnormal returns than

larger funds is based on smaller funds being more agile in the market with fewer

constraints, broader mandates and a lesser regulatory burden which dictate how

they can invest. However, previous findings in support of this hypothesis presented

by Grinblatt and Titman (1989), Cremers and Petajisto (2009) and Chen et al.

(2008) can’t be confirmed by the results in this study. With no significant alpha

values for portfolio one in neither the whole period nor any of the subperiods, the

results from this study cannot confirm that smaller funds with higher tracking error

have superior abnormal returns relative to larger funds with high tracking error.

Looking at the two portfolios with lower tracking error, they actually display equal
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or less negative abnormal returns compared to the portfolio with higher tracking

error and smaller size. This can be interpreted as to be in direct conflict with the

findings of the Cremers and Petajisto (2009), Cremers et al. (2015) and Petajisto

(2013) as the results from this study imply that funds with lower tracking error

perform less poorly. These negative results also provide an indication that the

market is not fully efficient but at the same time it is important to keep in mind

that, although significant, these results are very small.

It is possible that the reason why smaller active funds in this study show no sign of

performing higher abnormal returns compared to its larger counterpart is related

to size. Just as there are advantages to being a small fund there are benefits

to being a large fund as well. A large fund can take advantage of economies of

scale, making it more cost-efficient than smaller funds (Grinblatt & Titman, 1989).

There are many areas in which a larger fund have scalable advantages, but perhaps

none is more important to an active fund than transaction costs. Activity is not

only measured in the deviation of a funds position from its benchmark, but also in

the activity of trades. A fund that is active usually performs many trades which

result in large transaction costs, costs which are passed on to the investors in form

of fees. Since the returns in this study have taken fees into account, it is possible

that the advantage of being a smaller fund is canceled out by the cost-efficiency of

larger funds.

Based on the empirical findings in this study it can not be concluded that the level

of active management, measured as tracking error, is a determinant of positive

abnormal returns. Contrary to previous research the findings further imply a

negative relationship between the market share of passive investment and abnormal

returns achieved by actively managed funds. An increase of passive investment

seems to increase the market efficiency, not decrease it. However, the negative
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abnormal returns observed are very small and only present for a limited part of

the observation period. This could be interpreted as weak evidence against market

inefficiency. Furthermore, fund size could not be proven to have a significant

positive impact on the abnormal returns. Overall the empirical findings indicate

that the level of active management does not add any value to the investor and

the reallocation from active to passive investment can be seen as warranted.
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Conclusion

The purpose of this study has been to investigate if the level of active manage-

ment, measured as tracking error, is a determinant of positive abnormal returns

for actively managed US domestic mutual equity funds over the time period 1st

of January 1998 to 31st of December 2017. By filtering funds according to certain

criteria, 2244 actively managed funds were divided into decile portfolios based on

tracking error and tested with the Carhart four-factor model. This was done in

order to investigate the main research question, if funds with higher tracking error

can perform higher abnormal returns relative to funds with lower tracking error

as an effect of increased passive investment in the US equity market. To examine

how this effect has changed over time, the full 20 year observation period has also

been divided into four non-overlapping five-year intervals. To further investigate

if fund total net assets can be presented as an explanatory factor to differences in

abnormal returns the funds were also segmented by both tracking error and size.

To test the main research question above, the analytical framework was set up

to test several hypotheses. The first hypothesis to be tested, H1, was if funds

with higher tracking error are able to perform higher abnormal returns relative to

funds with lower tracking error. The conclusion from this first hypothesis is that
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no distinction in performance can be made based on the difference between higher

or lower levels of active management, measured as tracking error. Furthermore,

actively managed mutual funds have displayed a generally poor performance with

negative abnormal returns independent of the level of active management over the

last subperiod observed. Secondly, the first hypothesis was extended to include the

potential effect of a fund’s total net assets and it was tested whether the expected

effect in hypothesis one was more prominent among larger (H2) or smaller (H3)

funds. The conclusion drawn from this is in line with the conclusion of the first

hypothesis that higher tracking error does not predict higher abnormal returns

measured over the whole observation period. Seen over the most recent time

period, the opposite effect than expected was observed so that smaller funds with

higher tracking error actually performed lower abnormal returns relative to smaller

funds with lower tracking error. Finally, it was tested if smaller funds with higher

tracking error perform higher abnormal returns than larger funds with higher

tracking error (H4). The conclusion reached regarding the fourth hypothesis is

that fund size could not explain any difference in abnormal returns between funds

segmented on higher tracking error. A general conclusion that summarizes the

results for both methods of portfolio composition and segmentation is that actively

managed funds have been unable to reach positive abnormal returns during the

investigated period.

The practical implication of these results is that actively managed funds offer

limited or even non-existing advantages over explicit index investment as the ab-

normal returns for the period 1998-2017, adjusted for fees, are either insignificant

or slightly negative. The generally poor performance among actively managed

funds, independent of the level of active management, would leave the individual

investor indifferent in the choice between funds with higher or lower levels of active

management. In extension, this further implies that in the choice between active
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and passive investment, the empirical findings in this study speak in favour of a

continued transition towards index investment.

The theoretical implication of this study relates to the random walk hypothesis

and the efficient market hypothesis. Since the abnormal returns for the portfolios

are either negative or statistically insignificant, it is reasonable to be skeptical of

the idea of an inefficient market. The fact that almost no portfolio of funds, only

one exception, could declare positive abnormal returns is a clear argument in favor

of the random walk hypothesis. However, the fact that the momentum factor in

many cases is significant, even if the coefficient is close to zero, means the random

walk cannot be confirmed.
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Further Research

In this study, the focus has been on actively managed US domestic mutual equity

funds. An interesting extension of this would be to investigate other types of

actively managed funds. It is possible that the funds that have fit the criteria of

this study have different characteristics than funds which were outside the scope

of this investigation. Therefore, including active mutual US domestic funds that

invest in different types of assets other than only equity or foreign funds which

invest in the US market could yield a different result.

Also, looking at another geographical market might yield different results. The US

equity market is perhaps the most efficient market in the world, so in other less

efficient markets, active funds might be able to achieve positive abnormal returns.

Performing this type of study is never without assumptions and limitations. This

investigation was limited to the time-period 1998-2017 and it is possible that a

different time-period or a different time-interval in the segmented samples will

present different results compared to the ones achieved here.

Because previous research had empirically investigated and concluded that smaller
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funds tend to be more active and also achieve higher returns compared to larger

funds, this study looked into this too but could determine no such pattern. But the

idea of segmentation when looking into returns of funds is interesting, as treating

the whole fund industry, and drawing conclusions, as if they were the same would

be a mistake. In this study, the segments were determined by tracking error

and size, but investigating different fund-attributes as sector focus, geographic

location of the fund, solo-managed or team-managed funds, etc. could all be

interesting factors to look further into. When performing such tests it is important

to investigate the persistence of performance, is there, for example, any sector that

can consistently perform better/worse than the other seen over longer/shorter

periods of time?

Lastly, as have been written a lot about in the financial press as well as in this study,

a large amount of capital has been poured out of active and into passive investment

during the last decade. What effect, if any, has this had on market efficiency, on

tracking error and on the possibility of active funds to achieve abnormal returns?

Has the dynamics of the market shifted as a consequence of this increase of passive

management and how high can its market share become before active management

fights back?
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Funds Included in the Sample

1290 GAMCO S/M CAP VALUE-A ALAMBIC SMALL CAP GROWTH PL AMER BCN LRG CAP VAL-INST

361 US SMALL CAP EQUITY-INV ALAMBIC SMALL CAP VALUE PLUS AMER BCN MID CAP VAL-A

AABELLI VALUE 25-A ALGER CAP APPREC FOCUS-A AMER BCN SHAPIRO EQ OPP-INST

AAM/BAHL & GAYNOR INC GR-A ALGER CAPITAL APPREC INST-I AMER BCN SHAPIRO SMID-INST

AASGARD DVD GR SM & MID-NL ALGER CAPITAL APPRECAT-B AMER BCN SM CAP VAL-INST

AB CAP FD-AB S/C VALUE-A ALGER GLOBAL GROWTH-A AMER CENT ADAPT ALL CAP-ADV

AB CONCENTRATED GROWTH-A ALGER GROWTH & INCOME-A AMER CENT ADAPT EQTY-INV

AB CORE OPPORTUNITIES-A ALGER HEALTH SCIENCES-A AMER CENT ALL CAP GRWTH-A

AB DISCOVERY GROWTH-AD ALGER MID CAP FOCUS-A AMER CENT CORE EQTY PL-A

AB DISCOVERY VALUE-B ALGER MID CAP GROWTH INST-I AMER CENT CPTL VAL-INV

AB EQUITY INCOME-A ALGER MID CAP GROWTH-B AMER CENT DISC GRWTH-A

AB FLEXFEE CORE OPPORT-ADV ALGER RESPONSIBLE INVEST-A AMER CENT EQTY GRWTH-INV

AB FLEXFEE LRG CAP GRW-ADV ALGER SMALL CAP FOCUS-A AMER CENT EQTY INC-INV

AB GROWTH FUND-A ALGER SMALL CAP GROWTH-B AMER CENT FOC DYN GROW-ADV

AB LARGE CAP GROWTH-A ALGER SMALL CAP GRW INST-I AMER CENT GRWTH-INV

AB RELATIVE VALUE-A ALGER SMID CAP FOCUS-A AMER CENT HERITAGE-INV

AB SELECT US EQUITY-A ALGER SPECTRA FUND-A AMER CENT INC & GRWTH-A

AB SMALL CAP GROWTH-A ALLIANZGI BST STY US EQ-INST AMER CENT LRG COMP VAL-INV

AB VALUE FUND-B ALLIANZGI FOCUSED GROW-A AMER CENT MID CAP VAL-INV

ABERDEEN US M/C EQ-A ALLIANZGI HEALTH SCIENCE-A AMER CENT NEW OPPORTUN-INV

ABERDEEN US MULTI-CAP-A ALLIANZGI MICRO CAP-INST AMER CENT NT DISC GRWTH-G

ABR DYNM SHRT VOLAT-INST ALLIANZGI MID-CAP-INST AMER CENT NT EQUITY GROW-G

ACM DYNAMIC OPPORTUNITY-A ALLIANZGI NFJ DVD VAL-INST AMER CENT NT GL RL EST-G

ACUITAS US MICROCAP-INST ALLIANZGI NFJ L/C VAL-A AMER CENT NT GROWTH-G

ADIRONDACK SMALL CAP FUND ALLIANZGI NFJ M/C VAL-A AMER CENT NT HERITAGE-G

ADVANTUS STRAT DIV INC-INST ALLIANZGI NFJ S/C VAL-INST AMER CENT NT LRG CO VAL-G

ADVISORY RES MLP & EQTY-A ALLIANZGI SM CAP BLND-A AMER CENT NT MID CAP VAL-G

ADVISORY RESEARCH ALL CAP VA ALLIANZGI ULTRA MICR CAP-INS AMER CENT NT SMALL COMP-G

ADVISORY RESEARCH EM OPPORT ALLIANZGI US EQTY HEDGED-A AMER CENT RL EST-INV

ADVISORY RESEARCH SM COMP OP ALLIANZGI US SM CAP GR-INST AMER CENT SM CAP GRWTH-INV

AEGIS VALUE FUND INC ALLIED ASSET ADV IMAN FD-K AMER CENT SM CAP VAL-INV

AFFINITY SMALL CAP FUND-A ALPHAMARK LARGE CAP GROWTH AMER CENT SM COMP-INV

AGGRESSIVE GROWTH PORT-I ALPHAONE SMALL CAP OPP-INST AMER CENT SUST EQTY-A

AI HILLCREST SMALL CAP VA-A ALPINE RISING DIVIDEND-INS AMER CENT UTILITIES FUND-INV

AI LARGE CAP GROWTH FUND ALPINE SMALL CAP FUND-I AMER FND GRW FD OF AM-A

AIG FOCUS DVDND STRAT-A ALPS/RED ROCK LSTD PR EQ-INV AMER FND INV CO OF AM-A

AIG FOCUSED ALPHA LRG CAP-A ALPS/WMC RESEARCH VALUE-INV AMER FND WASH MUT INV-A

AIG FOCUSED MULTI-CAP GR-A AM BCN ARK TRANS INNOV-INST AMER FNDS MUTUAL FND-A

AIG SELECT DVDND GRWTH-A AM BCN BRDGW LRG CAP GRW-INV AMER FNDS NEW PERSPECT-A

AIG SMALL CAP FUND-A AMCAP FUND-A AMERICAFIRST LRG CAP SHR-A

AIG STRATEGIC VALUE-A AMER BCN ALPHA QNT QLTY-INV AMERICAN BEACON B&G S/C-A

AKRE FOCUS FUND-INST AMER BCN ALPHA QUAN CORE-INS AMERICAN BEACON LON INC EQ-A

AL FRANK DIVIDEND VALUE AMER BCN ALPHA QUANT DVD-INV AMERICAN BEACON ST M/C GR-A

ALAMBIC MID CAP GROWTH PLUS AMER BCN ALPHA QUANT VAL-Y AMERICAN BEACON ST S/C GR-A

ALAMBIC MID CAP VALUE PLUS AMER BCN BRDGWY L/C GRW-INST AMERICAN BEACON ZEBRA S/C-A

Table A.1: Fund 1-135
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AMERICAN CENTURY

SELECT-INV
AMG YACKTMAN FUND-I BAIRD SMALL/MID CAP VAL-INS

AMERICAN CENTURY ULTRA-INV AMR BCN BW LRG VAP VAL-A BARON ASSET FUND-RTL

AMERICAN CENTURY VALUE-INV ANCORA MICROCAP FUND-I BARON DISCOVERY FUND-INST

AMERICAN GROWTH FUND INC-D ANCORA SPECIAL OPPORTUNITY-I BARON FIFTH AVENUE GRWTH-RTL

AMERICAN GROWTH-SRS 2-E ANCORA/THELEN SM/MID CAP-I BARON FOCUSED GROWTH-RTL

AMERICAN INDEP NAV DEFENSE-I APPLESEED FUND-INV BARON GROWTH FUND-RTL

AMERICAN TRUST ALLEGIANCE FD APPLETON EQUITY GROWTH FUND BARON OPPORTUNITY FUND-RTL

AMF LARGE CAP EQUITY FUND AQR L/C MULTI-STYLE FUND-L BARON PARTNERS FUND-RTL

AMG CEP SCV-Z AQR LARGE CAP DEF STYLE-I BARON REAL ESTATE-INST

AMG FQ TAXMG US EQ-N AQR LRG CAP MOMENT STY-L BARON SMALL CAP FUND-RTL

AMG FRONTIER SCG-I AQR SM CAP MOMENT STY-L BARRETT GROWTH FUND

AMG GW&K SC CORE-N AQR SMALL CAP MULTI-STYLE-L BARRETT OPPORTUNITY FUND INC

AMG GW&K SM/MID CAP-I AQR TAX-MGD S/C MOMENT ST-L BARROW VALUE OPPORTUNITY-INS

AMG GW&K US SCG-N AQR TM LARGE CAP M/S-I BAYWOOD SOCIAL RES FND- INST

AMG MG BRANDYWINE-I AQR TM LARGE CAP MOM STYL-L BAYWOOD VALUEPLUS FUND-INS

AMG MG BRNDYWNEBLU-I AQR TM SMALL CAP M/S-L BBH CORE SELECT FUND-N

AMG MG BRNDYWNEMCG-N AQUILA THREE PEAKS OPPTY-A BECK MACK & OLIVER PARTNERS

AMG MG CADENCE MC-N ARCHER DIVIDEND GROWTH BECKER VALUE EQUITY FD-RET

AMG MG CADENCECPAP-Z ARCHER STOCK FUND BERKSHIRE FOCUS FUND

AMG MG CADENCEEMCO-I ARIEL APPRECIATION FUND-INV BERNSTEIN SMALL CAP CORE-ADV

AMG MG CENTERSQ RE-N ARIEL DISCOVERY FUND-INV BERNZOTT US SMALL CAP VALUE

AMG MG EMERGING OPPS-N ARIEL FOCUS FUND-INV BERWYN CORNERSTONE FUND

AMG MG ESSEX S/M G-N ARIEL FUND-INV BERWYN FUND

AMG MG FAIRPT ESG EQ-I ARIN LARGE CAP THETA-ADV BFS EQUITY FUND

AMG MG FAIRPT MC-N ARISTOTLE CORE EQUITY-I BGF US EQUITY GROWTH-K

AMG MG LMCG SCG-N ARISTOTLE SMALL CAP EQ-I BIONDO GROWTH FUND-INV

AMG MG M&C GROWTH-N ARISTOTLE VALUE EQUITY-I BISHOP STREET DVD VALUE-I

AMG MG M&C MCG-N ARTISAN MID CAP FUND-INV BISHOP STREET STRAT GRW-INST

AMG MG SILVERCSTSC-I ARTISAN MID CAP VALUE FD-INV BLACK OAK EMERGING TECHNOLOG

AMG MG SKYLINE SPE-N ARTISAN SMALL CAP FUND-INV BLACKROCK ADV S/C CORE-A

AMG MG SPECIAL EQ-N ARTISAN THEMATIC-INV BLACKROCK ADV SM CAP GR-INST

AMG RENAISSANCELCG-Z ASPIRATION REDWOOD FUND BLACKROCK BASIC VAL FD INC-I

AMG RR DIV ACV II-I ASPIRIANT RSK-MGD EQ ALL-ADV BLACKROCK CAPITAL APPREC-A

AMG RR DIV ACV-N AT DISCIPLINED EQUITY-INST BLACKROCK EQTY DVDND-I

AMG RR FCSDABS VAL-I AT EQUITY INCOME FUND-INST BLACKROCK EXCHANGE PORT-BR

AMG RR SELECT VAL-N AT MID CAP EQUITY-INST BLACKROCK FOCUS GROWTH FND-I

AMG RR SM CAP VAL-N ATHENA VALUE FUND-A BLACKROCK HEAL SCI OPP-A

AMG SOUTHERNSUN SC-N AUXIER FOCUS FUND-INVESTOR BLACKROCK IMPACT US EQ-INS

AMG SOUTHERNSUN US-I AVE MARIA GROWTH FUND BLACKROCK MID CAP GRW EQTY-S

AMG SYSTEMATIC LCV-I AVE MARIA RISING DIVIDEND BLACKROCK REAL ESTATE-INS

AMG SYSTEMATIC MCV-N AVE MARIA VALUE FUND BLACKROCK SMALL CAP GROWTH-I

AMG TIMESSQUAREACG-I B.RILEY DIVERSIFIED-INS BLAKRCK LRG CAP FOC GRW-B

AMG TIMESSQUAREMCG-Z BAIRD LARGECAP FUND-INST BLCKRCK ADV LRG CAP CORE-B

AMG TIMESSQUARESCG-Z BAIRD MIDCAP FUND-INST BLCKRCK ADV LRG CAP GRW-A

AMG YACKTMAN FOCSD-N BAIRD SMALL CAP VALUE-INS BLCKRCK ADV LRG CAP VAL-B

Table A.2: Fund 136-271
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BLCKRCK ADV US TTL

MRKT-INST
BRIDGEWAY OMNI S/C VALUE FD CARDINAL SMALL CAP VAL-INST

BLCKRCK GA ENHNCD EQTY BRIDGEWAY SMALL CAP GROWTH-N CARILLON CLRVST CAP APP-A

BLCKRCK HIGH EQTY INC-B BRIDGEWAY SMALL CAP MOMENTUM CARILLON EAGLE GRW & INC-A

BLCKRCK LRG CAP VAL-INST BRIDGEWAY SMALL CAP VALUE-N CARILLON EAGLE M/C GRW-A

BLCKRCK MID CAP DVD-C BRIDGEWAY TAX MAN S/C VALUE CARILLON EAGLE M/C STCK-A

BLCKRCK MID CAP DVDND PORT BRIDGEWAY UL-SM CO MRKT FUND CARILLON EAGLE S/C GRW-A

BLKRCK GA DISC VOL EQTY BRIDGEWAY ULTRA-SML COMPANY CARILLON EAGLE SM COMP-A

BLUE CHIP INVESTOR FUND BRIGHT ROCK M/C GROWTH-INS CARILLON SCOUT MID CAP-I

BMO DIVIDEND INCOME-I BRIGHT ROCK QUALITY L/C-INS CARILLON SCOUT SMALL CAP-I

BMO LARGE CAP VALUE-A BROADVIEW OPPORTUNITY FUND CASTLE FOCUS FUND-C

BMO LARGE-CAP GROWTH-Y BROOKFIELD US LST RL EST-A CATALYST BUYBACK STRATEGY-A

BMO LOW VOLATILITY EQ-I BROWN ADV EQ INCOME-ADV CATALYST DYNAMIC ALPHA-A

BMO MID-CAP GROWTH-I BROWN ADV GROWTH EQTY FUND-I CATALYST EXCEED DEFINED R-A

BMO MID-CAP VALUE-A BROWN ADV MID-CAP GRWTH-INV CATALYST INSIDER BUYING FD-A

BMO SMALL CAP VAL-I BROWN ADV SMALL-CAP GROWTH-I CATALYST MLP & INFRASTR-A

BMO SMALL-CAP CORE-I BROWN ADV SUSTAINABLE GR-INS CATALYST SM CAP INSIDE BUY-A

BMO SMALL-CAP GROWTH-A BROWN ADVISORY FLEX EQ-INV CATALYST/GROES GTH OF INC-A

BMT MULTI-CAP FUND-INST BROWN ADVISORY-S/C FND VAL-I CATHOLIC INV LARGE CAP VAL-I

BNY MELLON FOC EQ OPP-INV BROWN CAP MGMT MID CAP-INV CATHOLIC INVEST L/C GROWTH-I

BNY MELLON INCOME STOCK-M BROWN CAP MGMT SM COMP-INV CATHOLIC INVEST SMALL CAP-I

BNY MELLON L/C MKT OPP-M BUFFALO DISCOVERY FUND CATHOLIC VALUES EQUITY-F

BNY MELLON LARGE CAP STK-M BUFFALO DIVIDEND FOCUS FUND CAVANAL HILL M/C CORE EQ-A

BNY MELLON MID CAP MLT ST-M BUFFALO EM OPPORTUNTIES FUND CAVANAL HILL US M/C EQTY-IS

BNY MELLON S/C MULTI-M BUFFALO GROWTH FUND CBOE VEST DEF DIST STRAT-INV

BNY MELLON SM/MID CAP MS-INV BUFFALO LARGE CAP FUND CBOE VEST S&P 500 BUFF-INST

BNY MELLON TAX-SEN L/C MS-M BUFFALO MID CAP FUND CENTAUR TOTAL RETURN

BOGLE SMALL CAP GROWTH-INST BUFFALO SMALL CAP FUND CENTER COAST BRKFLD MLP-A

BOSTON CMMN ESG IMPCT US EQ BULLFINCH UNRESTRICTED SER CENTRE AMERICAN SEL EQTY-INV

BOSTON PART ALL CAP VAL-INST BULLFINCH WESTERN NY SERIES CENTURY SHARES TRUST-INST

BOSTON PART S/C VAL II-INST CALAMOS DIVIDEND GROWTH-A CGM FOCUS FUND

BOSTON TRUST MID CAP FND CALAMOS GROWTH FUND-C CGM REALTY FUND

BOSTON TRUST SMALL CAP FUND CALAMOS OPPORTUN VAL-C CHAMPLAIN FOC L/C VAL-ADV

BOSTON TRUST SMID CAP CALVERT EQUITY FUND-A CHAMPLAIN MID CAP FUND

BP CAP TWINLINE ENERGY-A CALVERT MID-CAP FUND-A CHAMPLAIN SMALL COMPAMY-ADV

BP CAPITAL TWINLINE MLP-A CALVERT SMALL CAP FUND-A CHARTWELL SMALL CAP GROWTH

BRANDYWINEGLB-DIV US LG VL-A CAMBIAR OPPORTUNITY FUND-INV CHARTWELL SMALL CAP VALUE-I

BRANDYWINEGLB-DYN US LG VL-A CAMBIAR SMALL CAP-INV CHASE GROWTH FUND-N

BREAD & BUTTER FUND CAMBIAR SMID FUND-INV CHASE MID-CAP GROWTH FUND-A

BRETTON FUND CAMELOT PREMIUM RETURN-A CHESAPEAKE GROWTH FUND

BRIDGE BUILD LRG CAP GROW CAMELT EXCLBR SM CAP INC-A CHESTNUT STREET EXCHANGE

BRIDGE BUILD LRG CAP VAL CAN SLIM SELECT GROWTH CHRISTOPHER WEIL & CO CORE

BRIDGE BUILD SM/MID CAP GR CAPITAL ADVISORS GROWTH CITY NTL RCHDLE DVD & INC-N

BRIDGE BUILD SM/MID CAP VAL CAPITAL GR US EQUITY FUND CLARKSTON FOUNDERS FUND-INST

BRIDGEWAY AGGRESSIVE INVS 1 CAPITAL MGMT MID CAP-INSTL CLARKSTON FUND-INS

BRIDGEWAY MANAGED VOLATILITY CAPITAL MGMT SM CAP FD-INV CLARKSTON PARTNERS FUND-FOU

Table A.3: 272-407
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CLARKSTON SELECT

FUND-INST
COLUMBIA LRG CAP ENHAN-I CRM-SMALL/MID CAP VAL-INST

CLEARBRIDGE AGGRESSIVE GR-A COLUMBIA LRG CAP EQTY-I CROFT VALUE FUND-R

CLEARBRIDGE ALL CAP VAL-A COLUMBIA LRG CAP GR III-A CTY NATL ROCHDALE US CRE-N

CLEARBRIDGE APPRECIATION-A COLUMBIA LRG CAP GRWTH-A CULLEN ENHANCED EQUITY-C

CLEARBRIDGE DIV STRATEGY-A COLUMBIA MID CAP GRWTH-I CULLEN HIGH DIVIDEND EQ-RET

CLEARBRIDGE ENERGY MLP&IN-I COLUMBIA MID CAP VALUE-I CULLEN SMALL CAP VALUE FD-C

CLEARBRIDGE LRG CAP GROW-A COLUMBIA MM GRWTH STRAT-A CULLEN VALUE FUND-C

CLEARBRIDGE LRG CAP VAL-I COLUMBIA MM SM CAP EQ ST-A CUTLER EQUITY FUND

CLEARBRIDGE MID CAP FUND-A COLUMBIA MM VAL STRAT-A CWC S/C AGGRESS VALUE-INS

CLEARBRIDGE MID CAP GRW-A COLUMBIA REAL EST EQTY-I DANA LARGE CAP EQUITY-INV

CLEARBRIDGE REAL EST OPP-O COLUMBIA SEL LRG CAP GRW-I DANA SMALL CAP EQUITY-INST

CLEARBRIDGE SM CAP VAL-A COLUMBIA SEL LRG CAP VAL-A DAVENPORT CORE FUND

CLEARBRIDGE SMALL CAP GR-C COLUMBIA SEL SM CAP VAL-A DAVENPORT EQUITY OPPORT

CLEARBRIDGE SMALL CAP-C COLUMBIA SLGMN COM & INF-A DAVENPORT SMALL CAP FOCUS

CLEARBRIDGE SUSTAIN LEAD-FI COLUMBIA SM CAP GRWTH I-I DAVENPORT VALUE & INCOME

CLEARBRIDGE TACT DIV INC-C COLUMBIA SM CAP VAL I-A DAVIDSON MULTI-CAP EQTY-A

CLEARBRIDGE VALUE TRUST-C COLUMBIA SM CAP VAL II-A DAVIS FINANCIAL FUND-A

CLEARWATER SMALL COMPANIES COLUMBIA SM/MID CAP VAL-A DAVIS NEW YORK VENTURE-A

CLIFFORD CAP PARTNERS FD-INS COMMERCE GROWTH FUND DAVIS OPPORTUNITY FUND-A

CLIPPER FUND COMMERCE MIDCAP GROWTH DAVIS REAL ESTATE FUND-A

CLOUD CAPITAL STR L/C-I COMMERCE VALUE FUND DAY HAGAN LOGIX TACT DVD-A

CM ADVISORS FUND-I COMMONWEALTH REAL ESTATE SEC DEAN MID CAP VALUE FUND-A

CM ADVISORS S/C VALUE FUND-I CONESTOGA SMALL CAP DEAN SMALL CAP VALUE FUND-A

COGNIOS LARGE CAP GROWTH-INS CONESTOGA SMID CAP-INST DEARBORN PART RISING DIV-A

COGNIOS LARGE CAP VALUE-INST CONGRESS LARGE CAP GROW-RET DELAWARE HEALTHCARE-A

COHEN & STEERS DIV VALUE-A CONGRESS MID CAP GROWTH-INST DELAWARE MID CAP VALUE-A

COHEN & STEERS INSTL RLTY SH CONGRESS SMALL CAP SEL-INST DELAWARE REIT FUND-INST

COHEN & STEERS MLP & EN OP-R CONGRESS SMID CORE OPP-INST DELAWARE SELECT GROWTH-A

COHEN & STEERS REAL ESTATE-A CONSULTING GRP L/C EQUITY FD DELAWARE SMALL CAP CORE-A

COHEN & STEERS REALTY SHARES CONSULTING GRP SM-MD CP EQTY DELAWARE SMALL CAP GROW-A

COHO REL VALUE EQUITY-ADV COPELAND RISK MNGD DIV GR-A DELAWARE SMALL CAP VALUE-A

COLUMBIA ACORN FUND-I COPELAND SMID/C DVD GRW-I DELAWARE SMID CAP GROWTH-A

COLUMBIA ACORN SELECT-I COPLEY FUND INC DELAWARE US GROWTH FUND-A

COLUMBIA ACORN USA-I CORNERCAP LRG/MID-CAP VALUE DELAWARE VALUE FUND-A

COLUMBIA CONTRARIAN CORE-I CORNERCAP SMALL CAP VAL-INV DESTINATION EQTY INC-I

COLUMBIA DISC GRWTH-A CORTINA SMALL CAP GROWTH FD DESTINATIONS LRG CAP EQ-I

COLUMBIA DISC SM CORE-A CORTINA SMALL CAP VALUE FUND DESTINATIONS SM/M CAP EQ-I

COLUMBIA DISCIPLINE CORE-A COVE STREET S/C VALUE-INST DEUTSCHE CAPITAL GROWTH-A

COLUMBIA DISCIPLINE VAL-A COZAD SMALL CAP VALUE-A DEUTSCHE COMMUNICATIONS-A

COLUMBIA DIVIDEND INCOME-A CRAWFORD DIVIDEND GRWTH-C DEUTSCHE CORE EQUITY FD-S

COLUMBIA DIVIDEND OPPORT-A CRAWFORD DIVIDEND OPPORT DEUTSCHE CROCI EQTY DVD-A

COLUMBIA GL EN & NAT RES-I CRM ALL CAP VALUE FUND-INST DEUTSCHE CROCI SECT OPP-A

COLUMBIA GLBL EQTY VAL-A CRM LARGE CAP OPP-INST DEUTSCHE CROCI US FUND-A

COLUMBIA GLBL INFRASTR-A CRM MID CAP VALUE FD-INST DEUTSCHE HLTH & WLLNSS-S

COLUMBIA LARGE CAP VAL-A CRM SMALL CAP VALUE FUND-INV DEUTSCHE LG CAP FOCUS GR-S

Table A.4: Fund 408-543
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DEUTSCHE MID CAP

GROWTH-INST
DREYFUS DISCIPLINED STOCK FD EATON VANCE-WWIDE HLTH SCI-B

DEUTSCHE MID CAP VAL-S DREYFUS EQUITY INCOME-A EDGAR LOMAX VALUE FUND

DEUTSCHE MLP & ENRGY INF-A DREYFUS LARGE CAP EQTY-A EDGEWOOD GROWTH FUND-INST

DEUTSCHE REAL EST SEC INC-A DREYFUS LARGE CAP GROWTH-I EIC VALUE FUND-A

DEUTSCHE REAL ESTATE SEC-A DREYFUS MID-CAP GROWTH-F EII REALTY SECURITIES-INST

DEUTSCHE SCIENCE & TECH-A DREYFUS MLP FUND-A EIP GROWTH AND INCOME-I

DEUTSCHE SM CAP VAL-A DREYFUS NATURAL RESOUR-A ELEMENTS US PORT

DEUTSCHE SMALL CAP CORE-A DREYFUS OPPORT SM CAP-INV ELEMENTS US SMALL CAP PORT

DEUTSCHE SMALL CAP GROW-A DREYFUS OPPORT US STCK-A EMERALD BANKING & FINANCE-IS

DF DENT MIDCAP GROWTH-INV DREYFUS RESEARCH GROWTH-Z EMERALD GROWTH FUND-A

DF DENT PREMIER GROWTH DREYFUS SEL MGR S/C GRW-A EMERALD INSIGHTS FUND-A

DF DENT SMALL CAP GRWTH-INV DREYFUS SEL MGR S/C VAL-C EMERALD SMALL CAP VALUE-A

DFA CSTG&E US SOCIAL CORE EQ DREYFUS SMALL CAP EQTY-A EMPIRIC 2500 FUND-A

DFA ENHANCED US LRG CO PORTF DREYFUS STRATEGIC VALUE-A ENSEMBLE FUND

DFA TA US CORE EQUITY 2 DREYFUS STRUCTUR MIDCAP-A ENTREPRENEUR US LRG CAP-RTL

DFA TAX MGD US TRGT VAL DREYFUS SUSTAIN US EQTY-Z ENTREPRENEUR US SM CAP-INST

DFA TAX MNGD US MKTWD VAL II DREYFUS TAX MGD GRWTH-A EPIPHANY FFV FUND-I

DFA TAX MNGD US MKTWIDE VAL DREYFUS US EQUITY FUND-A EPOCH US EQ SHAREH YLD-INST

DFA TAX MNGD US SMALL CAP PO DREYFUS/TBC SM CAP VAL-I EPOCH US LARGE CAP CORE-INST

DFA TAX-MANAGED US EQUITY PT DRIEHAUS MICRO CAP GROWTH EPOCH US SM MID CAP EQ-INST

DFA US HIGH RELAT PROFIT-INS DRIEHAUS SMALL CAP GROW-INV EVENTIDE GILEAD FUND-RETAIL

DFA US L/C GROWTH PORT DSM LARGE CAP GROWTH-INST EVENTIDE HEALTHC & LIFE-A

DFA US LARGE CAP EQUITY-INS DUNHAM FOCUSED L/C GROWTH-A EVERCORE EQUITY FUND

DFA US LRG CAP VAL PORT-INST DUNHAM LARGE CAP VALUE-C F&T BHVRL SM CAP EQ-INV

DFA US MICRO CAP PORTFOLIO DUNHAM REAL ESTATE STOCK-C FAIRHOLME FUND

DFA US S/C GROWTH PORT DUNHAM SMALL CAP GROWTH FD-C FAM EQUITY INCOME FUND-INV

DFA US SM CAP VAL PORT DUNHAM SMALL CAP VALUE-C FAM SMALL CAP FUND-INV

DFA US SOCIAL CORE EQUITY 2 DYNAMIC OPPORTUNITIES-I FAM VALUE FUND-INV

DFA US SUSTAINABILITY CORE 1 EATON VANCE ATL CAP SEL-A FBP EQUITY & DIVIDEND PLUS

DGHM ALL CAP VALUE FUND-C EATON VANCE DIVIDEND BUILD-C FDLTY DVRSFD INTL K6

DGHM MICROCAP VALUE FND-INST EATON VANCE FOC GR OPP-A FDLTY SM CAP GRWTH K6

DGHM V2000 S/C VALUE FUND-I EATON VANCE FOC VALUE OPP-A FEDERATD MDT ALL CAP CORE-I

DIAMOND HILL ALL CAP SEL-A EATON VANCE GL SMALL CAP EQU FEDERATED CLOVER VALUE-A

DIAMOND HILL LARGE CAP FD-A EATON VANCE GLBL SMLL CAP-A FEDERATED EQUITY ADVANT-A

DIAMOND HILL MID CAP-A EATON VANCE GROWTH FUND-A FEDERATED EQUITY INCOME-A

DIAMOND HILL RESEARCH OPP-A EATON VANCE LARGE-CAP VAL-A FEDERATED KAUFMANN FUND-R

DIAMOND HILL SMALL CAP FD-A EATON VANCE REAL ESTATE-I FEDERATED KAUFMANN SM CAP-A

DIAMOND HILL SMALL/MID CAP-A EATON VANCE SPL EQUITIES-A FEDERATED KAUFMNN LRG CAP-IS

DINOSAUR LISANTI SM CAP GR EATON VANCE STOCK FUND-A FEDERATED MDT LRG CAP GR-A

DODGE & COX STOCK EATON VANCE TAX M S/C FUND-A FEDERATED MDT LRG CAP VAL-SS

DOMINI IMPACT EQUITY-INV EATON VANCE TAX MGD GR 1.1-A FEDERATED MDT M/CAP GR ST-A

DOUBLELINE SH ENH CAPE-I EATON VANCE TAX MGD GR 1.2-A FEDERATED MDT SM CAP CORE-A

DREYFUS ACTIVE MIDCAP-A EATON VANCE TAX MGD VALUE-A FEDERATED MDT SM CAP GR-A

DREYFUS APPRECIATION-INV EATON VANCE TX-MAN M/C GRO-A FEDERATED STRAT VAL DVD-A

DREYFUS CORE EQUITY-A EATON VANCE-ATLANTA SMID-I FID SELECT CONSUMER DISCRET

Table A.5: Fund 544-679
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FIDELITY ADV

BIOTECHNOLOGY-A
FIDELITY CONTRAFUND K6 FIDELITY SELECT AIR TRANS

FIDELITY ADV CAP DEVELOP-O FIDELITY DISCIPLINED EQUIT FIDELITY SELECT AUTOMOTIVE

FIDELITY ADV COMMUN EQUIP-A FIDELITY DIVIDEND GROWTH FD FIDELITY SELECT BANKING PRTF

FIDELITY ADV CONS DISC-M FIDELITY EQUITY DVD INCOME FIDELITY SELECT BIOTECHNOLGY

FIDELITY ADV CONSUMER STA-A FIDELITY EQUITY-INCOME FD FIDELITY SELECT CHEMICALS PT

FIDELITY ADV DIV STOCK-O FIDELITY EXPORT & MULTINATL FIDELITY SELECT COMM EQUIP

FIDELITY ADV DIVIDEND GRTH-A FIDELITY FLEX LRG CAP GRW FIDELITY SELECT COMPUTERS PT

FIDELITY ADV EQTY GRW-M FIDELITY FLEX LRG CAP VAL FIDELITY SELECT CONSTR & HSG

FIDELITY ADV EQTY VAL-A FIDELITY FLEX MID CAP VAL FIDELITY SELECT CONSUM STAPL

FIDELITY ADV EQUITY INCOME FIDELITY FLEX OPPRT INSGHT FIDELITY SELECT ENERGY PRTF

FIDELITY ADV EQUITY INCOME-M FIDELITY FLEX REAL ESTATE FIDELITY SELECT ENV & ALT EN

FIDELITY ADV FINANCIAL SVC-M FIDELITY FLEX SMALL CAP FIDELITY SELECT FINANCIAL SV

FIDELITY ADV GROW & INC-M FIDELITY FLX INTNSC OPPRT FIDELITY SELECT GOLD PORTF

FIDELITY ADV GROWTH OPPOR-M FIDELITY FOCUSED STOCK FUND FIDELITY SELECT HEALTH CARE

FIDELITY ADV HEALTH CARE-M FIDELITY FUND FIDELITY SELECT INDUST EQPMT

FIDELITY ADV INDUST-A FIDELITY GROWTH & INCOME PTF FIDELITY SELECT INDUSTRIALS

FIDELITY ADV LEVRGD COMPNY-A FIDELITY GROWTH COMPANY FUND FIDELITY SELECT INSURANCE PT

FIDELITY ADV LRG CAP-M FIDELITY GROWTH DISCOVERY FIDELITY SELECT IT SERVICES

FIDELITY ADV MEGA CAP ST-A FIDELITY GROWTH STRATEGIES FIDELITY SELECT LEISURE PRT

FIDELITY ADV MID CAP II-A FIDELITY GRWTH STRAT K6 FIDELITY SELECT MATERIALS PT

FIDELITY ADV MID CAP VAL-A FIDELITY HEALTH CARE SERV FIDELITY SELECT MULTIMEDIA

FIDELITY ADV NW INSGHTS-A FIDELITY INDEPENDENCE FUND FIDELITY SELECT NATURAL GAS

FIDELITY ADV REAL EST INC-A FIDELITY LARGE CAP STOCK FD FIDELITY SELECT PHARMA PORT

FIDELITY ADV REAL ESTATE-A FIDELITY LEVERAGED CO STOCK FIDELITY SELECT RETAILING PT

FIDELITY ADV S/C VALUE-A FIDELITY LOW-PR STCK K6 FIDELITY SELECT TECHNOLOGY

FIDELITY ADV SEMICONDUCT-A FIDELITY LOW-PRICED STOCK FIDELITY SELECT UTILITIES PT

FIDELITY ADV SM CAP GRW-A FIDELITY LRG CAP STCK K6 FIDELITY SELECT WIRELESS PRT

FIDELITY ADV SM CAP-M FIDELITY MAGELLAN FUND FIDELITY SER EQUITY INCOME

FIDELITY ADV STK SEL LC VA-A FIDELITY MED TECH & DEVIC FIDELITY SER SMALL CAP DIS

FIDELITY ADV STK SEL M/C-M FIDELITY MEGA CAP STOCK FD FIDELITY SERIES SMALL CAP OP

FIDELITY ADV STOCK SEL S/C-A FIDELITY MID CAP GROWTH FIDELITY SM CAP STCK K6

FIDELITY ADV TECHNOLOGY FD-M FIDELITY MID CAP VAL K6 FIDELITY SMALL CAP DISCOVERY

FIDELITY ADV TELECOMMUNIC-A FIDELITY MID CAP VALUE FIDELITY SMALL CAP ENH IDX

FIDELITY ADV UTILIT-M FIDELITY MID-CAP STOCK FUND FIDELITY SMALL CAP GROW-I

FIDELITY ADV VALUE LEADER-A FIDELITY OTC PORTFOLIO FIDELITY SMALL CAP STOCK FD

FIDELITY ADV VALUE STRAT-M FIDELITY REAL ESTATE INCOME FIDELITY SMALL CAP VALUE

FIDELITY ADVISOR ENERGY-M FIDELITY REAL ESTATE INVEST FIDELITY STK SEL L/C VAL

FIDELITY ADVISOR GOLD-A FIDELITY SEL BROKER & INVEST FIDELITY STK SEL SM CAP

FIDELITY ADVISOR MATERIAL-A FIDELITY SEL DEFENSE & AEROS FIDELITY STOCK SEL ALL CAP

FIDELITY ADVISOR VALUE-A FIDELITY SEL ENERGY SERVICE FIDELITY STOCK SELECTOR M/C

FIDELITY BLUE CHIP GROWTH FIDELITY SEL NATURAL RES PT FIDELITY TELECOM & UTILITIES

FIDELITY BLUE CHIP VALUE FIDELITY SEL SEMICONDUCTORS FIDELITY TREND FUND

FIDELITY CAPITAL APPREC FIDELITY SEL SOFTWARE & IT FIDELITY VAL DSCVRY K6

FIDELITY CONSUMER FINANCE PT FIDELITY SEL TELECOMMUNICATN FIDELITY VALUE DISCOVERY FND

FIDELITY CONTRAFUND FIDELITY SEL TRANSPORTATION FIDELITY VALUE FUND
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FIDELITY VALUE

STRATEGIES FD
FRANKLIN SMALL MID CAP GR-A GOLDMAN SACHS FOCUS VAL-A

FIDELTY BLUE CHIP GRW K6 FRANKLIN UTILITIES FUND-A GOLDMAN SACHS GRW OPP-SRV

FIERA CAP SM/MID CAP GRW-INS FREE MARKET US EQUITY GOLDMAN SACHS RL EST SEC-INS

FIRST EAGLE FD OF AMERICA-Y FRIESS SMALL CAP GROWTH-INST GOLDMAN SACHS S/M CAP GR-A

FIRST EAGLE GOLD FUND-A FRONTIER NETOLS S/C VALUE GOLDMAN SACHS SM CAP VAL-A

FIRST EAGLE US VALUE-A FRONTIER PHOCAS S/C VAL-L GOLDMAN SACHS STRAT GRW-A

FIRST INVEST COVER CALL-ADV FRONTIER TIMP S/C GROW-INST GOLDMAN SACHS TECH OPP-A

FIRST INVEST GRW & INC-A FROST CORE GROWTH EQUITY-INS GOLDMAN SCHS LRG CAP VAL-INS

FIRST INVEST SEL GRWTH-A FROST MID CAP EQUITY-INST GOLDMAN SCHS MID CAP VAL-INS

FIRST INVESTORS EQTY INC-A FROST VALUE EQUITY-INST GOLDMAN SCHS S/M CAP VAL-A

FIRST INVESTORS OPPORT-A GABELLI ASSET FUND-AAA GOLDMN SACH US T/M EQTY-A

FIRST INVESTORS REAL EST-A GABELLI DIVIDEND GROWTH-A GOLUB GROUP EQUITY FUND

FIRST TRUST AQA EQUITY-A GABELLI ENTERP MRG & ACQ-A GOODHAVEN FUND

FIRST TRUST/CON S/C VALUE-A GABELLI EQUITY INCOME-AAA GOTHAM INST VAL FND-INST

FIRSTHAND TECHNOLOGY OPPORT GABELLI ESG FUND-A GOVERNMENT STREET EQUITY

FMC SELECT FUND GABELLI FOCUS FIVE FUND-AAA GOVERNMENT STREET MID CAP

FMC STRATEGIC VALUE FUND GABELLI SMALL CAP GROWTH-AAA GRANITE VALUE FUND

FMI COMMON STOCK FUND-INV GABELLI UTILITIES-A GREAT LAKES DISC EQUITY-Y

FMI LARGE CAP FUND-INV GAMCO GROWTH-A GREAT LAKES L/C VALUE-INS

FOOTPRINTS DISCOVER VALUE-A GATEWAY EQTY CALL PREM-A GREAT LAKES S/C OPPORT-A

FORESTER VALUE FUND GATOR FOCUS FUND-INS GREEN OWL INTRINSIC VALUE

FORMULAFOLIOS US EQTY-INS GE ELFUN TRUSTS GREEN SQUARE EQUITY INC-INST

FORT PITT CAPITAL TOT RET FD GENEVA ADV ALL CAP GROW-R GRIZZLY SHORT FUND

FOUNDRY PART FND S/C VAL-INV GENEVA ADV SM CAP OPPORT-I GRT-WST ARIEL M/C VAL-INV

FPA CAPITAL FUND INC GERSTEIN FISHER MULTI-FACTOR GRT-WST GLDM SCH M/C VAL-INV

FPA PARAMOUNT FUND INC GLDMN SCH US EQ DVD & PR-A GRT-WST INVESCO S/C VAL-INV

FPA PERENNIAL FUND INC GLENMEDE EQUITY INCOME PORT GRT-WST LOOM SAY S/C VAL-INV

FRANK VALUE FUND GLENMEDE LARGE CAP CORE PORT GRT-WST MM LRG CAP GRW-INV

FRANKLIN BALANCE SHEET INV-A GLENMEDE LARGE CAP GROWTH PT GRT-WST MM SM CAP GRWTH-INV

FRANKLIN BIOTECHNOLOGY DIS-A GLENMEDE LARGE CAP VALUE PTF GRT-WST PUTNAM EQTY INC-INV

FRANKLIN DYNATECH FUND-A GLENMEDE M/C EQUITY PORT-ADV GRT-WST TRP EQTY INC-INV

FRANKLIN EQUITY INCOME-A GLENMEDE RESPONSIBLE ESG US GRT-WST TRP M/C-GRW-INV

FRANKLIN FOCUSED CORE EQ-A GLENMEDE S/C EQUITY PORT-ADV GS LRG CAP GRW INSIGHTS-INST

FRANKLIN GROWTH FUND-A GLENMEDE STRATEGIC EQUITY PT GS LRG CAP VAL INSIGHTS-INST

FRANKLIN GROWTH OPPORT-ADV GLENMEDE US EMERGING GROWTH GS MLP ENRGY INFRASTR-A

FRANKLIN MICROCAP VALUE FD-A GLENMEDE WOMEN IN LEADERSHIP GS SM CAP EQTY INSIGHTS-A

FRANKLIN MIDCAP VALUE-A GMO CLIMATE CHANGE-III GS SM CAP GRW INSIGHTS-INST

FRANKLIN MUTUAL BEACON-Z GMO RESOURCES FUND-III GS SM CAP VAL INSIGHTS-A

FRANKLIN MUTUAL FIN SVCS-Z GOEHRING & ROZENCWAJG RES-I GS US EQUITY INSIGHTS-A

FRANKLIN MUTUAL SHARES-C GOLDMAN SACHS BLUE CHIP-A GUGGENHEIM CAP STEWARDSHP-IS

FRANKLIN NATURAL RESOURC-A GOLDMAN SACHS CONCEN GRW-A GUGGENHEIM DIRECT ALLOC-A

FRANKLIN REAL ESTATE SEC-A GOLDMAN SACHS CPTL GRW-A GUGGENHEIM L/C VALUE-A

FRANKLIN RISING DIVIDENDS-A GOLDMAN SACHS EQTY INC-A GUGGENHEIM MID CAP VAL INST

FRANKLIN SMALL CAP GRW FD-A GOLDMAN SACHS FLEX CAP-A GUGGENHEIM MID CAP VAL-A

FRANKLIN SMALL CAP VALUE-A GOLDMAN SACHS FOCUS GRW-A GUGGENHEIM RSK MGD R/E-A
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GUGGENHEIM SM CAP

VAL-A
HARTFORD SMALL CAP CORE-A HOMESTEAD VALUE FUND

GUGGENHEIM ST PL L/C COREA HARTFORD SMALL CAP GR HLS-IA HOOD RIVER SM CAP GROW-INST

GUGGENHEIM STYLEPLUS MID GA HARTFORD SMALL CAP GRWTH-A HOTCHKIS & WILEY DIV VALUE-A

GUIDEMARK L/C CORE FD-SRV HARTFORD SMALL COMPANY-A HOTCHKIS & WILEY S/C DIV-A

GUIDEMARK OPPORT EQUITY-SER HARTFORD SML COMPANY HLS-IA HRTFRD GLBL CAP APPREC-A

GUIDEMARK S/M CAP CORE-S HARTFORD STOCK HLS-IA HRTFRD SCH US S/M CAP OP-I

GUIDESTONE DEF MKT STRAT-INS HARTFORD VALUE HLS FD-IA HRTFRD SCHR US SM CAP OP-I

GUIDESTONE GROWTH EQTY-GS2 HAVERFORD QUALITY GRWTH STK HSBC OPPORTUNITY FUND-I

GUIDESTONE SMALL CAP EQ-GS4 HC CAPITAL INS SM MID CP-STR HUBER CAP DIV L/C VAL-INST

GUIDESTONE VALUE EQTY-GS4 HC CAPITAL INST GRW EQTY-HCS HUBER CAPITAL EQUITY INC-IV

GUINNESS ATK ALT ENERGY HC CAPITAL INSTL VAL EQ-HCS HUBER CAPITAL SML CAP VAL-IV

H&W LARGE CAP VALUE-I HC CAPITAL SM MID CAP-STR HUBER MID CAP VALUE FUND-INS

H&W MID CAP VAL OPPORT-I HC CAPITAL VALUE EQTY-HCS HUSSMAN STRATEGIC VALUE

H&W SMALL CAP VALUE-I HC GROWTH EQUITY PORT-HCS HVIA EQUITY FUND-INST

H&W VALUE OPPORTUNTIES-A HC TRUST-ESG GROWTH-HC ADV ICM SMALL COMPANY PORT-INSTL

HAMLIN HIGH DIVIDEND EQ-INS HCM DIVIDEND SECTOR PLUS-A ICON CONSUMER DISCRETIONA-S

HANCOCK HOR BURKENRD S/C-INV HCM TACTICAL GROWTH-A ICON CONSUMER STAPLES FUND-S

HANCOCK HORIZON GROWTH-INST HEARTLAND MID CAP VALUE-INST ICON ENERGY FUND-S

HANCOCK HORIZON MICR CAP-INV HEARTLAND SELECT VALUE FUND ICON EQUITY INCOME FUND-C

HANCOCK HORIZON US S/C-INV HEARTLAND VALUE FUND ICON FINANCIAL FUND-S

HANCOCK HORIZON VALUE-INST HEARTLAND VALUE PLUS-INV ICON FUND-C

HARBOR CAPITAL APPRECIA-INST HEDGEROW INCOME & OPP-A ICON HEALTHCARE FUND-S

HARBOR LARGE CAP VALUE-INST HENNESSY CORNERST GROWTH ICON INDUSTRIALS FUND-S

HARBOR MID CAP GROWTH-INST HENNESSY CORNERST LRG GR-INS ICON INFORMATION TECHNOLOG-S

HARBOR MID CAP VALUE-INST HENNESSY CORNERST M/C 30-INV ICON NATURAL RESOURCE FUND-S

HARBOR S/C GROW OPPORT-ADV HENNESSY CORNERST VALUE-INV ICON OPPORTUNITIES FUND

HARBOR SM CAP VAL OPP-RTL HENNESSY FOCUS FUND-INS ICON UTILITIES FUND-S

HARBOR SMALL CAP GROWTH-INST HENNESSY L/C FINANCIAL-INV IMS CAPITAL VALUE FUND

HARBOR SMALL CAP VALUE-INS HENNESSY LARGE VALUE-INST IMS DIVIDEND GROWTH FUND

HARBOR STRATEGIC GROWTH FUND HENNESSY S/C FINANCIAL-INS INDEPENDENT FRAN PT US EQ

HARTFORD CAPITAL APP HLS-IA HENNESSY TOTAL RETURN FUND INTEGRITY DIVIDEND HARVEST-A

HARTFORD CAPITAL APPREC-A HENSSLER EQUITY FUND-INV INTEGRITY ENERGIZED DVD-A

HARTFORD CORE EQUITY-A HIGHLAND ENERGY MLP FUND-A INTEGRITY GROWTH & INCOME-A

HARTFORD DISCPL EQTY HLS-IA HIGHLAND PREM GROW EQTY-A INTREPID DISCIPLINED VALUE F

HARTFORD DVD & GROWTH HLS-IA HIGHLAND SMALL CAP EQUITY-Y INTREPID ENDURANCE FUND-INV

HARTFORD DVDND & GRWTH-A HIMCO VIT AMER BLUE CHIP-IB INTREPID SELECT FUND-INV

HARTFORD EQUITY INCOME-A HIMCO VIT AMERICAN FDS GR-IB INVESCO AMERICAN FRANCH-A

HARTFORD GLOBAL GRTH HLS-IA HODGES BLUE CHIP EQTY INC FD INVESCO AMERICAN VALUE-A

HARTFORD GROWTH OPP HLS-IA HODGES FUND INVESCO CHARTER FUND-A

HARTFORD GROWTH OPPORT-A HODGES PURE CONTRARIAN-RET INVESCO COMSTOCK FUND-A

HARTFORD MIDCAP FUND-A HODGES SM INTRINSIC VAL-RET INVESCO DIVERS DVD-A

HARTFORD MIDCAP HLS FD-IA HODGES SMALL CAP FUND INVESCO DIVIDEND INCOME-INV

HARTFORD MIDCAP VALUE HLS-IA HODGES SMALL-MID CAP-RET INVESCO ENDEAVOR FUND-A

HARTFORD MIDCAP VALUE-A HOMESTEAD FDS INC GROWTH FND INVESCO ENERGY FUND-INV

HARTFORD QUALITY VALUE-A HOMESTEAD SMALL CO STOCK FD INVESCO EXCHANGE FUND

Table A.8: Fund 952-1087
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INVESCO GLBL RL EST

INC-A
JAMES MID CAP FUND JNS HNDRSN MID CAP VAL-C

INVESCO GLBL RL EST-A JAMESTOWN EQUITY FUND JOHCM US S/M CAP EQUITY-I

INVESCO GROWTH & INCOME-A JANUS FUND-T JOHN HAN II-BL CHIP GROW-1

INVESCO LW VOL EQ YLD-A JANUS HENDERSON FORTY-S JOHN HAN II-EQTY INCOME-1

INVESCO MID CAP CORE EQ-A JANUS HENDRSN GRW & INC-S JOHN HANCOCK II-CAP APP VA-N

INVESCO MID CAP GROWTH-A JANUS HNDRSN CONTARIAN-A JOHN HANCOCK II-CAP APP-1

INVESCO MLP FUND-A JANUS HNDRSN ENTERPRISE-S JOHN HANCOCK II-M/C STK-1

INVESCO REAL ESTATE-C JANUS HNDRSN RESEARCH-T JOHN HANCOCK II-MID VAL-NAV

INVESCO SELECT COMPANIES-A JANUS HNDRSN RSRCH PORT-INST JOHN HANCOCK II-REAL EST EQY

INVESCO SMALL CAP DISCOV-A JANUS HNDRSN SEL VAL-A JOHN HANCOCK II-REAL EST-1

INVESCO SMALL CAP EQUITY-A JANUS HNDRSN SM CAP VAL-T JOHN HANCOCK II-SM CO VAL-1

INVESCO SMALL CAP GROWTH-A JANUS HNDRSN TRITON-A JOHN HANCOCK II-VALUE-NAV

INVESCO SMALL CAP VALUE-A JANUS HNDRSN US CORE-C JOHNSON ENHANCED RETURN FD

INVESCO SUMMIT FUND-P JANUS HNDRSN US GRW OPP-A JOHNSON EQUITY INCOME FUND

INVESCO TECHNOLOGY SECTOR-A JANUS HNDRSN US MGD VOL-A JOHNSON GROWTH FUND

INVESCO TECHNOLOGY-INV JANUS HNDRSN VAL PL INC-A JOHNSON OPPORTUNITY FUND

INVESCO VALUE OPPORT-A JANUS HNDRSN VENTURE-T JOHNSON REALTY FUND

INVESCO VI AMERICAN VAL-I JANUS TWENTY FUND-T JPM US RSRCH ENHNCD EQTY-L

INVESTMENT HOUSE GROWTH FUND JENSEN QUALITY GROWTH-J JPMORGAN DYN SM CAP GR-A

IRON EQUITY PREMIUM INC-INST JENSEN QUALITY VALUE FUND-I JPMORGAN DYNAMIC GROWTH-I

IRONBRIDGE LARGE CAP FUND JH CLASSIC VALUE-B JPMORGAN EQUITY FOCUS-A

IRONBRIDGE SMALL CAP JH ESG ALL CAP CORE-A JPMORGAN EQUITY INCOME-I

IRONBRIDGE SMID CAP FUND JH ESG LARGE CAP CORE-A JPMORGAN GROWTH & INCOME-A

IVY ADVANTUS RL EST SEC-A JH FNDMNTL LRG CAP CORE-A JPMORGAN GROWTH ADVANTAG-A

IVY CORE EQUITY FUND-C JH II FNDMNTL ALL CAP CR-A JPMORGAN INTREPID AMER-I

IVY DIVIDEND OPPORT-A JH II FNDMNTL LRG CAP VAL-A JPMORGAN INTREPID GROWTH-I

IVY LARGE CAP GROWTH-A JH II NEW OPPORTUNITIES-1 JPMORGAN INTREPID VALUE-I

IVY MICRO CAP GROWTH-A JH III DISC MID CAP VAL-I JPMORGAN LARGE CAP GROW-I

IVY MID CAP GROWTH FUND-A JH III STRATEGIC GROWTH-A JPMORGAN LARGE CAP VALUE-I

IVY MID CAP INC OPPORT-A JH III-DISCIPLINED VAL-A JPMORGAN MID CAP EQTY-I

IVY NATURAL RESOURCES-A JH III-SMALL COMPANY-A JPMORGAN MID CAP GROWTH-I

IVY SMALL CAP CORE FUND-A JH II-SMALL CAP VALUE-NAV JPMORGAN MID CAP VALUE-A

IVY SMALL CAP GROWTH-C JH II-US GROWTH-I JPMORGAN REALTY INCOME-L

IVY TAX MANAGED EQUITY-A JH REGION BANK-A JPMORGAN SMALL CAP CORE-R5

IVY VALUE FUND-A JH US GLBL LDRS GRWTH-A JPMORGAN SMALL CAP EQTY-A

JACKSON SQ ALL-CAP GROW-IS JH VALUE EQUITY-A JPMORGAN SMALL CAP GROW-I

JACKSON SQ LRG-CAP GROW-IS JHF II SMALL CAP CORE-I JPMORGAN SMALL CAP VALUE-I

JACKSON SQ SEL 20 GROW-IS JHVIT JOHN HAN ALL CAP COR-I JPMORGAN TAX AWR EQTY-I

JACKSON SQ SMID-CAP GR-INST JHVIT JOHN HAN FINCL SER-I JPMORGAN US EQUITY-A

JACOB INTERNET FUND INC-INV JHVIT JOHN HAN OPTIMIZED-I JPMORGAN US L/C CORE PL-I

JACOB MICRO CAP GROWTH-INST JHVIT JOHN HAN SM CAP VAL-I JPMORGAN US SMALL COMP-SEL

JACOB SMALL CAP GROWTH-INV JHVIT JOHN HAN SML CAP GR-I JPMORGAN VALUE ADVANTAGE-A

JAG LARGE CAP GROWTH-A JHVIT JOHN HAN VALUE TR-I JPMRGN INTRPD MID CAP-A

JAMES ALPHA YORKVILLE MLP-A JHVIT JOHN HANC SCI & TECH-I JPMRGN INTRPD SUST EQTY-I

JAMES MICRO CAP FUND JNS HNDRSN LRG CAP VAL-A KALMAR GR W/ VAL SM CAP-INV

Table A.9: Fund 1088-1223
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KEELEY ALL CAP

VALUE FUND-A
LORD ABBETT CAL M/C VAL-A MARSICO 21ST CENTURY FUND

KEELEY MID CAP DIV VALUE-A LORD ABBETT DEVELOP GROW-A MARSICO FOCUS FUND

KEELEY SMALL CAP DIV VAL-A LORD ABBETT FUNDMTL EQTY-A MARSICO GROWTH FDP FUND-A

KEELEY SMALL CAP VAL FD-A LORD ABBETT GRWTH LDRS-A MARSICO GROWTH FUND

KEELEY SMALL-MID CAP VAL-A LORD ABBETT GRWTH OPPORT-A MARTIN CURRIE EMERG MRKT-FI

KEMPNER MU/C DEEP VAL-INST LORD ABBETT MICRO CAP GR-I MASSMUTL SEL M/C GR E II-R5

KINETICS INTERNET-NO LOAD LORD ABBETT MICRO CAP VAL-I MASSMUTUAL PR SM CAP OPP-R5

KINETICS MEDICAL-NO LOAD LORD ABBETT MID-CAP STOCK-A MASSMUTUAL PR VALUE FUND-AD

KINETICS PARADIGM-NO LOAD LORD ABBETT SM CAP VAL-A MASSMUTUAL PREM DISC GR-A

KINETICS SM CAP OPP-NO LOAD LORD ABBETT VALUE OPPORT-A MASSMUTUAL PREM DISC VALUE-A

KIRR MARBACH PARTNERS VALUE LOW BETA TACTICAL 500-INV MASSMUTUAL SEL BL CH GR-ADM

KNTCS SP/OF & CRP RST-ADV A LSV CONSERVATIVE VALUE EQ MASSMUTUAL SEL DIVER VAL-A

KP US LARGE CAP EQUITY FUND LSV SMALL CAP FUND-INST MASSMUTUAL SEL FOC VALUE-R5

KP US SMALL CAP EQUITY FUND LSV US MANAGED VOLATIL-INST MASSMUTUAL SEL FUNDA VAL-R5

LATEEF FOCUSED GROWTH-A LYRICAL US VALUE EQUITY-INST MASSMUTUAL SEL FUNDAMENTA-R5

LAUDUS US LARGE CAP GROW M CAPITAL APPRECIATION MASSMUTUAL SEL GROW OPP-R5

LAZARD EQUITY FRANCHISE-OPN M FUNDS INC LARGE CAP GRTH MASSMUTUAL SEL M/C VALUE-A

LAZARD MGD EQTY VOL-INST M LARGE CAP VALUE FUND MASSMUTUAL SEL S/C GR EQ-R5

LAZARD U.S. REALTY INC-OPEN MACQUARIE LARGE CAP VALUE MASSMUTUAL SEL S/C VL EQ-A

LAZARD US CONCENTRATED-INST MADISON COV CALL & EQ INC-A MASSMUTUAL SEL SM CO VAL-R5

LAZARD US REALTY EQUITY-OPEN MADISON DVD INC FUND MASSMUTUAL SELECT L/C VAL-R5

LAZARD US SM-M/C EQY PT-INST MADISON INVESTORS FD-Y MATRIX ADVISORS DIVIDEND

LAZARD US STRAT EQ PORT-INS MADISON LARGE CAP VALUE-A MATRIX ADVISORS VALUE FUND

LEIGH BALDWIN TOTAL RETURN MADISON MID CAP FUND-A MATTHEW 25 FUND

LELAND REAL ASSET OPPORT-A MADISON SMALL CAP FUND-B MEEDER QUANTEX FUND-RTL

LEUTHOLD SELECT INDUSTRIES MAI MANAGED VOLATILITY-INV MEEHAN FOCUS FUND

LINDE HANSEN CONTRAR VAL-A MAINSTAY EP US EQTY YLD-INST MERIDIAN CONTRAIAN-LEG

LITMAN GREG MASTERS EQTY-INS MAINSTAY EPOCH CPTL GRW-A MERIDIAN EQUITY INCOME-LEG

LITMAN GREG MASTERS SMALLER MAINSTAY EPOCH US SM/CAP-I MERIDIAN GROWTH FUND-LEG

LIVE OAK HEALTH SCIENCES MAINSTAY ICAP EQUITY-A MERIDIAN SMALL CAP GROW-LEG

LKCM AQUINAS CATHOLIC EQUITY MAINSTAY ICAP SELECT EQTY-A MERITAGE GROWTH EQUITY-INST

LKCM EQUITY FD INST-IN MAINSTAY LRG CAP GRW-A MERITAGE VALUE EQUITY-INST

LKCM S/C EQ INSTITUTIONAL-IN MAINSTAY MACKAY GROWTH-A METROPOLITAN WEST AL T 500 M

LOGAN CAPITAL L/C GROWTH-INS MAINSTAY MAP EQUITY FUND-I MFG INFRASTRUCTURE FUND-SRV

LONGLEAF PARTNERS FUND MAIRS AND POWER GROWTH FD MFS BLEND RSRCH S/C EQ-A

LONGLEAF PARTNERS SMALL CAP MAIRS AND POWER SMALL CAP MFS BLENDED RSRCH CORE EQT-I

LOOMIS SAYLES DVDND INC-A MANNING & NAPIER EQUITY-S MFS BLENDED RSRCH GR EQ-A

LOOMIS SAYLES GROWTH-Y MANNING & NAPIER REAL EST-S MFS BLENDED RSRCH VAL EQ-A

LOOMIS SAYLES S/C GROWTH-INS MANNING & NAPIER TAX MANAGED MFS BLND RESRCH M/C EQ-A

LOOMIS SAYLES S/M CAP GR-INS MANNING & NAPIER-EQTY INC-I MFS CORE EQUITY FUND-A

LOOMIS SAYLES SM CAP VAL-INS MANOR INV FDS INC-GROWTH FD MFS EQUITY INCOME-A

LOOMIS SAYLES VALUE FUND-Y MANOR INV FDS INC-MANOR FUND MFS EQUITY OPPORTUNITIES-A

LORD ABBETT AFFILIATED-A MARATHON VALUE PORTFOLIO MFS GROWTH FUND-A

LORD ABBETT CAL DVD GROW-A MARKETOCRACY MASTERS 100 FD MFS LOW VOLATILITY EQ-A

LORD ABBETT CAL L/C VAL-A MARSHFIELD CONC OPPORTUNITY MFS MASS INV GROWTH STK-A

Table A.10: Fund 1224-1359
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MFS MASS INV

TRUST-A
NATIONW GNVA S/C GR-A NORTHERN LARGE CAP EQUITY

MFS MID CAP GROWTH FUND-A NATIONW ZIEGLR EQ INC-A NORTHERN LARGE CAP VALU FUND

MFS MID CAP VALUE FUND-B NATIONWD SM COMP GROW-A NORTHERN SMALL CAP CORE FD

MFS NEW DISCOVERY FUND-A NATIONWIDE FUND-INST SRV NORTHERN SMALL CAP VALUE FD

MFS NEW DISCOVERY VALUE-A NATIONWIDE GROWTH-R6 NORTHERN TECHNOLOGY FUND

MFS RESEARCH FUND-A NATIONWIDE US S/C VAL-A NORTHERN US QUALITY ESG

MFS TECHNOLOGY FUND-B NATIXIS AEW REAL ESTATE-A NORTHPOINTE LRG CAP VAL-INST

MFS UTILITIES FUND-A NATIXIS OAKMARK FUND-A NORTHPOINTE SM CAP VAL-INST

MFS VALUE FUND-B NATIXIS US EQTY OPPORT-A NORTHQUEST CAPITAL FUND INC

MIDAS MAGIC NATIXIS VGHN NLSN S/C VL-A NTNWD LOOMIS A/C GRW-A

MILLER/HOWARD INC-EQTY-ADV NB HEDGED OPTION PREMIUM-A NTNWD LRG CAP CORE EQ-A

MM SELECT EQUITY ASSET-I NB SOCIALLY RESPONSIVE-INV NTNWD WCM FOC SM CAP-A

MNSTY CSHNG ENRGY INC-A NBRGR BRMN GUARDIAN-INV NUANCE CONCENTRATED VALUE-IS

MNSTY CSHNG MLP PRMR-A NBRGR BRMN LRG CAP VAL-INV NUANCE MID CAP VALUE-INST

MNSTY CSHNG RENAIS ADV-A NBRGR BRMN MID CAP GRW-INV NUVEEN CONCENTRATED CORE-A

MNSTY EPCH US ALL CAP-A NBRGR BRMN SM CAP GRW-INV NUVEEN CORE DIVIDEND-A

MNSTY MCKY CMMN STCK-A NEEDHAM AGGRESSIVE GROW-RTL NUVEEN DIVIDEND VALUE-A

MNSTY MCKY US EQTY OPPRT-A NEEDHAM GROWTH FUND-RTL NUVEEN GROWTH FUND-A

MONETTA FUND INC NEEDHAM SMALL CAP GROWTH-RTL NUVEEN LARGE CAP CORE-A

MONETTA YOUNG INVESTOR FUND NEIMAN LARGE CAP VALUE NUVEEN LARGE CAP GROW OPP-I

MONONGAHELA ALL CAP VALUE NEIMAN OPPORTUNITIES FUND-A NUVEEN LARGE CAP GROWTH-A

MONTEAGLE INFORMED INV GRTH NEUBERG BERM US EQ IN PW-A NUVEEN LARGE CAP SELECT-A

MONTEAGLE QUALITY GROWTH NEUBERGER BER MU/C OPP-A NUVEEN LARGE CAP VALUE-A

MONTEAGLE SELECT VALUE FUND NEUBERGER BERM DVD GROW-A NUVEEN MID CAP GROW OPP-A

MONTEAGLE VALUE FUND NEUBERGER BERM EQ INC-A NUVEEN MID CAP VALUE-A

MORGAN DEMPSEY S/MICRO VALUE NEUBERGER BERM INTR VAL-A NUVEEN NWQ LRG CAP VAL-A

MOTLEY FOOL SM-MID/C GRW-INV NEUBERGER BERMAN FOCUS-INV NUVEEN NWQ MULTI-CAP VAL-I

MP 63 FUND NEUBERGER BERMAN GENESIS-INV NUVEEN NWQ SM/MID CAP VAL-A

MRGN STNLY MULTI CAP GR-A NEUBERGER BERMAN M/C INT-INV NUVEEN NWQ SMALL CAP VAL-I

MSIF GROWTH PORTFOLIO-I NEUBERGER BERMAN REAL ES F-T NUVEEN REAL ESTATE SECUR-I

MSIF INSIGHT PORTFOLIO-A NEUBERGER BERMAN VALUE FD-IN NUVEEN SANTA BARB DVD GR-A

MSIF SMALL COMPANY GRW-I NEW ALTERNATIVES FUND NUVEEN SM CAP GROW OPP-A

MSIF US CORE PORTFOLIO-A NEW COVENANT GROWTH FUND NUVEEN SMALL CAP SELECT-A

MSIF-ADVANTAGE PORTFOLIO-A NEWFOUND RISK MGD US SECT-A NUVEEN SMALL CAP VALUE-I

MSIFT MID CAP GROWTH-I NICHOLAS EQUITY INCM FD-I NUVEEN SYMPHNY LOW VOL EQ-A

MSIF-US REAL ESTATE PORT-I NICHOLAS FUND INC NUVEEN SYMPHNY LRG CAP GR-A

MSVIF-US REAL ESTATE-I NICHOLAS II INC-I NUVEEN SYMPHONY M/C CORE-A

MUHLENKAMP FUND NICHOLAS LIMITED EDITION-I NUVEEN SYMPHONY S/C CORE-A

MUNDOVAL FUND NORTH COUNTRY EQUITY GRW FD NUVEEN TRADEWINDS VAL OPP-A

MUTUAL AMERICA ALL AMERICA NORTH STAR DIVIDEND-I NUVEEN WINSLOW L/C GROWTH-I

MUTUAL AMERICA SM CAP GRWTH NORTH STAR MICRO CAP-I NYSA FUND

MUTUAL AMERICA SM CAP VAL NORTHEAST INV GROWTH OAK RIDGE DISCIPLINE GROW-I

NATIONW BAILRD COG VA-A NORTHERN ACTIVE M US EQUITY OAK RIDGE DIVIDEND GROWTH-A

NATIONW BAILRD TEC & SC-A NORTHERN INCOME EQUITY FUND OAK RIDGE DYNAMIC S/C-A

NATIONW GNVA M/C GR-A NORTHERN LARGE CAP CORE OAK RIDGE SM CAP GRWTH-A
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OAKMARK FUND-INV PACE LARGE CO VALUE EQ INV-P PIMCO STOCKSPLUS ABS RET-I

OAKMARK SELECT FUND-INV PACE SM/MD CO GRO EQTY INV-P PIMCO STOCKSPLUS FUND-INSTL

OAKSEED OPPORTUNITY-INST PACE SM/MD CO VAL EQTY INV-P PIMCO STOCKSPLUS SMALL-INST

OBERWEIS MICRO-CAP FND PACIFIC ADVISORS L/C VAL-A PIN OAK EQUITY FUND

OBERWEIS SMALL-CAP VALUE-INS PACIFIC ADVISORS M/C VALUE-A PINNACLE VALUE FUND

OBERWEIS SML CAP OPPORT PACIFIC ADVISORS S/C VAL-A PIONEER CORE EQUITY-A

OLD WESTBURY ALL CAP CORE PACIFIC FNDS LRG CAP VAL-A PIONEER DISCIPL GRWT FUND-A

OLD WESTBURY SM & MD CAP STR PACIFIC FNDS SM CAP GROW-A PIONEER DISCIPLINED VALUE-A

OLSTEIN ALL CAP VALUE FUND-C PACIFIC FNDS SM CAP VAL-A PIONEER EQUITY INCOME-A

OLSTEIN STRATEGIC OPPORTUN-A PACIFIC FUNDS LARGE-CAP-A PIONEER FUND-A

OPP/STEELPATH MLP ALPH/+-A PACIFIC FUNDS SMALL-CAP-A PIONEER FUNDAMENTAL GROW-C

OPP/STEELPATH MLP INCOME-A PACIFIC FUNDS SMID-CAP-A PIONEER GROWTH OPPS VCT-I

OPP/STEELPATH-MLP ALPHA-A PAPP SMALL & MID-CAP GROWTH PIONEER MID-CAP VALUE-A

OPPENH/STEELPTH PNRMC-A PARADIGM MICRO-CAP FUND PIONEER REAL ESTATE SHR-A

OPPENHEIMER CAPITAL APPREC-A PARADIGM OPPORTUNITY FUND PIONEER SEL MID CAP GRW-A

OPPENHEIMER DISCOVERY FD-A PARADIGM SELECT FUND PLUMB EQUITY FUND

OPPENHEIMER DISCOVERY MID-B PARADIGM VALUE FUND PNC M/F LRG CAP GRWTH-A

OPPENHEIMER DIV OPPTY FD-A PARAMETRIC DIV INCOME-INS PNC M/F LRG CAP VAL-I

OPPENHEIMER EQUITY FUND-A PARNASSUS CORE EQUITY FD-INV PNC MULTI-FACTOR ALL CAP-I

OPPENHEIMER EQUITY INCOME-A PARNASSUS ENDEAVOR FUND-INV PNC MULTI-FACTOR SMALL CAP

OPPENHEIMER MAIN ST MID CP-B PARNASSUS FUND-INV PNC MULTI-FACTOR SMALL CAP G

OPPENHEIMER MAIN ST S/C-A PARNASSUS MID CAP FUND-INV PNC MULTI-FACTOR SMALL CAP V

OPPENHEIMER MAIN ST SELECT-B PATRIOT FUND-A PNC SMALL CAP FUND-A

OPPENHEIMER MAIN STREET-A PAX ESG BETA DIVIDND-IND INV POLEN GROWTH FUND-INST

OPPENHEIMER MID CAP VALUE-A PAX LARGE CAP FUND-IND INV POLEN US SM COMP GRWTH-INST

OPPENHEIMER MLP SELECT 40-A PAX MID CAP FUND-IND INV POPLAR FOREST OUTLIER-INST

OPPENHEIMER REAL ESTATE-A PAX SMALL CAP-IND INV POPLAR FOREST PARTNERS-A

OPPENHEIMER RISING DIV-A PAYDEN EQUITY INCOME FUND PORT STREET INV SOL QU GR-IS

OPPENHEIMER SMALL CAP VAL-A PAYSON TOTAL RETURN FUND POWER DIVIDEND INDEX-A

OPPENHEIMER VALUE FUND-A PEAR TREE POLARIS SM CAP-ORD PRIMECAP ODYSSEY AGGR GRTH

OPPNHMR STLPTH MLP & ENR-A PEAR TREE QUALITY FUND-INST PRIMECAP ODYSSEY GROWTH

OPTIMUM LARGE CAP GROWTH-A PENN CAP MGD ALPH SMID-INST PRIMECAP ODYSSEY STOCK FUND

OPTIMUM LARGE CAP VALUE-A PENN CAP SP SIT S/C EQ-INST PRINCIPAL BLUE CHIP-INST

OPTIMUM SMALL-MID CAP GR-A PERKINS DISCOVERY FUND PRINCIPAL CAPITAL APPR-INST

OPTIMUM SM-MID CAP VAL-A PERRITT LOW PRICED STOCK FD PRINCIPAL EDGE MIDCAP-P

ORCHARD SMALL CAP VALUE-I PERRITT MICRO CAP OPPORTUN PRINCIPAL EQUITY INC-I

O’SHAUGHNESSEY ALL CAP COR-A PERRITT ULTRA MICRO CAP FUND PRINCIPAL INV L/C VALUE-INST

O’SHAUGHNESSEY MKT LEAD-I PHOCAS REAL ESTATE FUND PRINCIPAL L/C GROWTH-A

O’SHAUGHNESSEY S/C VALUE-I PIEDMONT SELECT EQUITY FUND PRINCIPAL L/C VALUE III-R-IN

O’SHAUGHNESSY ENH DIV-I PIMCO RAE FDMTL PLUS SM-INST PRINCIPAL LRGCP GROW II-R3

O’SHAUGHNESSY S/M CAP GR-I PIMCO RAE FDMTNL PLUS FD-ADM PRINCIPAL LRGCP GROW I-J

OSTERWEIS EMERGING OPP-INV PIMCO RAE FNDMNTL US-A PRINCIPAL M/C GROWTH -J

OSTERWEIS FUND PIMCO RAE FUND US SMALL-A PRINCIPAL M/C VALUE III-R2

OSTERWEIS INSTITUTIONAL EQ PIMCO REALESTATEREALRET ST-I PRINCIPAL MIDCAP FUND-R3

PACE LARGE CO GRW EQY INV-P PIMCO STOCKPLUS LONG DUR-INS PRINCIPAL MIDCAP GRTH III-R3

Table A.12: Fund 1496-1631
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PRINCIPAL MIDCAP

VALUE I-R2
PUTNAM RESEARCH FUND-A RMB FUND-A

PRINCIPAL REAL EST SEC-R2 PUTNAM SMALL CAP GROWTH-A RMB MENDON FINANCIAL SERV-A

PRINCIPAL SM CAP VAL II-INST PUTNAM SMALL CAP VALUE-A RNC GENTER DIVIDEND INCOME

PRINCIPAL SMALLCAP FUND-INST PUTNAM STRAT VOL EQTY-A ROCK OAK CORE GROWTH FUND

PRINCIPAL SM-MID CAP DVD-A PZENA M/C VALUE FUND-INV ROOSEVELT MULTI-CAP

PRINCIPAL-SM/CAP GR I-INST PZENA SMALL CAP VALUE-INST ROYCE DIVDEND VALUE FUND-SV

PROSPECTOR OPPORTUNITY FUND QS US LARGE CAP EQUITY - IS ROYCE GL FINANCIAL SERV-SV

PROVIDENT TRUST STRATEGY QS US SMALL CAP EQUITY - IN ROYCE HERITAGE FUND-SERVICE

PRUDENTIAL GLBL RL EST-A QUAKER MID-CAP VALUE FUND-A ROYCE LOW-PRICED STOCK-SRV

PRUDENTIAL JEN DIVER GRW-A QUAKER SMALL-CAP VALUE FD-A ROYCE MICRO-CAP FUND-INV

PRUDENTIAL JENN 20/20 FOC-A QUAKER STRATEGIC GRW FD-A ROYCE MICRO-CAP OPPORT-INV

PRUDENTIAL JENN EQ OPPORT-A QUANTITATIVE US L/C VAL EQ ROYCE OPPORTUNITY FUND-INV

PRUDENTIAL JENN EQTY INC-A QUANTITATIVE US SM CAP EQ ROYCE PENNSYLVANIA MTL-INST

PRUDENTIAL JENN FOC GRW-A QUEENS ROAD SMALL CAP VALUE ROYCE PREMIER FUND-INV

PRUDENTIAL JENN HEAL SCI-C QUEENS ROAD VALUE FUND ROYCE SMALL COMP GRWTH-SERV

PRUDENTIAL JENN M/C GROW-A RAINIER LARGE CAP EQU-RTL ROYCE SMALL-CAP LEADERS-SERV

PRUDENTIAL JENN NAT RES-B RAINIER MID CAP EQUITY-INST ROYCE SMALL-CAP VALUE-SERV

PRUDENTIAL JENN RSNG DVD-A RAINIER SM/MID CAP EQTY-ORIG ROYCE SPEC EQ MULTI-CAP-SERV

PRUDENTIAL JENN S/C CORE-Q RANGER SMALL CAP-INS ROYCE SPECIAL EQUITY-INV

PRUDENTIAL JENN SM COMP-A RATIONAL DVD CAPTURE F-INV A ROYCE TOTAL RETURN-INV

PRUDENTIAL JENN UTILITIES-A RATIONAL DYNAMIC BRANDS-A RUSSELL MULTIFACT US EQ-S

PRUDENTIAL JENNISON BLEND-A RATIONAL HEDGED RETURN-A RUSSELL STRAT CALL OVERW-S

PRUDENTIAL JENNISON GROW-A RBC ENTERPRISE FUND-A RUSSELL TAX-MGD US L/C-C

PRUDENTIAL JENNISON MLP-A RBC MICROCAP VALUE-A RUSSELL TAX-MGD US M&S-S

PRUDENTIAL JENNISON VALUE-A RBC MID CAP VALUE FUND-I RUSSELL US CORE EQUITY-A

PRUDENTIAL QMA DEF EQTY-Z RBC SMALL CAP CORE FUND-A RUSSELL US DEFEN EQTY-S

PRUDENTIAL QMA L/C CORE EQ-C RBC SMALL CAP VALUE FUND-I RUSSELL US DYNAMIC EQTY-C

PRUDENTIAL QMA M/C CORE-Q RBC SMID CAP GROWTH FUND-A RUSSELL US LARGE CAP EQ-A

PRUDENTIAL QMA M/C VAL-A RECURRENT MLP INFRASTR-I RUSSELL US MID CAP EQ-A

PRUDENTIAL QMA S/C VAL-Z RECURRENT NATURAL RESOUR-Z RUSSELL US SM CAP EQTY-A

PRUDENTIAL QMA STRAT VAL-A RED OAK TECHNOLOGY SELECT RUSSELL US STRAT EQTY-A

PRUDENTIAL REAL EST INC-A REDWOOD ALPHAFACTOR TACT-I RVRFRNT DYN EQTY INC-INV

PRUDENTIAL SEL REAL EST-A REINHART MID CAP PMV-ADV RYDEX BANKING FUND-H

PRUDENTIAL US REAL ESTATE-A REMS INTL RL EST VAL-INST RYDEX ENERGY FUND-INV

PUTNAM CAPITAL OPPORT-A REMS RL EST VAL OPPORT RYDEX ENERGY SERVICES-INV

PUTNAM DYN ASST ALL EQ-A REYNOLDS BLUE CHIP GROWTH FD RYDEX NASDAQ 100 2X STRAT-H

PUTNAM EQUITY INCOME-A RHJ MICO CAP-INST RYDEX RUSSELL 2000 FUND-A

PUTNAM EQUITY SPECTRUM-A RICE HALL JAMES SM CAP-INSTL RYDEX S&P 500 2X STRATEGY-H

PUTNAM FD FOR GRWTH & INC-A RICE HALL JAMES SMID-INV RYDEX S&P 500 FUND-A

PUTNAM GROWTH OPPORT-A RIVER OAK DISCOVERY FUND RYDEX SERIES BASIC MAT-INV

PUTNAM INVESTORS FUND-A RIVERBRIDGE ECO LEADERS-INST RYDEX SERIES BIOTECH-H

PUTNAM LOW VOL EQUITY-A RIVERBRIDGE GROWTH-INS RYDEX SERIES ELECTRONICS-INV

PUTNAM MULTI-CAP CORE-A RIVERPARK FOCUSED VALUE-INST RYDEX SERIES FINAN SERV-INV

PUTNAM MULTI-CAP GROWTH-A RIVERPARK LARGE GROWTH-INST RYDEX SERIES HEALTH CARE-INV

PUTNAM MULTI-CAP VALUE-A RIVERPARK/WEDGEWOOD-INST RYDEX SERIES INTERNT-INV
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RYDEX SERIES REAL

ESTATE-H
SEI LARGE CAP FUND-F STATE FARM EQUITY FUND-A

RYDEX SERIES RETAIL FD-INV SEI LARGE CAP GROWTH-F STATE FARM GROWTH FUND

RYDEX SERIES RUSS 2000 1.5-H SEI LARGE CAP VALUE-F STATE FARM SM/MID CAP EQ-B

RYDEX SERIES TECH FD-INV SEI MID-CAP FUND-F STATE ST CORE VAL EQ VIS

RYDEX SERIES TRANSPORT-INV SEI REAL ESTATE FUND-F STATE ST DISC US EQUITY-I

RYDEX SERIES UTILITIES-INV SEI SMALL CAP FUND-A STATE ST INST L/C CORE EQ-I

SA REAL ESTATE SEC SEI SMALL CAP GROWTH FUND-F STATE ST INST PREM GROW EQ-I

SA US CORE MARKET SEI SMALL CAP II FUND-A STATE ST INST SM CAP EQ-I

SA US SMALL COMPANY SEI SMALL CAP VALUE FUND-F STATE ST INST US EQTY-I

SA US VALUE FUND SEI TAX MANAGED VOLATILITY-F STATE ST PREM GROW EQ

SALIENT ADAPTIV US EQTY-INST SEI TAX MGD SM MID CAP-F STATE ST RL EST SEC VIS FND

SALIENT MLP & ENRGY INFR-A SEI TAX-MANAGED LARGE CAP-F STATE ST SM CAP VAL EQ VIS

SALIENT REAL ESTATE FUND-A SELECT VAL RL EST SEC-Z STATE ST US VAL SPOTLGHT-K

SALIENT US DVDND SGNL-A SELECTED AMERICAN SHARES-S STERLING CAP BEH L/C VAL-INS

SARATOGA ENERG & BASIC MAT-A SELECTED INTERNATIONAL-S STERLING CAP BEH S/C VAL-INS

SARATOGA FINANCIAL SERVICE-A SELECTIVE OPPORTUNITY-FNDTN STERLING CAP EQTY INC-A

SARATOGA HEALTH & BIOTECH-A SENTINEL SUST CORE OPP-A STERLING CAP MID CAP VAL-INS

SARATOGA LARGE CAP GROWTH-I SEXTANT GROWTH FUND-INV STERLING CAP SMID OPPORT-A

SARATOGA LARGE CAP VALUE-I SHELTON BDC INCOME FUND-INST STERLING CAP SPEC OPP-A

SARATOGA MID CAPITAL-A SHELTON CORE VALUE FUND STERLING CAP STR M/C VAL-INS

SARATOGA SMALL CAP PORT-I SHELTON REAL ESTATE INC-INST STERLING CAP STR RL EST-INST

SARATOGA TECH & COMM-A SIMS TOTAL RETURN FUND INC STERLING CAP STR S/C VAL-INS

SAROFIM EQUITY FUND SIT DIVIDEND GROWTH FUND-I STEWARD SM-MID CAP ENH-INST

SATUIT CAP US EMERG COMP-A SIT ESG GROWTH FUND-I STOCK DIVIDEND FUND INC

SCHARF FUND-INV SIT LARGE CAP GROWTH FUND STONE RIDGE US L/C VAR RSK-I

SCHNEIDER SMALL CAP VAL SIT MID CAP GROWTH FUND STONE RIDGE US S/C VAR RSK-I

SCHRODER NRTH AMER EQTY-INV SIT SMALL CAP DIV GROWTH-I STONE RIDGE US VAR RSK-I

SCHWAB CORE EQUITY SIT SMALL CAP GROWTH FUND STRALEM EQUITY FUND

SCHWAB DIVIDEND EQUITY-SEL SKYBRIDGE DIVIDEND VALUE-A STRATEGIC ADV S/M MULTI MAN

SCHWAB HEALTH CARE SMA RELATIONSHIP TRUST-SER S STRATEGIC ADVISERS VALUE FD

SCHWAB LARGE CAP GROWTH-SEL SMALL CAP VALUE FUND INC STRATEGIC ADVISERS VALUE MM

SCHWAB SMALL-CAP EQTY-SEL SMEAD VALUE FUND-INV SUMMIT GL INV S/C LOW VOL-C

SCHWARTZ VALUE FOCUSED FND SMITH GROUP L/C CORE GTH-I SUMMIT GL INV US LOW VOL-I

SCOUT EQUITY OPPORTUNITY SNOW CAPITAL DIVIDEND PL-A SUNAMERICA AIG ESG DIVID-A

SECTOR ROTATION FUND-NO LOAD SNOW CAPITAL FOCUSED VAL-A SYMONS VALUE INSTL FUND

SECURITY CAP US CRE REAL-A SNOW CAPITAL OPPORTUNITY-A T ROWE PR BLUE CHIP GROW

SEGALL BRY & HAM ALL CAP SNOW CAPITAL S/C VALUE-A T ROWE PR DIV M/C GRWTH

SEGALL BRY & HAM S/C VALUE SOUND SHORE FUND INC-INV T ROWE PR DIVIDEND GROW

SEI INST INV L/C DIS EQTY-A SOUNDWATCH CORE HEDGD EQ-INS T ROWE PR FINANCIAL SERV

SEI INST INV L/C DIV ALP-A SPARROW GROWTH FUND-A T ROWE PR GROWTH & INC

SEI INST INV LRGE CAP FUND-A SPECTRUM ADVISORS PREF-INV T ROWE PR GROWTH STOCK

SEI INST INV S/M CAP EQTY-A SPIRIT OF AMERICA ENERGY T ROWE PR HEALTH SCIENCES

SEI INST INV TR US MGD VOL-A SSGA DYNAMIC SMALL CAP-N T ROWE PR INST L/C GRW

SEI INST MGD SMALL CAP-F SSGA ENHANCED SMALL CAP- T ROWE PR INST M/C GRW

SEI INST TR US MGD VOLATY-F STAAR SMALLER COMPANY STOCK T ROWE PR MID CAP GROW-INV
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T ROWE PR MID-CAP

VALUE
THE DREYFUS FUND INC TOUCHSTONE MID CAP GROW-A

T ROWE PR NEW AMERICA GROWTH THE HILLMAN FUND TOUCHSTONE MID CAP VAL-A

T ROWE PR NEW HORIZONS THE JAMES SMALL CAP FUND-A TOUCHSTONE MID CAP-A

T ROWE PR QM US S/C GR E-INV THE TEXAS FUND-CLASS I TOUCHSTONE PREM YLD EQTY-A

T ROWE PR QM US SMID CORE THE TORRAY FUND TOUCHSTONE S/C VAL OPP-A

T ROWE PR QM US VALUE EQ THIRD AVE REAL EST VAL-INST TOUCHSTONE SANDS CAP INC GRW

T ROWE PR REAL ESTATE THIRD AVE SMALL-CAP VAL-INST TOUCHSTONE SANDS CAP SEL G-Z

T ROWE PR SCIENCE & TECH THIRD AVENUE VALUE FUND-INST TOUCHSTONE SM CAP GROW-Y

T ROWE PR SM CAP STOCK-RTL THOMAS WHITE AMER OPPORT-INV TOUCHSTONE SM CAP VAL-A

T ROWE PR SM CAP VAL THOMPSON LARGECAP FUND TOUCHSTONE SMALL CAP FND-A

T ROWE PR TAX-EFF EQTY THOMPSON MIDCAP FUND TOUCHSTONE SMALL COMPANY-A

T ROWE PR US LRG CAP CRE THOMSON H&B MICROCAP-INST TOUCHSTONE SUST & IMPCT-A

T ROWE PRICE EQUITY INC-INV THORNBURG CORE GROWTH-C TOUCHSTONE VALUE-A

T ROWE PRICE INST L/C CORE THORNBURG VALUE FUND-A TOWLE DEEP VALUE FUND

T ROWE PRICE INST L/C VALUE THRIVENT GROW & INC PL-A TRANSAM CAPITAL GROWTH-B

T ROWE PRICE INST S/C STOCK THRIVENT LARGE CAP GROWTH-A TRANSAM CONCENT GROW-A

T ROWE PRICE MEDIA & TELECOM THRIVENT LARGE CAP VALUE-A TRANSAM DIVIDEND FOCUS-A

T ROWE PRICE NEW ERA FUND THRIVENT LW VOL EQTY-S TRANSAM INST PART SM CORE

T ROWE PRICE VALUE FUND THRIVENT MID CAP STOCK-A TRANSAM LRG CAP VAL-A

TACTICAL OFFENSIVE EQUITY THRIVENT SMALL CAP STOCK-A TRANSAM MID CAP GROW-A

TANAKA GROWTH FUND-R TIAA CREF LRG CAP GROW-RETIR TRANSAM MID CAP VAL OPP-A

TARKIO FUND TIAA-CREF GROWTH & INC-INST TRANSAM MULTI-CAP GROWTH-B

TAYLOR FRIGON CORE GROWTH TIAA-CREF LARGE CAP VAL-INST TRANSAM PART INST LRG CRE

TCM SMALL CAP GROWTH FUND TIAA-CREF MID CAP GROW-INST TRANSAM PART INST LRG GR

TCW FOCUSED EQUITIES FUND-N TIAA-CREF MID CAP VAL-INST TRANSAM PART INST LRG VAL

TCW GROWTH EQUITIES-I TIAA-CREF REAL EST SEC-INST TRANSAM PART INST MID GROW

TCW HIGH DIVIDEND EQUITY-I TIAA-CREF SM/MID CAP EQ-ADV TRANSAM PART INST MID VAL

TCW NEW AMERICA PREM EQ-I TIAA-CREF SMALL-CAP EQTY-INS TRANSAM PART INST SM GROW

TCW REL VAL DVD APPREC-N TIAA-CREF SOC CHOICE EQ-PRM TRANSAM PART INST SM VAL

TCW RELATIVE VAL MID CAP-I TIAA-CREF SOC LW CRBN EQ-INS TRANSAM PART LRG CORE

TCW RELATIVE VALUE L/C-N TIMOTHY PLAN L/M CAP GRWTH-A TRANSAM PART LRG GROW

TCW SELECT EQUITIES-I TIMOTHY PLAN SML CAP VALUE-A TRANSAM PART LRG VAL

TCW SMALL CAP GROWTH-I TOCQUEVILLE FUND TRANSAM PART MID GROW

TCW/GARGOYLE DYN 500 COL-I TOCQUEVILLE OPPORTUNTIY FUND TRANSAM PART MID VAL

TETON WESTWD EQUITY FUND-AAA TOCQUEVILLE SELECT FUND TRANSAM PART SM CORE

TETON WESTWD M/C EQT-A TOREADOR CORE FUND-RTL TRANSAM PART SM GROW

TETON WSTWD MGHTY MITES-AAA TOREADOR EXPLORER-INST TRANSAM PART SM VAL

TETON WSTWD SM CAP EQTY-AAA TOREADOR SELECT FUND-INST TRANSAM SM CAP VAL-A

TFS SMALL CAP FUND TORRAYRESOLUTE S/M CP GR-INS TRANSAM SM/MID CAP VAL-A

THE AL FRANK FUND TORTOISE MLP & PIPELINE-INST TRANSAM US GRWTH-A

THE BEEHIVE FUND TOUCHSTONE FOCUSED EQTY-A TRANSAMERICA GROWTH-I2

THE BOSTON CO S/C GRWTH-INST TOUCHSTONE GROW OPPORT-C TRANSAMERICA LARGE CORE-I3

THE BOYAR VALUE FUND INC TOUCHSTONE LARGE CAP-A TRANSAMERICA LARGE GROW-I3

THE COVERED BRIDGE FUND-A TOUCHSTONE LRG CAP FOCUS-A TRANSAMERICA LRG VAL OPP-I3

THE DELAFIELD FUND TOUCHSTONE LRG CO GROW-A TRANSAMERICA SM CAP CORE-A
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TRANSAMERICA SM CAP

GROW-A
VANGUARD MORGAN GROWTH-INV VIRTUS KAR MID-CAP GRWTH-A

TRIAD SMALL CAP VALUE FUND VANGUARD PREC MTL & MIN-INV VIRTUS KAR SM CAP GRWTH-A

TRIBUTARY GRWTH OPP-INST VANGUARD PRIMECAP CORE-INV VIRTUS KAR SM/CAP VAL-A

TRIBUTARY SMALL COMP-INST VANGUARD PRIMECAP FUND-INV VIRTUS KAR STRAT GRWTH-A

TRILLIUM SMALL/MID CAP-INST VANGUARD SELECTED VALUE VIRTUS RAMPART ENH CR EQ-A

TS&W EQUITY PORTFOLIO-INSTL VANGUARD STRAT S/C EQ-INV VIRTUS RAMPART LOW VOL-A

TURNER MIDCAP GROWTH-INV VANGUARD STRATEGIC EQUITY VIRTUS SILVANT L/C GR STK-A

TURNER SMALL CAP GROWTH-INV VANGUARD U.S. VALUE FUND VIRTUS SILVANT S/C GR STK-I

TURNER SMID CAP GROW OPP-INV VANGUARD US GROWTH FUND-INV VIRTUS ZVNBRGN INN GRW-A

U.S. VECTOR EQUITY PORTFOLI VANGUARD WINDSOR II-INV VOLUMETRIC FUND

UBS US SMALL CAP GROWTH-P VANGUARD WINDSOR-INV VOYA CORP LDRS 100-A

UBS US SUSTAINABLE EQTY-P VAUGHAN NELSON SELECT-A VOYA CORPORATE LEADERS-SER B

UNDISC MGRS BEHAV VAL-L VAUGHAN NELSON VALUE OPP-A VOYA LARGE CAP VALUE-A

UNION ST PARTNERS VALUE-A VERICIMETRY US S/C VALUE FD VOYA LARGE-CAP GROWTH-A

UNIVERSAL SMALL CO GROWTH-II VICTORY DIVERSIFIED STOCK-A VOYA MIDCAP OPPORTUNITIES-A

UPRIGHT GROWTH FUND VICTORY INSTL DIVERS STOCK VOYA MM MID CAP VALUE-I

USA MTLS/CRBN BCH DP VAL-INS VICTORY INTEGRITY DISCOV-Y VOYA REAL ESTATE-I

USA MUTUALS VICE FUND-INV VICTORY INTEGRITY M/C VAL-A VOYA SMALL COMPANY-A

USAA AGGRESSIVE GROWTH FUND VICTORY INTEGRITY S/C VAL-C VOYA SMALLCAP OPPORT-A

USAA GROWTH & INCOME FND-FND VICTORY INTGRTY S/M VAL-A VOYA SMID CAP GROWTH-A

USAA GROWTH FUND VICTORY MUNDER M/C CRE GR-Y VOYA US HI DVD LW VOL-A

USAA INCOME STOCK FUND VICTORY MUNDER MULTI-CAP-A VULCAN VALUE PART SM CAP

USAA PRECIOUS METALS & MINER VICTORY MUNDER SM CAP GR-A VULCAN VALUE PARTNERS FUND

USAA SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY VICTORY NEWBRIDGE L/C GR-A WADDELL & REED AD VANGUARD-A

USAA SMALL CAP STOCK VICTORY RS GROWTH FUND-A WADDELL & REED ADV ACCUM-A

USAA VALUE FUND VICTORY RS INVESTORS FUND-A WADDELL & REED ADV DVD-C

USCA SHIELD FUND-INST VICTORY RS LARGE CAP ALPHA-A WADDELL & REED ADV SML CAP-A

USGI ALL AMERICAN EQUITY VICTORY RS MID CAP GROW-A WADDELL & REED TAX MGD EQ-C

USGI HOLMES MACRO TRENDS VICTORY RS PARTNERS FUND-A WADDELL&REED AD NEW CONCPT-A

UST AUER GROWTH FUND VICTORY RS SCI AND TECH FD-A WADDELL&REED ADV CORE INVS-C

VALUE LINE LARGER COMP-INV VICTORY RS SELECT GROW-A WADDELL&REED ADV VALUE-C

VALUE LINE MID CAP FOCUS VICTORY RS SM CAP EQUITY-A WALDEN EQUITY FUND

VALUE LINE PREMIER GROWTH VICTORY RS SM CAP GROW-A WALDEN MIDCAP FUND

VALUE LINE SMALL CAP OPP-INV VICTORY RS VALUE FUND-A WALDEN SMALL CAP FUND

VAN KAMPEN VALUE FDP FUND-A VICTORY SPECIAL VALUE-A WALDEN SMID CAP FUND

VANGUARD CAPITAL OPPORT-INV VICTORY SYCAMORE EST VAL-R WALTHAUSEN SELECT VALUE-INST

VANGUARD CAPITAL VALUE-INV VICTORY SYCAMORE S/C OPP-A WALTHAUSEN SMALL CAP VALUE

VANGUARD DIVIDEND GROWTH-INV VILLERE EQUITY FUND WANGER SELECT FUND

VANGUARD ENERGY FUND-INV VIRTUS CEREDEX S/C VAL EQ-I WANGER U.S. SMALL COMPANIES

VANGUARD EQUITY INCOME-INV VIRTUS CEREDX L/C VAL EQ-A WASATCH CORE GROWTH FUND

VANGUARD EXPLORER FUND-INV VIRTUS CEREDX M/C VAL EQ-C WASATCH MICRO CAP FUND

VANGUARD EXPLORER VALUE FUND VIRTUS CONTRARIAN VALUE-A WASATCH MICRO CAP VALUE FUND

VANGUARD GROWTH & INCOME-INV VIRTUS D&P RL EST SEC-A WASATCH SMALL CAP GROW-INV

VANGUARD HEALTH CARE-INV VIRTUS ESSENTIAL RESOURCE-A WASATCH SMALL CAP VALUE FUND

VANGUARD MID CAP GROWTH VIRTUS KAR MID-CAP CORE-A WASATCH ULTRA GROWTH FUND

Table A.16: Fund 2040-2175
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Funds Included in the Sample

WBI TACTICAL DI

FUND-INST
WESTWOOD SMALLCAP-INST WILLIAM BLAIR GROWTH FUND-N

WEITZ HICKORY FUND WESTWOOD SMIDCAP FUND-INST WILLIAM BLAIR L/C GROWTH-I

WEITZ PARTNERS III OPP-INST WESTWOOD SMIDCAP PLUS-INST WILLIAM BLAIR MID CAP GROW-I

WEITZ PARTNERS VALUE-INV WF C&B LARGE CAP VALUE-A WILLIAM BLAIR MID CAP VAL-I

WEITZ RESEARCH FUND WF C&B MID CAP VALUE-A WILLIAM BLAIR S/C GROWTH-I

WEITZ VALUE FUND-INV WF CAPTIAL GROWTH FND-A WILLIAM BLAIR SM CAP VALUE-N

WELLINGTON SHIELD A/C-RTL WF COMMON STOCK FND-A WILLIAM BLAIR SM-MID CAP G-I

WELLS FARGO DISC US CORE-A WF DISCOVERY FUND-A WILLIAM BLAIR SM-MID CAP V-I

WELLS FARGO GROWTH-A WF EMERGING GROWTH FUND-ADM WILMINGTON LRG-CAP STR-INST

WELLS FARGO PREM L/C GRW-A WF ENDEAVOR SELECT FUND-A WILSHIRE MTL LRG CAP GR-INV

WELLS FARGO SM CAP CORE-A WF ENTERPRISE FUND-A WILSHIRE MTL LRG CAP VAL-INV

WELLS FARGO SPEC M/C VAL-A WF INTRIN SM CAP VAL-A WILSHIRE MTL SM CAP GR-INV

WESMARK GROWTH FUND WF INTRINSIC VALUE FUND-A WILSHIRE MTL SM CAP VAL-INV

WESMARK SMALL COMPANY GROWTH WF LARGE CAP CORE FND-A WIRELESS FUND

WEST LOOP REALTY FUND-A WF LARGE CAP GROWTH-A WP LARGE CAP INCOME PLUS-I

WESTCORE LRG CAP DVD-RTL WF LARGE COMPANY VALUE-A WPG PART SM/MICR CAP VAL-INS

WESTCORE M/C VAL DVD II-RTL WF LOW VOLATIL US EQTY-A WRIGHT MAJOR BLUE CHIP EQTY

WESTCORE MICRO-CAP OPP-RTL WF OMEGA GROWTH FND-A WRIGHT SELECTED BLUE CHIP EQ

WESTCORE MID CAP VAL DVD-RTL WF OPPORTUNITY FND-A WV CONCENTRATED EQUITIES-A

WESTCORE SM CAP GR FD II WF PRECIOUS METALS FND-A YCG ENHANCED FUND

WESTCORE SM CAP VAL DVD-RTL WF SM CAP OPPORT-ADM YORKTOWN MID CAP FUND-A

WESTCORE SMALL CAP GROW-RTL WF SMALL CAP VALUE FND-A YORKTOWN SML CAP FUND-A

WESTCORE SM-CAP VAL DVD-RTL WF SMALL COMPANY GROWTH-ADM ZACKS ALL-CAP CORE FUND-INV

WESTFIELD CAP DIV GROW-INST WF SMALL COMPANY VALUE-A ZACKS DIVIDEND STRATEGY-INV

WESTFIELD CAP L/C GROWTH-INS WF SPEC SM CAP VAL-A ZACKS SMALL-CAP CORE-INV

WESTWOOD LARGECAP VALUE-INST WF SPECIALIZED TECH-A ZEVENBERGEN GENEA FUND-INV

WESTWOOD LOW VOLAT EQTY-INST WF TRAD SM CAP GROW-A ZEVENBERGEN GROWTH FUND-INV

WESTWOOD MLP & STRAT-INST WHITE OAK SELECT GROWTH

Table A.17: Fund 2176-2244
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Primary Benchmark Index for Funds Included in the Sample

Alerian MLP Index

Alerian MLP Infrastructure Index

CBOE S&P 500 Buffer Protect Index Balanced Series

Cohen and Steers Global Realty Majors Portfolio Index

Copeland Risk Dvd Gr TR

Dow Jones Equity REIT Total Return Index

Dow Jones Industrial Average

Dow Jones Industrial Average Total Return Index

Dow Jones Select Dividend Index

Dow Jones United States Islamic Market Index

Dow Jones US Large-Cap Total Stock Market Total Return Index

Dow Jones US Select Real Estate Securities Index

Dow Jones US Select Real Estate Securities Total Return Index

Dow Jones US Select REIT Index

Dow Jones US Select REIT Total Return Index

Dow Jones Wilshire Real Estate Securities Index Full Cap

Dow Jones Wilshire Real Estate Securities Total Return Index Full Cap

FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Developed Index

FTSE Gold Mines Index

FTSE High Dividend Yield Index

FTSE NAREIT All Equity REITS Index

FTSE NAREIT Equity REITs Index

Hedge Fund Research HFRX Equity Hedge Index

Morgan Stanley Commodity Related Equity Index

Morgan Stanley Technology 35 Index

Morningstar Moderate Target Risk

MSCI ACWI Energy Daily Gross TR USD

MSCI ACWI Ex. AUS Energy Index

MSCI ACWI Ex. AUS Financials Index

MSCI ACWI Index

MSCI EAFE Index

MSCI KLD 400 Social Index

MSCI US 25/50 Banks IMI

MSCI US 25/50 Biotec IMI

MSCI US 25/50 Retail IMI

MSCI US IMI Consumer Staples 25-50 Net Total Return USD Index

MSCI US IMI Financials 25-50 Net Total Return USD Index

MSCI US IMI Health Care 25-50 Gross Total Return USD Index

MSCI US IMI Information Technology 25-50 Net Total Return USD Index

MSCI US IMI Materials 25-50 Net Total Return USD Index

MSCI US Prime Market 750 Index

MSCI US REIT Gross TR

MSCI US REIT Index

MSCI US Small + Mid Cap 2200 Index

MSCI US Small Cap 1750 Index

Table B.1: Benchmark indices 1-45
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Primary Benchmark Index for Funds Included in the Sample

MSCI USA IMI extended Real Estate Net Total Return Index

MSCI USA Semiconductors and Semiconductor Equipment IMI Index

MSCI USA Small Cap Cap Gross Total Return USD Index

MSCI USA USD

MSCI World Free USD

MSCI World Health Care Index

MSCI World Index

MSCI World Net Total Return USD Index

MSCI World Small Cap Index

MSCI World Small Cap Net Total Return USD Index

NASDAQ 100 Financial Index

NASDAQ 100 Stock Index

Nasdaq Biotechnology Index

NASDAQ Composite Index

NASDAQ Dividend Achievers Select Index

Philadelphia Stock Exchange Box Maker Index

Russell 1000 Financial Services Index

Russell 1000 Growth Index

Russell 1000 Growth Total Return

Russell 1000 Index

Russell 1000 Index Total Return

Russell 1000 Value Index

Russell 1000 Value Index Total Return

Russell 2000 Growth Index

Russell 2000 Growth Total Return

Russell 2000 Index

Russell 2000 Total Return Index

Russell 2000 Total Return Value Index

Russell 2000 Value Index

Russell 2000 Value Total Return

Russell 2500 Growth Index

Russell 2500 Index

Russell 2500 Total Return Growth Index

Russell 2500 Total Return Index

Russell 2500 Total Return Value Index

Russell 2500 Value Index

Russell 3000 Growth Index

Russell 3000 Health Care Index

Russell 3000 Index

Russell 3000 Total Return Growth Index

Russell 3000 Total Return Index

Russell 3000 Utilities Index

Russell 3000 Value Index

Russell Microcap Growth Index

Russell Microcap Index

Table B.2: Benchmark indices 46-92
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Primary Benchmark Index for Funds Included in the Sample

Russell Midcap Growth Index

Russell Midcap Growth Index Total Return

Russell Midcap Index

Russell Midcap Index Total Return

Russell Midcap Total Return USD

Russell Midcap Value Index

Russell Midcap Value Index Total Return

Russell Top 200 Growth Index

Russell Top 200 Value Index

S&P 1000 Index

S&P 1500 Composite Index

S&P 500 Financial Sector CME Index

S&P 500 Financials Sector GICS Level 1 Index

S&P 500 Growth Index

S&P 500 Health Care Sector GICS Level 1 Index

S&P 500 Index

S&P 500 Total Return Index

S&P 500 Utilities Sector GICS Level 1 Index

S&P 500 Utilities Total Return Index

S&P 500 Value Index

S&P 900 10 year Dividend Growth Index

S&P BMI Gold and Precious Metals - Total Return Index

S&P Communications Equipment Index New

S&P Composite 1500 Consumer Staples (Sector) Total Return Index

S&P Composite 1500 Energy (Sector) Total Return Index

S&P Composite 1500 Financials (Sector) Total Return Index

S&P Composite 1500 Health Care (Sector) Total Return Index

S&P Composite 1500 Industrials (Sector) Total Return Index

S&P Composite 1500 Information Technology (Sector) Total Return Index

S&P Composite 1500 Materials (Sector) Total Return Index

S&P Developed REIT Index

S&P Global MidSmlCap USD

S&P MidCap 400 Growth Index

S&P Midcap 400 Index

S&P Midcap 400 Value Index

S&P North American Natural Resources Sector Index

S&P North American Technology Sector Index

S&P North American Technology Sector Total Return Index

S&P Small Cap 600 Index

S&P United States Property Hedged Index

The Alpha Brands Consumer Spending Index

Value Line Geometric

W.E. Donoghue Power Momentum Total Return Index

Wilshire REIT Index

Wilshire US Real Estate Securities Index

Table B.3: Benchmark indices 93-135
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Non-normality test

Graphic illustration of portfolio return distribution
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C.1 Sample Segmented Exclusively on Tracking

Error, 1998-2017

Figure C.1: Portfolio 1 Figure C.2: Portfolio 2

Figure C.3: Portfolio 3 Figure C.4: Portfolio 4
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Figure C.5: Portfolio 5 Figure C.6: Portfolio 6

Figure C.7: Portfolio 7 Figure C.8: Portfolio 8

Figure C.9: Portfolio 9 Figure C.10: Portfolio 10
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C.2 Sample Segmented on Both Tracking Error

and Size. 2003-2017

Figure C.11: P1 high TE, large size Figure C.12: P2 high TE, small size

Figure C.13: P3 low TE, large size Figure C.14: P4 low TE, small size
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Market Share of Active and

Passive Investment

Graphic illustrations of the transition from active to passive investment
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Figure D.1: Distribution of capital in the US mutual fund market, 2007 and 2017.

Source: Investment Company Institute, 2018.
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Figure D.2: Cumulative capital flows of US domestic mutual equity funds and net is-

suance of index funds and ETF:s in billions of dollars, 2008-2017.

Source: Investment Company Institute, 2018.
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